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Open thoughts embrace people and 

deeply touch their hearts. 

Guiding customers to a wider world is what 

NAVER considers as connection. 

NAVER strives to create a better tomorrow 

through creative thinking.
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To better cope with the mobile era, NAVER has been striving to offer richer LIVE contents as 

part of its innovation strategy. The concept of LIVE Search has taken our service one step 

forward. Instead of relying on the existing method to analyze users’ intentions based on their 

clicking patterns, LIVE reflects dynamic feedbacks on documents and creators, ensuring 

more relevant search results for our users. This is possible with NAVER’s brand new search 

system BREW, or Burst, Real-time, Event-Wise Search System, through which a large quantity 

of information from LIVE Feedback, Context, and Withness is received and processed in 

real-time. In addition, 'C-Rank (Creator Rank)' algorithm is capable of pinpointing information 

by understanding users’ preferences to the extent of including certain creators in a specific 

topic. NAVER's continuous efforts to advance technology has become a stepping stone to 

delivering more convenient services and new experiences for the users.

MAKING YOUR
LIFE LIVE

"In a world full of information, I think it is 

critical to find the right information quickly 

and conveniently. When planning a trip with 

friends, I use NAVER LIVE search to gather 

information with most number of 'likes' or 

'comments'. I can get even more information 

by using the 'Talk' function to chat with the 

other users. It’s a faster and easier way to 

share information.”

NAVER provides users with more convenient services and new experiences by continuously upgrading technologies.
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NAVER Shopping has evolved from a simple 

product listing service to a seamless mobile 

shopping platform where users chat with sellers 

on NAVER Talk Talk in real-time and pay via 

NAVER Pay. Furthermore, we introduced ‘Trend 

View’ and ‘Guide View’ which analyze individual 

shoppers’ buying pattern and recommend 

search results based on big data. We also 

introduced ‘Shopping Demography’, a service to 

share information on purchasing patterns of 

users with similar preferences. To better 

respond to the users' diversified shopping 

interests, NAVER worked to closely knit 

categories on NAVER home with 'Shopping 

Window' and expanded the categories and 

line-up of off-line stores. 'Shopping Window' in 

particular, has been gaining popularity as the 

mobile-optimized shopping platform attracting 

an increasing number of off-line retailers 

including department stores, outlets, and 

convenient stores. NAVER shopping will grow 

into a one-stop shopping platform 

encompassing on-line and off-line shops.

OFFERING BETTER
MOBILE EXPERIENCE

NAVER users are able to enjoy seamless mobile shopping beyond a simple product search.

“Mobile shopping has become a hot trend 

today. With NAVER mobile shopping, I can 

keep up with the latest shopping trend and 

get recommendation of products I may like. I 

can also find information on my favorite 

on-line stores which has saved me a lot of 

time. Many people purchase products from 

overseas online shopping these days but I 

was a little hesitant about it at first because it 

seemed complex. With NAVER Pay, however, 

global shopping has become an easy task. I 

can buy imported goods or even contact 

sellers via NAVER Talk Talk for help.”
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Mobile messenger LINE has evolved into a platform highly popular around the world 

thanks to its diverse contents. ‘LINE Webtoon’ is rapidly growing with an increasing 

number of new artists and partners. The number of local publication is on the rise as 

well. ‘LINE Game’ has added new game line-up by diversifying genres and setting up 

JVs with major game publishers in China. Furthermore, LINE solidifies its global 

presence by implementing a series of localization projects, for example, LINE Creators 

Market – LINE sticker distribution platform for users; LINE LIVE – real-time video 

sharing service; LINE Music – streaming service featuring social network; and LINE TV 

– quality VOD service.

RAISING THE BAR IN
COMMUNICATION

“I use stickers to express my feelings while 

chatting with friends on messenger. I 

designed them with cute and adorable 

characters I like and started selling them on 

‘LINE Creators Market.’ Now I am a freelance 

designer. Contents in LINE are popular with 

Thai users these days. Walk down the street 

and you will see people using LINE services, 

sending message, listening to music, 

watching movies or soap opera, or paying 

with LINE Pay. I can say that LINE is shaping 

the way smartphone is used for everyday 

purposes in Thailand.”

LINE is evolving into a platform offering various contents and more pleasure to users.
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CONNECTING PEOPLE
ON THE STAGE

“’V’ is very popular with my friends. ‘V’ lets 

you enjoy your favorite star’s live concert 

even if you are not actually there. You can also 

watch celebs in real life and real time, leave 

comments, and share your thoughts. It makes 

you feel connected with stars. What I 

especially like about ‘V’ is that the app sends 

an alarm when the star I registered to follow 

go on air.”

As part of its global business expansion efforts, NAVER has launched ‘V,’ the real-time video sharing 

platform where users around the world are invited. Developed with our know-how obtained from 

Starcast, celeb’s personal broadcast service, ‘V’ is a new live streaming app for global users. ‘V’ is 

rising as a new channel for fans to communicate with their favorite stars anywhere, anytime. NAVER 

also launched ‘V’ in the fast growing video-sharing market Vietnam in November 2015. NAVER’s 

engineers visited Vietnam to check the local network environment and ensured that the platform is 

optimized for service there. NAVER will continue to upgrade ‘V’ service to grow it into a global live 

streaming platform.

"V" is coming into the spotlight as a new channel for communicating with celebrities. 
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CREATING A BETTER
TOMORROW

NAVER recognizes startups, SMEs, developers, and creators as its valued 

partners. We strive to create a better world where all players can prosper 

together. 'NAVER Partner Square On-line Academy' was opened in December 

2015, to offer lectures on diverse topics including search advertisement 

designed to help partners grow their online business. In addition, our partners 

can use the studio in the ‘NAVER Partner Square' to take photos of their online 

shopping mall products for free. ‘Partner ED' provides SMEs or startups with 

educational and practical contents. Furthermore, ‘Partners Line' serves as a 

communication channel to listen to our partners' feedbacks or receive requests. 

‘Partners' Day' is held to promote shared growth. NAVER expects that these efforts 

will help strengthen collaboration with its partners and create a better Internet 

ecosystem.

“I benefit from a variety of supports while 

participating in projects with NAVER. I obtained 

skills closely related to my business after 

taking education sessions and seminars 

hosted by NAVER. The year-end meeting on 

‘NAVER Partners’ Day’ was a chance to deliver 

my thoughts on how to further develop mutual 

cooperation between partners and NAVER.”

NAVER is committed to creating an ecosystem where shared growth with business partners can be realized.
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CEO’S LETTER 

CEO’S LETTER 

I would like to take this opportunity to share our diverse efforts in enhancing NAVER’s 
service competitiveness and improving user experience.

NAVER pursues to create values in culture, trend, and business through connecting people who 

want to seek and provide information. This year in particular, we have focused on connecting 

contents creators with users and stimulating contents consumption in the mobile environment. 

For example, the newly launched selective theme menu on NAVER’s mobile main page provides 

content creators with more opportunities to showcase their works. Introducing the selective 

theme menu improved accessibility and convenience in the mobile environment and helped 

users find the contents they want in a faster manner.

For search, NAVER has taken user experience to a new level by providing search results in 

consideration of users' context. In the rapidly changing mobile environment, users search for 

contents that are most meaningful at the moment, enjoy them seamlessly, and share them with 

others in real time. Thus, the concept of "LIVE" was introduced, which aims to provide useful 

information for users' needs anywhere and at any time and seeks to foster communication 

opportunities for those with a common interest. NAVER will continue to provide users with better 

search results, support contents creators to generate profits by capitalizing on the concept of 

"LIVE," solidifying the foundation for shared growth with our business partners.

In a rapidly changing global environment, NAVER is committed to continuing innovation and 

willing to accept new challenges, leaving a solid footprint in the global market, especially with the 

successful launch of “LINE,” the famous global mobile messenger. However, many internet 

businesses in the US and China are entering the market with diverse on/off-line services while at 

the same time global startups are rapidly emerging across the world today. In order to overcome 

tough business environment and keep ahead of the competition, NAVER will spare no efforts to 

sharpen its global competitiveness and accelerate the globalization of BAND, Webtoon, Works 

Mobile, and V services.

NAVER has endeavored to connect people and share knowledge and wisdom in order to create a 

better and more convenient world. We at NAVER pledge to continue innovating to lead the mobile 

internet business and become a global player, which will contribute to enhancing our value of 

connecting people around the world.

Thank you.

CEO of NAVER Corporation, SANG-HUN KIM
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2015 FINANCIAL HIgHLIgHTS

2015 FINANCIAL HIgHLIgHTS

FY2014 FY2015 % Change

Operating Revenue  2,758.5  3,251.2 17.9%

       Advertising  2,019.1  2,322.4 15.0%

       Contents  676.7  851.3 25.8%

       Other  62.7  77.4 23.4%

Operating Expenses  2,000.3  2,489.0 24.4%

       Labor Expenses  555.0  737.5 32.9%

       Commission Expenses 762.9  922.6 20.9%

       Marketing Expenses  245.8  314.4 27.9%

       Depreciation Expenses  138.9  156.0 12.3%

       Telecommunication Expenses  101.7  104.1 2.3%

       Employee Benefits  66.3  78.7 18.7%

       Other 129.8  175.7 35.4%

Operating Income  758.2  762.2 0.5%

Operating Margin (%) 27.5% 23.4% (4.0%p)

Profit Before Income Tax 658.8 708.3 7.5%

Net Income 451.8 517.0 14.4%

FY2014 FY2015 % Change

Operating Revenue  1,637.2  2,141.3 30.8%

       Advertising  1,551.0  1,985.2 28.0%

       Contents  66.0  124.8 89.0%

       Other  20.1  31.3 55.3%

Operating Expenses  925.3  1,314.8 42.1%

       Labor Expenses  203.0  238.4 17.4%

       Commission Expenses  584.7  823.1 40.8%

       Marketing Expenses  52.3  156.0 198.2%

       Depreciation Expenses  28.8  32.9 14.3%

       Telecommunication Expenses  0.8  0.7 (17.5%)

       Employee Benefits  23.4  25.6 9.4%

       Other  32.3  38.0 18.0% 

Operating Income  711.9  826.5 16.1%

Operating Margin (%) 43.5% 38.6% (4.9%p)

Profit Before Income Tax 607.0 848.5 39.8%

Net Income 460.7 642.6 39.5%

FY2014 FY2015 % Change

Total Assets  3,394.5  4,385.9 29.2%

Total Liabilities  1,597.0  2,116.3 32.5%

Total Shareholders’ Equity  1,797.4  2,269.6 26.3%

FY2014 FY2015 % Change

Total Assets  2,728.4  3,383.7 24.0%

Total Liabilities  817.1  1,008.0 23.4%

Total Shareholders’ Equity  1,911.3  2,375.7 24.3%
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2015 AT A gLANCE

2015 AT A gLANCE

Strengthening Competitive Edge with New and 
Upgraded Services

To enhance user experience and expand globally, Naver makes continuous 

renewals to its services and launches new services.

"V," a live video streaming service that targets the global market, is reinforcing 

its presence as it continues to evolve with the addition of a beauty-focused 

channel "V.Beauty" as well as channels for celebrities in Korea.

"Naver TV Cast" has significantly improved its service usability by adding 

video sharing function and introducing "Play League," a new type of video 

sharing platform for creators. "Play League" is optimized for mobile platform 

and allows any member with a NAVER ID to upload their own video clips and 

is being recognized as a new platform where creators can demonstrate their 

full potentials.

"NAVER Map" application is now equipped with navigation system which 

provides users with more useful and real time map information service. In 

addition, "NAVER Cloud," the new name for "NAVER Ndrive," has evolved into 

a new space where users are able to share information and communicate 

with their acquaintances. The "Recommendation for Knowledge-iN answers" 

function was added to "NAVER Knowledge-iN." The new function 

automatically recommends the best answers through a clustering 

process to analyze user-pattern-related big data that has been 

accumulated for the past 13 years.

"NAVER Reservation" ensures more convenient and effective online 

reservation service by adopting real-time notification function and 

enhancing usability in mobile environment. Users are now able to make 

reservations and payments more easily by just clicking the buttons on NAVER 

as well as operators' websites.

“Shopping Search” extends its service coverage to the provision of search 

results tailored to users’ shopping patterns in accordance with search 

keyword by capitalizing on big data. Chatting and payment functions were 

also added to this service with the aim of letting users experience seamless 

mobile shopping from product search to payment. “NAVER TalkTalk” enables 

users to talk to sellers in real-time and “NAVER Pay” ensures payment, 

recharge, point-saving, and remittance in a safe and convenient way.

NAVER also launched a variety of services to improve user convenience. 

Those include “Local Search,” which automatically extract and provide travel 

information on “recommended courses” based on search frequency, “Smart 

Editor 3.0,” a tool for creating contents optimized for mobile devices, “NAVER 

English Dictionary,” which boasts better search convenience and translation 

accuracy as well as display structure optimized for mobile devices, and so on. 

“BAND” has now added the “Feed” function which displays contents based 

on an algorithm that analyzes user patterns and activities. The service has 

also been upgraded so that users can establish their own communities 

based on theme and interest. Thanks to these efforts, “BAND” is growing into 

a global community app with increasing users in Taiwan and India.

“NAVER CONNECT 2015” Conference

In November 2015, “NAVER CONNECT 2015” conference was held to 

support business partners and content creators of Naver. 

At the conference, NAVER shared its business direction, which aims to add 

the value of “LIVE” to the concept of “Connect,” and explained the meaning 

of new direction and how it ties into future plans.

During the search session, NAVER presented “LIVE Search,” a new mobile 

search function, beyond the concept of “Integrated Search” and “Knowledge 

Search.” “LIVE Search” understands the unique needs of individual users in 

different contexts and consistently provides the most up-to-date 

information. In order to better support “LIVE Search”, NAVER has developed 

a new search system “BREW (Burst, Real-time, Event-Wise Search System).”

During the video session, we introduced new technologies and services to 

offer vivid and dynamic scenes. Those include “Global Personal Live 2.0” 

which enables real-time transmission of images taken by action cameras or 

drones and “Live Time Machine” to search for scenes in seconds. We also 

shared our plans to support the production and distribution of original video 

contents, which bring new values to the mobile video service.

During the shopping, search advertisement, and design session, NAVER 

also announced new service strategies and technological competencies to 

heighten the value of “LIVE.” 

NAVER is committed to further developing the value of “LIVE” to better 

compete with global IT companies in the rapidly-changing business 

environment.

Strengthening NAVER’s Presence in the global Market

NAVER’s global operation has been expanding with its mobile services 

and “LINE” in the lead. Global mobile messenger “LINE,” with more than 

215 million monthly active users, is continuing stable growth in Japan, 

Taiwan, Thailand, and Indonesia. A group-based social network 

platform “BAND” also joined the ranks of global apps with more than 50 

million downloads and is expected to grow with the addition of 

“Community BAND” function available for anyone with shared 

interests. To boost the growth, BAND recently started TV 

commercials in Taiwan. Our advance into the global market is made 

in the field of contents as well.

Global webtoon service “LINE Webtoon” has been improving the 

degree of recognition in North America, Europe, and Japan thanks to 

the continuous expansion of language supports.

“V”, a live streaming video service, enjoys global exposure with more 

than 70% of downloads arising internationally.

This achievement resulted mainly from strengthening marketing activities 

in Southeast Asia where Korean contents are gaining popularity and 

launching individual broadcasts by local celebrities in Vietnam.

Furthermore, “Works Mobile,” a cloud-based corporate B2B 

solution, has been established in Japan to target global companies 

in Asia. It provides corporate users with customized office tools for 

improving individual productivity such as NAVER mail, calendar, 

address book, and drive.
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Happybean, Celebrating 10th Anniversary, Evolves into a 
Platform for Participating in Public Contents.

Happybean, Korea’s first online donation platform launched by NAVER 

in July 2005, has marked its 10th anniversary. 

Happybean is the first-generation crowd-funding service; when public 

organizations post stories for funding, Naver café or blog users donate 

their “beans,” which are virtual money worth of 100 won per bean, to 

each story they want to support. Today, through the mobile Happybean 

service, users are able to easily find stories for funding and make their 

donations more conveniently.

Over the past ten years, 12 million donors gave more than KRW 51 

billion to 5,500 groups through Happybean.

In order to expand the layers of online donors, NAVER will continue to 

effectively discover and introduce public interest contents of social 

enterprises and institutions.

Naver Ranked the “100 Most Innovative Companies” 
by Forbes

NAVER has been selected as one of the “100 Most Innovative 

Companies” by Forbes, a professional U.S. economy magazine. It is the 

only Korean company to be ranked for two years in a row.

Each year, Forbes conducts assessment for companies around the 

world, selects and announces the 100 most innovative companies. 

Ranking 21st, up 32 ranks after ranking 53rd last year, NAVER has one 

again been recognized, both domestically and internationally, for its 

innovative corporate culture.

By category, NAVER ranked 2nd in Internet Software & Service and 6th 

among Asia-Pacific companies.

Innovative companies are selected based on the Innovation Premium 

Solution, which was independently developed by Credit Suisse and 

assesses companies based on the sales growth, annual returns on their 

investments, and ability to continuously develop technologies and services. 

Ensuring growth through Technical Cooperation with 
global Leaders

NAVER is committed to investing in advanced technologies to lead the market.

NAVER Labs, a technology research institute, plans to invest KRW 100 

billion for the next five years to joint R&D and production with major 

universities, expanding NAVER’s software capabilities into hardware field 

such as “robotics,” “mobility,” and “smart home.”

We joined the “Automobile Convergence Alliance” with Hyundai Motors, 

LG Electronics, KT, Hanwha Advanced Materials, and Obigo in order to 

develop R&D tasks for convergence and collaboration between the auto 

business and other industries.

Meanwhile, LINE is jointly developing IoT solutions for smart home, digital 

signboard, intelligent vending machine, etc., in collaboration with Intel, a 

global semiconductor company. Also, through LINE Business Connect, 

more effective mobile CRM (Customer Relationship Management) service 

can be provided for various devices, corporate systems, and mobile users. 

Building Healthy IT Ecosystem for Sustainable growth

NAVER is committed to developing co-prosperity models to grow together 

with all business sectors as well as IT sector. In November 2015, NAVER 

signed an agreement with the French Government for the purpose of 

cooperating in a variety of fields to support the growth of start-ups in both 

countries, building mobile platforms for SMEs and promoting ICT 

education as well as invigorating cultural exchange and local economies.

In addition, NAVER held “XECon 2015,” “D2 CAMPUS FEST,” “Npac,” and 

“DEVIEW 2015” in order to take the lead in creating a sound IT ecosystem 

where software developers are able to gain NAVER’s experience and 

knowledge on R&D and grow together.

We also expanded communication channels with partners to create new 

values for co-prosperity. NAVER not only shared its value and vision of 

co-prosperity with partners by holding the “Partner’s Day” but have also 

operated various programs to support partners in the fields of finance, 

business management, technology, education, and welfare.

Internal Structural Changes to Efficiently Respond to 
Market Changes 

NAVER is streamlining the organization and decision-making 

process to flexibly cope with the rapidly-changing global market 

and mobile environment and to enhance service competitiveness. 

In January 2015, the company officially launched “Responsibility-

based Work System” which allows employees to decide their 

working hours by themselves instead of assigned working hours. 

This new system has resulted in improvement in work efficiency, 

decision-making speed, and employee satisfaction. 

We also adopted the “Responsibility-based Budget System” to 

enable each department or team to voluntarily set their targets and 

execute budget in accordance with their characteristics. This 

system ensures fair rewards and treatments based on their 

capabilities and performances, rather than seniority.

The Webtoon CIC, launched in February, has been focusing on not 

only producing and distributing webtoons but developing service 

platforms and business models with operational flexibility as if it 

were an independent company, as well as preparing for global 

market expansion. “Works Mobile,” established in April, has been 

targeting the global corporate B2B solution market based on its 

experience in servicing products such as NAVER mail, calendar, 

address book, drive, and document tools.

Other changes included the introduction of independent approval 

system, operation of review system, abolition of hierarchy and 

headquarter system. These changes have contributed to building 

NAVER’s unique working culture.



NAVER is committed to sharpening service 

competitiveness and improving user experience. 

We not only provide users with accurate and living 

information through new search technologies, but also 

deliver the value of LIVE through launching services 

optimized for mobile environment.

Success in the localization of LINE, Band, and V services 

allows more global users to enjoy more convenient 

communication experiences and to accelerate our 

progress in the global market.

At NAVER, we will continue to put efforts into creating 

new values and enhancing global competitiveness by 

developing diverse services and contents meeting 

users' expectations. 

SERVICE OVERVIEW
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Improving User Convenience and Content Availability
"NAVER Knowledge-iN" introduced new user-friendly services including recommendations of Knowledge-iN 

users who give the best replies by theme and review of hidden knowledge at a glance. In addition, ranking system 

of the users was eased in order to help new users concentrate more on providing answers than worrying about 

their answers' acceptance rate. "NAVER Ndrive" was revamped into "NAVER Cloud" specializing in sharing and 

managing photos. "NAVER Cloud" offers a space for sharing and communicating with acquaintances beyond 

the concept of personal data storage. It will present users with even more exciting interactions by adding new 

communication tools, such as more convenient photo management functions and stickers.

Providing Service Optimized for Mobile Devices
NAVER launched "Local Search" service which can recommend information and interests that meets 

search intention on mobile devices by automatically identifying information on local areas in Blogs, Cafés, 

and Knowledge-iN. As a result, about 2,000 regional attractions in the country are provided as search 

results in the form of a "Guidebook" and "Course Recommendation" collection offers a variety of information 

about popular travel sites. "PHOLAR," a tag-based photo and video sharing platform, serves as a new 

information distribution/consumption channel in the mobile environment. "NAVER English Dictionary" also 

revamped its UI for mobile devices and introduced automatic completion function to improve accuracy in 

translation. "Smart Editor 3.0," a content creation tool optimized for mobile devices, provides users with new 

experiences that they can upload photos or write texts on their mobile devices and edit them later on PCs.  

Improving Information Management Tools for Local Businesses  
"NAVER Search Registration" service, a tool for supporting business operators' information 

management, was upgraded with the name changed to "NAVER My Business." This service makes it 

easier and faster for business operators to input not only their shop addresses and phone numbers 

but also additional information about their businesses. They can also use "NAVER Reservation" or "Call 

Tracking Number" services with just a click. In addition, social network part of "My Business" service 

was upgraded to automatically apply their social network information change to search results. This 

improvement will further strengthen the connection between business operators and search users 

and ultimately contribute to invigorating SME businesses. "Brand Channel," an information updating 

and managing tool for franchise brands was also integrated into "NAVER My Business."

NAVER Webtoon, Korea’s Largest Webtoon Platform
"NAVER Webtoon" has grown so popular that more than 50 thousand people visited its exhibition space 

at the China International Comic Festival in Guangzhou in October 2015 and a total of 1,500 works were 

collected in the comic contest held in the U.S. and Indonesia. Demonstrating over 17 million monthly and 

7.5 million daily visitors in Korea, "NAVER Webtoon" provides users with quality contents by cultivating 

talented amateur writers through "Challenge League." In addition, "LINE Webtoon" strives to discover new 

writers and supports prestigious Korean webtoon writers to enter the global market in collaboration with 

Stan Lee, a comic book writer who created various hero characters such as Spider Man and Iron Man.

Diversifying Contents
"NAVER TV Cast" service has strived to secure web-exclusive dramas and entertainment contents as well as 

existing TV contents. It also conducted activities to improve service quality such as introducing video sharing 

function in the Café chat app. As a result, the average time spent by users has more than tripled compared with 

the previous year. Celebrities' real-time broadcast service "V" enjoyed 13 million downloads in four months 

since its launch in July 2015. Particularly, it has gained explosive popularity in the world: 70% of "V" app users 

are international nowadays. "V" service is truly getting the limelight in the world with the creation of more than 

100 star channels as of the end of 2015. Meanwhile, our online illustration platform "Grafolio" offers more than 

130,000 illustrations from about 9,000 artists. Today, international Grafolio users accounts for about 12% of 

the total users. To discover and support new artists, NAVER launched "StoryPic," where writers can share their 

stories on a regular basis, and "Grafolio Market," where artists can sell their works in digital or physical form. 

Naver's game business "with NAVER" also grew as a game contents platform by creating synergies between 

its online marketing knowhow and R&D capabilities of large and small-to-mid-sized game developers. 

NAVER MOBILE

As of December 2015

Number of daily unique visitors

24 million

NAVER

As of December 2015

Number of subscribers

42 million

NAVER is focusing on sharpening service strategies and technical 
competency in order to add new values to the concept of “Connect.” We 
launched new services optimized to mobile environment such as News, 
Maps, Knowledge-iN, Post, and NAVER Cloud by capitalizing on new 
search technology. Our progress in the global market has also been 
accelerating with the expansion of global services including Webtoon, V, 
and Works Mobile.

Korea’s No. 1 internet 
search portal
WWW.NAVER.COM

Enhancement of Search Technology and Services  
NAVER is strengthening "LIVE" contents as part of its innovative strategies to lead in mobile. 

In particular, we launched "LIVE Search" by capitalizing on our matchless technology. This 

service provides more accurate information quickly by identifying users' requirements and their 

unique situational contexts in the mobile environment. "NAVER Map" app adopted navigation 

system to allow users to use map and region information more quickly and smoothly. Users 

can import favorite locations from their PCs and mobile phones to this service and all sorts of 

useful information can also be acquired in connection with NAVER Search. NAVER Map will be 

further developed to lead the era of connected cars by supporting voice-based search and 

synchronization with devices inside vehicles Furthermore, our mobile search service shows real-

time search results by reflecting the latest updates in blogs, SNS, news, and "replies." NAVER will 

continue to improve its mobile search service by capitalizing on unrivalled technologies.

Providing More Enriched and Interactive Services
Apart from new search service, NAVER has launched a variety of new services. "Shopping 

Window." an O2O shopping platform with more than 600,000 products from 3,800 small and 

mid-sized offline shops, adopted "NAVER TalkTalk," a real-time communication channel with 

shop managers. This new service allows customers to directly talk to the sellers, offering more 

convenient online shopping experience. "NAVER PAY" equipped with various functions for 

e-commerce such as remittance, savings points, and charge as well as simple card payment 

has achieved remarkable performances of over KRW 20 billion in monthly transactions, over 

65 million payments, and over 73,000 affiliated stores from its launch in June to the end of 

2015. We will continue to expand offline affiliated stores, "NAVER PAY" members, launch brand 

cards, and upgrade services including integrated management of on/offline payment history 

and mileages. As for video service, "LIVE Time Machine" function was added to live sports 

broadcasts on PC, which allowed users to freely reply to one another in real-time while watching 

sports live. Meanwhile, "NAVER TV Cast" recommends video contents suited for individual tastes 

and interests through an algorithm which analyzes similarities between genre and contents that 

users have enjoyed. 
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LINE

As of December 2015

Number of monthly active users

215 million

global Mobile Contents
LINE.ME/KO/

Enhancing Existing Contents
As of January 2016, “LINE Game” services 60 games. With the success of self-developed 

“LINE Bubble 2,” existing hits such as “LINE Disney Tsum Tsum” and “LINE Pokopoko” have 

ranked high on the hit list. In 2015, a total of 23 new games have been newly launched.

LINE sticker distribution platform "LINE Creators Market," in which users are able to 

directly participate, has been enjoying stable growth thanks to the increasing sales of 

animation stickers. In addition, new services and upgrades such as the launch of sound 

stickers that embed sound clips into images has resulted in improved convenience as well 

as greater user participation.

“LINE Manga” provides more than 100,000 quality works such as comics and web novels, 

garnering more than 12 million downloads. It has grown into one the largest E-book 

services in Japan, recording 88.2 billion page views and 2.5 billion browsing hits in 2015 

alone. In addition, its most popular contents have been re-created and provided in TV 

dramas and movies, creating a bigger fan base in Japan.

Expanding New Services
Launched in late 2015, “LINE LIVE” enables LINE users in Japan to watch exciting video 

contents in real time as well as to communicate among users via message alarm. This 

service is rising as a new information distribution hub in the era of smartphone as it lays 

bridge between people, information, and contents. The number of net viewers of 'LINE 

LIVE" exceeded 11 million in just one month of launch and the accumulated playbacks 

also reached 43 million as of January 9, 2016. A differentiated streaming platform that 

incorporates social network platform features, "LINE Music", boasts 9.2 million downloads 

since its launch in June 2015 offering more than 10 million music files. SONY, Avex, 

and Universal Music have partnered with "LINE Music" and the streaming service has 

also signed a partnership with Omnifone, securing overseas digital labels with the aim 

of expanding its presence in the global music market. Meanwhile, “LINE TV” has been 

providing quality contents and dramas since its launch in Thailand in December 2014 and 

Taiwan in March 2015 with the recent launch of “LINE TV” sticker and free coin services. 

As a result, the number of “LINE TV” downloads exceeded 10 million. We will further focus 

on sourcing a wider collection of contents and service localization. 

 “LINE News” aims to be the largest smartphone news feed service in Japan. To this end, 

it added the widget function to the app while launching “LINE News Magazine”, which 

pushes notifications once or twice a week to deliver select news to users according to 

their preferences, and also launched “LINE News Digest,” which posts hot news chosen by 

the LINE News official account.

Increasing LINE Family App User Engagement 
LINE has been enhancing new family app services by capitalizing on its mobile presence.

“B612,” LINE’s selfie app, is highly popular with users for its fun filters, screen separation, 

and excellent convenience. Since its launch in August 2014, “B612” has recorded 130 

million global downloads and 60 million monthly active users.

A digital news delivery service "LINE Account Media Platform" provides LINE users with a 

wide variety of news as it has partnered with 38 media outlets including newspapers and 

broadcasting companies.

“LINE Baito,” launched in February 2015 to help users find part-time jobs, has been 

growing user base and garnering positive feedbacks from its users, who are able to search 

and apply for more than 100,000 part-time jobs with ease. 

Restaurant reservation service "Gourmet" has also seen users and reservations stably 

increasing since its launch in July 2015. As of the end of December 2015, the number of 

affiliated restaurants reached 45,000 to become the largest online restaurant reservation 

service in Japan. "Gourmet" will continue to provide users across the nation with wider 

choices by expanding the lineup of popular urban restaurants while reinforcing the service 

with new local restaurants and pubs.

LINE is continuously fortifying the usability and convenience of its family apps including 

“LINE Manga,” which is now reaching even more readers through publishing print versions 

of popular works. 

 

LINE has continued to grow as a platform for sharing various contents in 
real-time with 215 million monthly active users in the world, particularly 
around Japan, Thailand, Taiwan, and Indonesia. 
LINE strives to provide more global users with pleasant and convenient 
communication experience with continuous localization in different 
countries.

LINE SERVICE

LINE Stickers Free and paid stickers to express delicate feelings

Free Video/Voice Calls Free video and voice call services on smartphones and PCs

LINE for PCs Available in both PC and mobile versions

Multimedia Chat Sharing messages, photos, videos, voice messages and current location information

My Home/Timeline A simple and easy way to post and share memorable moments with friends

Making Friends Easily Adding new friends by using simple features like ‘LINE ID’, ‘QR Code’, and ‘Shake it’

group Chat Creating group chat rooms to stay connected with close friends online
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BAND

As of December 2015

Launched

Aug. 2012
Number of downloads

Number of Bands 

50 million

16 million

global No.1 Community App
BAND.US/HOME

Reinforcing the global Presence
“BAND,” started as a group-based social network platform targeting domestic mobile 

users, is now growing into a global community app that attracts a soaring number of users 

in Taiwan and Indonesia.

Particularly, in Taiwan, the theme-based BAND service was launched in March 2015 and 

TV commercials were initiated. As a result, the number of new downloads increased 250% 

compared to the accumulated downloads for the last six months, and the monthly active 

users (MAU) rose by 200% since March 2015. The number of open theme-based BANDs 

now surpassed 13,000, more than half of which has been created by those in their teens 

and 20s, who are mobile-trend conscious.

Continuously Improving Service Quality 
“BAND” has evolved into a theme/interest-based community app from an acquaintance-

based closed community app to better accommodate user needs. "BAND" users are now 

able to search for BANDs based on themes they're interested in or create open BANDs.

To make “BAND” PC-friendlier, we upgraded the UX and released the messenger-type 

desktop version. Once known as being a closed online community service, "BAND" 

today has grown into a group-based community platform that is widely used by many 

businesses as their official communication channels for large-scale events. 

Providing Information Customized for Users’ Preferences
“BAND” has adopted the “FEED” function based on the algorithm that analyzes user 

patterns and activities, offering posts and recommended BANDs to meet user needs. 

Recommending posts or BANDs selected in accordance with users’ preferences, “FEED” 

lets users reply to and share posts without having to enter a BAND. "BAND" is the first 

group-based social network service to come with "FEED" function, and we expect it will 

significantly contribute to improving user convenience and encouraging communication 

among members.

BAND has recorded over 50 million downloads in just three years since 
its launch. As a result of continuous improvement on usability and global 
marketing activities, the number of bands created has reached around 16 
million, with the average number of bands joined per person standing at 2.75.

Launched in 2012, “Whoscall” is one of the 

most frequently downloaded spam call blocking 

apps in the world, surpassing 30 million 

downloads. The anti-spam app has the world’s 

largest phone number database registered by 

users themselves. By utilizing blocking and tag 

information entered by users and a database of 

more than 700 million spam numbers collected 

around the globe, "whoscall" informs users of 

suspicious phone numbers in real-time helping 

them easily ban spam calls or text messages.

With its high awareness and market share 

around the world, notably in Taiwan and Hong 

Kong, “whoscall” has formed partnerships with 

various global businesses including Samsung 

Electronics Taiwan, LG Electronics, and Cheetah 

Mobile, a Chinese Internet security firm, to 

further improve service competitiveness.

We will continue to upgrade "whoscall" service, add 

new functions, and ensure stable and convenient 

services for all domestic and overseas users. 

"Watch Master," which allows users to select 

the home screen on their smart watches, offers 

a sophisticated but practical set of designs 

such as refined analog masterpiece watches 

under the concept of raising the usability of 

smart watches.

"Watch Master" offers a wide collection of 

watch screens created by designers from 

around the world. With a variety of quality smart 

watch designs, users can always select designs 

that best suit their tastes and keep up with the 

rapidly-evolving fashion trends.

NAVER promises to dedicate itself to nurturing 

an ecosystem for wearable apps by organizing 

projects to discover new designers.

“SNOW,” released in September 2015, enables 

users to communicate with friends and 

acquaintances by shooting photos or videos 

with simple messages or doodles. With effects 

such as facial recognition stickers, filters, 

comments, and doodles, users can share their 

daily lives with others in a fun and refreshing way. 

"Matome" is a participation-based “mobile 

scrapbook” in which users can set a single 

keyword or theme and collect contents such as 

websites, photos, videos, and information. 

Localized in Japan, "Matome" has attracted 

2.56 billion monthly page views and 75 million 

local users. As Japan’s largest curation 

platform that showcases various genres, from 

news to entertainment, business, and ICT, 

"Matome" has been showing a solid growth as 

better and more diversified functions are added 

to enhance user convenience.

"Livedoor," Japan’s comprehensive portal site, 

offers a variety of services including blogs, 

media, and other web services as well as 

advertising on both PCs and mobile devices. 

The site is favored by many users, thanks to its 

specialized blogs and news services. "Livedoor" 

is still rapidly growing in the number of monthly 

page views and users surpassing 9 billion and 

53 million, respectively, with the expansion of 

mobile service.

Customized global Spam 
Blocking Service
WHOSCALL-KR.COM

Camera Communication 
App Service
snow.me

Participation-based 
Contents Service
matome.naver.jp

Comprehensive Web 
Portal in Japan
livedoor.com

App Service for 
Smart Watch Home Screen
WATCHMASTERGROUP.COM

OTHERS

MATOME

As of December 2015

Number of monthly active users

Number of monthly page views

75 million

2.56 billion

WHOSCALL

As of December 2015

Launched

Jul. 2012
Number of downloads

30 million

LIVEDOOR

As of December 2015

Number of monthly active users

Number of monthly page views

53 million

9 billion



Our growth is driven by continuously offering innovative 

services to users. NAVER is taking the lead in rapidly 

changing mobile advertising market by capitalizing on 

its advanced search quality and providing quality 

services and contents based on diverse business platforms, 

through which stable advertising revenue is created. 

Contents revenue is significantly growing thanks to 

sales increase of LINE game and stickers as well as 

accelerated globalization of NAVER Webtoon.

NAVER will continue to focus on developing a variety of 

services and contents that can satisfy both advertisers 

and users, and enhancing global competitiveness in 

order to lay the foundation for creating profits.

BUSINESS OVERVIEW

 032 ADVERTISING

 034 CONTENTS

 036 OTHERS
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201520142013

2,322.4

86

14

FY2014 FY2015

29

38

FY2014 FY2015

12

22

1,739.7

2,019.1

Revenue

as of December 2015, based on K-IFRS 

consolidated financial statements

(Unit: Billions of KRW)

Securing growth Engines with Advanced Search Quality
NAVER supplies contents that mobile device users need through "LIVE search." This service provides 

results based on "Feedback" (like, payment information, etc.), "Context" (location, time, weather, etc.), 

and "Withness" (demographics, interests, etc.). This increases search queries and contributes to 

receiving more lucrative targeted ads. We also focus on attracting more advertisers through new 

services such as "LIVE With Search" and "LIVE Recommendation" to ensure future growth.

Enhancing Video Advertising Business
Our presence in the video advertising market has been solidified by expanding the video 

platform through "TV Cast" and "V." "TV Cast" has attained eminence in running new pre-roll, 

interstitial, and banner ads by securing exclusive contents such as web dramas, web animation, 

and web entertainment, as well as various themes through Play League. 

"V" app with soaring overseas traffic since its launch in July 2015 is also expected to become a 

catalyst for our video advertising business in the future. To reinforce our video advertising 

business, NAVER will expand beauty and fashion contents by capitalizing on Hallyu (Korean 

Wave) while undertaking targeted localization strategies in key regions. 

LINE Advertising
LINE advertising sales has been stably increasing due to the growth of official accounts and 

sponsor stickers in major countries and positive responses from advertisers to video ads that 

users can view through Free Coins. LINE@, a business account service first launched in Japan in 

December 2012, has extended its reach to Taiwan, Thailand, and Indonesia, evolving into one of 

the largest mobile O2O platforms today. The number of LINE@ accounts amounted to 1.77 

million including 580,000 in Japan alone with both the account number and service regions on 

the rise. "Free Coins," which is virtual money given as reward when users download, install, and 

run apps or watch video clips, grew remarkably. "Free Coins" can be used at offline stores and 

new video-watching ads on "Free Coins" have greatly contributed to the growth of LINE 

advertising sales. In addition, in-feed advertising service "LINE Timeline" has also started its beta 

testing with external advertisers, receiving favorable responses from both advertisers and users.

Developing Various Business Platforms
NAVER supports business operators in many different ways to help them increase on/offline 

customer contact points through our platforms. "NAVER Shopping" not only added information 

on hot deals and integrated database to enhance shopping search function, but also expanded 

the "Shopping Window" service, an O2O shopping platform designed for small and mid-sized 

businesses. We also launched additional services such as a chatting channel in the reservation 

service to secure more mobile advertisers. A simple payment service "NAVER Pay" contributes to 

boosting sales in shopping and digital contents categories. Meanwhile, "modoo!" which was 

launched with the aim of expanding online business channels for partners provides users with a 

variety of information, ultimately leading them to purchase products on the website.

NAVER seeks to generate advertising sales by launching new services that better 
satisfy advertisers. We recently focus on enhancing mobile search and video 
platforms to meet rapidly growing mobile advertising market. Supported by 
continuous growth in the mobile sector, NAVER’s advertising sales in 2015 stood at 
KRW 2.32 trillion, up 15.0% year-on-year. Mobile revenue accounted for 38% of total 
advertising sales, rising by 9%p compared to the previous year. Domestic advertising 
sales increased 11% year-on-year to KRW 1.99 trillion and overseas advertising sales 
also rose by 47.0% backed by the increases in sales of various advertising products 
such as official accounts, sponsored stickers, free coins, etc. 

Revenue Proportion by Region
(Unit: %)

Overseas RevenueDomestic Revenue

Proportion of Mobile Search Advertising Revenue
(Unit: %)

Proportion of Mobile Display Advertising Revenue
(Unit: %)
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CONTENTS

CONTENTS

851.3

20152014

676.7

2013

426.7

86

14

Revenue

as of December 2015, based on K-IFRS 

consolidated financial statements

(Unit: Billions of KRW)

LINE Contents
LINE, a global mobile messenger that provides contents including games, stickers, videos, 

and webtoons, is strengthening its global presence by continuously launching new services. 

LINE's hit games “LINE Disney Tsum Tsum” and “LINE Pokopoko” have maintained their top 

ranks, while self-developed games “LINE Bubble 2” and "LINE Rangers" have driven the 

stable revenue growth of contents business. 

"LINE Game" plans to diversify game genres by launching RPGs that generally ensure high 

ARPU (Average Revenue Per User) and mobile games in cooperation with renowned IPs.

Thanks to the steady sales increase of “LINE Creators Market” stickers and the well-

crafted localization strategy, “LINE Sticker” has achieved a stable sales growth.

With more than 9.2 million downloads and 10 million digital music labels, “LINE Music” is 

expected to be another major contributor to the revenue for LINE in the future. “LINE TV,” 

which has been launched in Thailand and Taiwan, is also expected to be a stable profit 

source in the future as it has been downloaded over 10 million times in those countries.

“LINE PLAY,” an avatar community for smartphones, is broadening its global influence with 

the expansion of service area to countries like Japan, Thailand, Taiwan, and Indonesia.

NAVER Contents
NAVER stably generates revenue from various contents including game, webtoon, music, 

and more. The traffic of "NAVER Webtoon" has been on the rise thanks to its unrivalled 

market dominance and aggressive advancement into the global market. 

With 17 million monthly visitors and 7.5 million daily users, "NAVER Webtoon" cultivates 

amateur artists through “Challenge League” while providing users with quality contents.

Our mobile game marketing project “with NAVER” has released four games since the 

success of its first partnership title, “Raven.” In addition, "with NAVER Webtoon" has 

created profits by adapting popular webtoons to games, expanding business 

opportunities by utilizing NAVER Webtoon’s intellectual properties (IP). 

“NAVER Music” has added the “JAMM” function, which enables users to create song 

playlists and share them in the app, evolving into a platform where users can easily share 

and explore music of various genres. Users are also able to easily pay for these digital 

contents with “NAVER Pay.”

Revenue from contents business stood at KRW 851.3 billion, an increase of 
25.8% compared to last year, 39% of which accounted for mobile revenue. 
Revenue from overseas contents business increased 20.7% year-on-
year thanks to the growth of LINE game and sticker sales, and revenue 
from domestic contents business also soared 69.3% on the back of 
steady growth of signature contents such as Webtoon. The percentage 
of revenue from domestic contents business was 14%, up 4%p 
compared with the previous year.

Revenue Proportion by Region
(Unit: %)

Overseas RevenueDomestic Revenue
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OTHERS

OTHERS

2015

77.4

2013

92.7

2014

62.7

Revenue

as of December 2015, based on K-IFRS 

consolidated financial statements

(Unit: Billions of KRW)

Expanding LINE Friends and Character Business
LINE's character business division was spun off into a new company “LINE Friends” in 

March 2015, taking up the mission to lead the company’s character business. “LINE 

Friends” has opened 22 pop-up and regular stores at home and abroad to expand contact 

points with users. As a result, “LINE Friends” stores in the nation’s major shopping districts 

such as Garosu-gil and Myeongdong have become key attractions for tourists from Japan, 

China, and Taiwan.

Over 22 million customers have visited “LINE Friends” stores in 2015, purchasing more 

than 200,000 “Brown Dolls,” the most popular item. “LINE Friends” has supplied more than 

5,000 products in 400 different types, evolving into a comprehensive lifestyle shop 

beyond a simple character store. 

The company expects to open the “LINE Friends Theme Park” in which attractions, 

characters, and foods are available, and consequently establish “LINE Friends” characters 

as a globally renowned brand.

IT Service
NAVER harnesses its excellent human resources and innovative technologies to provide 

various IT-related services in Korea such as consulting on IT infrastructure, IDC, network, 

storage, security, and disaster recovery system. Drawing upon our decade-long operation 

know-how, NAVER is equipped with abundant IT infrastructure technologies to meet the 

ever-changing user needs and demands for service. NAVER puts its focus on operating 

fast and reliable IT infrastructure as the Internet service is increasingly becoming global 

and mobile.

NAVER Real Estate
NAVER Real Estate service, started in 2009, has been upgraded into a map-based real estate 

search information service, available on the NAVER App. Now users can easily locate registered 

real estate offerings along with price information on the map by applying filters such as desired 

area or transportation. We continue to improve service quality and user convenience by not only 

providing “single-room apartment” offerings category, but also real estate offerings that are 

authenticated by the Korea Internet Self-governance Organization (KISO).

NAVER’s other businesses include character products sales, IT 
infrastructure consulting, NAVER Real Estate service, etc. Revenue from 
other businesses in 2015 stood at KRW 77.4 billion, an increase of 
23.4% year-on-year. 



NAVER believes in a better world where happiness and 

growth are shared. Our platforms contribute to laying a 

lasting foundation for shared economic growth, 

ensuring that people pursue their dream and SMEs find 

new opportunities. Our sharing initiatives will spread 

seeds of hope for the generation to come while 

protecting the precious planet we share.

NAVER pledges to be guided by the principles of fair and 

transparent management as we seek to deliver balanced 

values for economy, society, and environment for a 

sustainable growth.

SUSTAINABILITY

 040 SHARED GROWTH

 042 BUILDING FOUNDATION FOR ICT ECOSYSTEM

 048 COEXISTENCE

 050 SOCIAL CONTRIBUTION

 052 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

 054 ETHICAL MANAGEMENT
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SUSTAINABILITY SHARED gROWTH

Operating an Exclusive Organization

With the aim of extending systematic support for our business partners, we 

are operating “NAVER Shared Growth Committee”. Under the Committee, 

NAVER Partner Center conducts review and assessment on purchase, 

support, service impact and more. In addition, we developed and operate 

four major action agendas for co-prosperity, including the guideline for fair 

contract with business partners. 

Spreading Ethical and Responsible Corporate Culture

Business ethics based on modesty, sense of ownership, creativity, and 

innovation are the driving force of NAVER’s growth and a standard to keep 

for our business. NAVER’s employees and partners are committed to 

observing business ethics and establishing ethical management. By doing 

so, NAVER will grow into a company trusted by all stakeholders including 

customers, shareholders, business partners, and the society as well as 

employees. As part of the effort, we conduct ethical management 

campaigns on a regular basis and distribute guidelines on specific situations 

to make ethical management firmly rooted throughout the company.

Establishing a System to Ensure Fair and Transparent Transactions

NAVER and its business partners observe the agreement on ethical 

business practices which was made to pursue shared growth through fair 

and transparent transactions and mutual cooperation. Transparency and 

fairness in transactions are ensured as bidding and contracts are made 

through the e-purchase system. To eliminate any impediment to 

partnerships, we operate various systems to uphold our business ethics and 

protect information. Also, regular educations are offered to all employees to 

help them understand and comply with these systems. NAVER will spare no 

effort to win all stakeholders' trust and to sustain long-term relationship 

through conducting a responsible business operation and management.

Operating Various Communication Channels

NAVER operates the “NAVER Corporate Ethics Counseling Center” to help 

employees easily discuss and report misconducts through an online 

channel as well as “Partners Line,” which allows our business partners to 

submit requests and present their opinions. Through these channels, we 

monitor and eradicate unfair business handlings, receiving bribery, and/or 

entertainment, misappropriation, corruption, and misconduct. We also 

endeavor to reflect our business partners’ suggestions and opinions on our 

management activities. 

In 2015, NAVER held the “Partners' Day” to strengthen communication with 

partners and to encourage them. At the event, we listened to their opinions 

and conveyed our strong will for shared growth by concluding an agreement 

on co-prosperity. NAVER will make a concerted effort to build a healthy 

ecosystem where shared growth is ensured.

NAVER Seeks Sustainable growth with Business Partners.

Based on our business ethics of honesty and sincerity, 
NAVER has cooperated with business partners to 
establish a healthy Internet ecosystem. Amidst fierce 
competition with leading companies both at home 
and abroad, NAVER will continue to spare no efforts in 
supporting partners and creating shared value as well as 
exploring new markets with them.
As part of this effort, we are paving the way to develop 
platform-based business models by establishing an 
organization dedicated to promoting co-prosperity and 
cooperation with partners.

Procurement 
Review Committee

Support Review 
Committee

Service Effect 
Evaluation 
Committee

NAVER 
Shared 
Growth 

Committee

NAVER 
Partner 
Center

CEO

Customized Programs to Support Business Partners 

Financial 
support

Operating financial support programs to help partners stably conduct 
business, including loans, full cash payment, advanced payment for national 
holidays, and fundraising to support the development of public-private joint 
investment technology

Managerial 
support 

Supporting management activities to improve partners management condi-
tions which include offering management consulting, operating benefit pro-
grams for partners' employees, supporting the building energy performance 
diagnosis, and more

Educational 
support 

Providing offline education (lectures at the Partner Square and invitation to 
NAVER’s technology and marketing seminars) and online education (Partner ED 
and other online education courses)

Support-
ing sales 
channels 
expansion

Enhancing partners' marketing activities by supporting biz-money coupons, 
website registration for search, and promotional video production
Vitalizing partner networking activities through operating the shared growth 
website and distributing the business partners’ directory
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SUSTAINABILITY  
BUILDINg FOUNDATION FOR ICT ECOSYSTEM

Investing and Building Infrastructure to Cultivate 
Startup Ecosystem

D2 Startup Factory, NAVER’s Tech Startup Accelerator
On May, 2015, NAVER’s tech startup accelerator “D2 Startup Factory 

(D2SF)” was opened at Meritz Tower, Gangnam-gu, Seoul. D2SF will 

offer not only general accelerator programs such as fund investment, 

office space, and demo-day, but also NAVER's 15 years of experience 

and knowhow. Sharing our expertise and technologies through D2SF 

will give technology-driven startups chances to grow together with 

NAVER while helping broaden the startup ecosystem.

Supporting the Startup Ecosystem through the Public-Private 
Network Startup Alliance
In order to cultivate a healthy startup ecosystem and facilitate 

promising startups' entrance into the global market, NAVER established 

the “Startup Alliance,” in 2014. For the a public-private cooperation 

network, NAVER pledged to invest a total of KRW 10 billion for the next 

five years. The Startup Alliance has been contributing to vitalizing the 

startup ecosystem by motivating startups and supporting their 

networking activities through various programs.

Npac: NAVER’s Comprehensive Support Package for Startups
To ensure settlement and growth of early startups, NAVER has been 

offering the Npac (NAVER Partner Aid & Care) service consisting of IT 

infrastructure, corporate business solutions, and various education 

programs free of charge since 2014. We will strive to encourage 

startups who utilize the Npac to connect and communicate with each 

other through our various co-prosperity programs.

NAVER App Store Support Program for Domestic Startups
To nurture a healthy growth of domestic startups, NAVER offers 

professional lectures and supports marketing activities through the 

NAVER App Store.

Supporting the Ecosystem for Software 
Developers – NAVER D2

For Developers, By Developers “NAVER D2”
NAVER runs "D2 (For Developers, By Developers)," a co-prosperity 

program aimed at supporting developers, to help them produce 

valuable technological knowledge and share experiences. Through the 

“D2” program including the developer conference “DEVIEW,” NAVER 

shares a variety of open sources and development tools and supports 

relevant academies and communities. 

•Korea's Leading Developer Conference “DEVIEW”

“DEVIEW” is the flagship program of the ""D2" program." It started as an 

in-house event for developers in 2006 but evolved into one of Korea's 

most popular developer conference where professionals from NAVER, IT 

industry, and global IT companies share knowledge of technology and 

development experiences. With engineers from domestic and overseas 

IT companies and world-renowned universities as presenters, “DEVIEW 

2015” was held on 10 themes with 48 sessions about the latest trends 

including robotics, big data, search, and tech startups. In particular, 

various development experiences and technologies in regard to data 

mining and massive distributed processing for NAVER Search were first 

presented and shared at the conference. In addition, NAVER’s developers 

directly presented their knowhow and experience in applying effects in 

webtoons and developing the home screen design for Apple Watch.

•  Knowledge Sharing among Developers and Developers’ Communities

Since December 2011, NAVER has been operating the "Hello World," a 

blog for NAVER’s developers, in order to share knowledge among 

developers. This blog contributes to reducing trials and errors and 

development costs by sharing various development cases, problem-

solving experiences, and test results. “Hello world” is actively operated 

with an average of one posting a week and over 3 thousand visitors a 

day. It covers technology issues in diverse sectors, including web,  

mobile, database, performance, security, and general programming. In 

addition, NAVER is making a concerted effort to vitalize and support 

developer communities in many ways.

• Events and Programs to Stimulate College Students' SW Development 

As part of the "D2" program, NAVER hosts various events and programs 

to boost college students' software development activities. Those 

include "D2 Campus Fest 2015" to encourage their open source SW 

development, "CAMPUS HACK DAY" to jointly solve challenging tasks 

and cultivate skills with NAVER's developers, and "D2 CAMPUS SEMINAR" 

to share knowledge and experiences in SW development with preliminary 

developers. NAVER will enact extensive efforts to foster future SW 

engineers by sharing its accumulated technological knowledge with 

college students and providing them with internship opportunities.

•  Revealing XE-based Open Source Software and Providing Sponsorship

“NAVER D2” contributes to improving the productivity of third party 

developers by offering competitive open source software such “Yobi,” 

an open source platform, "Arcus," Korea’s first open source cash 

solution applied to NAVER LINE, BAND and Café/Blog, and "XE 

(Express Engine)."

NAVER Pursues Long-term growth of Domestic ICT 
Ecosystem and Co-prosperity with Partners.

NAVER operates various support programs to nurture 
the domestic ICT ecosystem in a virtuous circle. We also 
pursue co-prosperity with our core business partners 
including SMEs, startups, contents creators, and 
software developers in the ICT ecosystem.
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SUSTAINABILITY  
BUILDINg FOUNDATION FOR ICT ECOSYSTEM

Helping domestic contents creators enter the global 
market and create profits

Enriching the Webtoon Ecosystem and Supporting global Market 
Expansion
With the aim of helping webtoon artists advance into the global 

market, NAVER launched a global webtoon platform “LINE Webtoon” 

in July 2014 and has participated in internationally renowned book 

fairs and comics festivals including London Book Fair and Beijing 

Book Fair. In 2015, NAVER held various events to expand point of 

contact with global users. Such events include artist signing 

meeting, photo shoots with characters, and setting up webtoon 

booth at the China International Comic Festival in Guangzhou. 

Furthermore, we formed a partnership with Stan Lee, a highly 

influential figure in U.S. superhero comics, to reinforce “LINE 

Webtoon” contents and accelerate the globalization of webtoon. 

NAVER will strive to continuously develop webtoon contents and 

relevant services to make webtoon become a global culture content 

and build an ecosystem.

Supporting the ecosystem invigoration and globalization of 
illustration service
NAVER opened the "Grafolio" market in July 2015 where illustration 

creators can present their illustration works through online and 

offline channels and sell them at a cost. We have also been 

proactive in supporting their entrance into the global market. For 

example, Puuung, who have been working as an illustrator on the 

"Grafolio" market ranked in third place in the illustration category of 

the Kick Starter, a global crowd funding platform, for the first time 

as a Korean. And 90% of her fans on the "Grafolio" market and 

Facebook are foreigners today. We will continue to make a 

concerted effort to invigorate the "Grafolio" market and produce 

talented illustrators who are globally recognized.

 

LINE Creators' Market, a platform for global creators

In May 8, 2014, global mobile messenger LINE launched the "LINE 

Creators' Market," a platform where every user can showcase and 

distribute self-designed LINE stickers. Every user who wants to 

become a sticker creator can design stickers that satisfy LINE 

guidelines and sell them to other users in the market. "LINE 

Creators' Market" is established as a gateway to becoming new 

designers. 

In particular, approximately 50% of sales in the market excluding 

fees of Apple's App Store and Google's Play Store and regional 

taxes are delivered to sticker creators. This system created a 

neologism "LINEAIRE" in Japan. More than 100 thousand stickers 

have been registered in the market and over 390 thousand users 

from 156 countries have become creators over the past year. Total 

sticker sales generated in the "LINE Creators' Market" stood at JPY 

8.94 billion.

In addition, popular creators in Japan, Thailand, and Taiwan where 

LINE takes first place in the mobile messenger market have 

participated in producing stickers for corporate marketing through 

collaboration. 

In December 2014, princess Maha Chacri Sirindhon of Thailand 

registered self-designed LINE stickers on the shop and earned JPY 

31 million for three months thanks to great response from local 

users. Total amount of gains were donated to Thailand Red Cross.

Moreover, a lot of stickers are re-produced as character products. 

Like this, "LINE Creators' Market" not only provides global users with 

a stage for their debut as designers but also evolves as a hub to 

create new contents. LINE will continue to further support all users 

to realize their dreams. 

BUILDINg FOUNDATION FOR ICT ECOSYSTEM
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SUSTAINABILITY  
BUILDINg FOUNDATION FOR ICT ECOSYSTEM

Supporting Online Business of SMEs

NAVER Partner Square: a Space of Education and 
Networking for SMEs
Over 90% of NAVER's advertisers are small and medium-sized 

enterprises. To support their growth, NAVER has been offering a variety 

of free educational programs while operating studios and equipment for 

shopping mall owners through the NAVER Partner Square since 2013. 

Providing O2O Business Platform and Education for SMEs
NAVER provides diverse educational programs and platforms to help 

SMEs heighten their competitive edge in online business as follows:

•“modoo!,” Mobile Website Production and Education for SMEs

Launched in April 2015, “modoo!” offers tools to help SMEs easily 

create their mobile websites and provides education contents on how 

to use those tools more efficiently. Offering 37 templates specially 

designed for each business type, “modoo!” service enables SMEs with 

limited knowledge in this field to easily create their own mobile 

websites. It also allows SMEs to register their information on NAVER 

Search and NAVER Map and to access NAVER TalkTalk with a single 

click on the administration page. Moreover, “modoo store” function was 

recently added for online shop owners to display product information.

•  Expanding Offline Sales Channels through NAVER’s O2O  

Shopping Platforms

In 2015, NAVER launched "NAVER Pay," an easy payment system, 

"NAVER TalkTalk," a seamless shopping experience solution, and 

"NAVER Shopping Window," an online shopping platform for offline 

shop owners. These services have encouraged offline SMEs to 

advance into the online market. In August 2015, monthly gross 

merchandise volume of "NAVER Shopping Window" surpassed KRW 10 

billion only eight months from its official launch. In December 2015, it 

soared again to KRW 25 billion, resulting in many cases of online sales 

exceeding offline sales. As most of the stores that recorded monthly 

sales of over KRW 10 million are small stores, workshops, or small and 

mid-sized local agro-fishery sellers, "Shopping Window" helps them 

earn additional income beyond their offline stores. We will continue to 

introduce more functions to "Shopping Window" so that more SMEs 

can broaden their sales channels.

•e-Commerce Dream Young Merchants

“e-Commerce Dream Young Merchants” is a national program for 

cultivating young e-commerce startup entrepreneurs, which is 

operated by NAVER with the Presidential Committee on Young 

Generation. Any person from age 19 to 39 can participate in this 

program and a seed money for the startups worth KRW 30 million is 

provided after completing a required course.  

Enriching the Contents Ecosystem

NAVER’s “League Platform” to Enrich the Contents Ecosystem
With the goal of motivating more creators to unleash their 

capabilities, NAVER operates a variety of challenge platforms. We 

also strive to establish the healthy ecosystem of contents by 

developing a number of profit models for talented creators to make 

sure their works are financially rewarded in a reasonable and 

sustainable way.

•Webtoon

"NAVER Webtoon" is a flagship service of NAVER's league system. A 

total of 270 thousand artists have showcased their works through 

Challenge Webtoon and Best Challenge stages. More than 160 

works are officially in service from about 380 active artists. 

High-quality webtoon contents created through the league system 

are read by more than 7.5 million daily users. In addition, webtoon 

contents are adapted into films, animations, and character products, 

which help artists to secure new profit models.

 • Web Novel 

"NAVER Web Novel" is operated in three stages: challenge league, 

best league, and debut novel. This system has contributed to 

cultivating amateur creators, increasing paid readers, enriching 

derivative works, and consequently expanding the base of web 

novel market. More than 150 thousand writers uploaded their works 

on the challenge league, 59 of which made their official debut as a 

writer as of 2015. A total of 64 novels out of 197 serial works from 

150 writer were published in prints. 

•Grafolio

“Grafolio” is a platform specializing in illustration art where 

illustrators and users are able to actively communicate. This service 

aims to promote illustration art as a culture that is continuously 

enjoyed and appreciated beyond the role as a commercial content 

or a secondary effect to main arts. As of the first half of 2015, 

"Grafolio" secured over 8 thousand illustrators, nine full-time artists, 

and 110 thousand illustration images.

•Music

“Musician League” is an open platform that enables any musician to 

introduce their music to fans. A total of 14 thousand songs from 

about three thousand musicians have been showcased through the 

"Musician League" until 2015. It has been established as the gateway 

to becoming star musicians and received great attention from users 

and the music business. In 2015, we strived to offer new musicians 

more opportunities in collaboration with diverse music festivals.
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Creating an Ecosystem for Software Education

Contributing to the Development of Software Education
With the aim of raising the awareness and necessity of software education, 

NAVER has been working on supplying various software education contents 

and programs since 2013. This activity has helped students improve their 

creativity and problem-solving skills and also helped teachers and parents 

handle software with ease. In 2015, we have strived to enhance software 

education platform in the public sector by supporting Entry Education 

Institute, a startup for software education, creating an ecosystem for 

software education together with academia and companies. These efforts 

have contributed to forming a social consensus on the necessity of software 

education and expanding the infrastructure for relevant businesses.  Entry 

Education Institute was awarded the Minister’s prize at the “1st Software 

Education Development Contribution Awards” held by the Ministry of 

Science, ICT and Future Planning in December 2015 in recognition of its 

contribution in developing software education.

Supporting gangwon Creative Economy Innovation Center

Integrating NAVER's Technology into Traditional Industry in gangwon-do
NAVER is contributing to building an ecosystem for startups and creating 

new growth drivers for local businesses by utilizing big data analysis 

technology in collaboration with the Gangwon Creative Economy Innovation 

Center. This activity lends great supports to the “Smart Gangwon” strategy 

which pursues global business expansion through combining traditional 

businesses with mobile services.

Constructing Infrastructure for Creative Economy and Vitalizing Startup 
“K-CROWD” is a crowd sourcing platform launched in September 2015 by 

the Gangwon Creative Economy Innovation Center with the purpose of 

discovering excellent ideas of the public in connection with companies and 

public agencies. It was built around NAVER’s platform operation knowhow. 

“K-CROWD” plays a significant role in maximizing Gangwon-do’s 

competencies in the agriculture, tourism, and healthcare sectors as well as 

creating new businesses and vitalizing existing flagship businesses. 

Supporting SMEs for Competitive Edge Enhancement
In collaboration with Gangwon Creative Economy Innovation Center, NAVER 

is proactively helping small and medium sized business operators in 

Gangwon-do. We support building mobile websites and contents and help 

pioneer online sales channels in order to support their competency 

enhancement. In addition, various education programs are offered to 

reinforce their capabilities and to ensure sustainable growth in the mobile 

commerce era.

SUSTAINABILITY COEXISTENCE

NAVER Invests Its Core Capabilities and Resources in 
Co-prosperity with Partners.

By capitalizing on property, knowhow, and 
professionalism earned from business activities, NAVER 
has been implementing activities to ensure coexistence 
with business partners. As part of this effort, we operate 
“NAVER Ventures” and ‘NAVER Cultures,” portal websites 
for co-prosperity, in order to listen to partners' opinions 
and communicate with them. In addition, NAVER has been 
at the forefront of cultivating an ecosystem for startups 
and developing local economies by supporting the 
gangwon Creative Economy Innovation Center with its 
platforms and technologies.
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SUSTAINABILITY SOCIAL CONTRIBUTION

NAVER is at the forefront of expanding the philanthropic 
culture and protecting the environment.

NAVER has always been proactive in philanthropic activities with 
the aim of letting all people enjoy sustainable happiness. We are 
the only Korean company to donate over 1% of total revenue to 
society every year since 2012. NAVER Cultural Foundation strives 
to find more creators and support Korea’s cultural and artistic 
ecosystem. The donation portal website “Happybean” has played 
a significant role in establishing a new donation culture to help 
the socially marginalized. Other activities include building web 
environment where anyone can easily access online world without 
discrimination and creating jobs for the vulnerable. 

Supporting Creators and Cultural Ecosystem

NAVER On Stage 
"NAVER On Stage" is a live platform for indie musicians built by the 

NAVER Cultural Foundation with the purpose of providing them with 

more opportunities to showcase their music to the public. "NAVER 

On Stage" plays a role for introducing unsung musicians and their 

works to the public and establishing a foothold in cultivating diverse 

music culture.

Hello! Artist  
Since 2013, NAVER Cultural Foundation has been operating the 

“Hello! Artist” project to support promising and passionate amateur 

artists in the visual arts sector. When amateur artists apply for the 

“Hello! Artist,” the selection committee, which is composed of art 

professionals, introduces them once every two weeks through fair 

evaluation to the public. Showcased artists are given a chance to 

publicize their works and explain themselves through video 

interview, text, and photos. Web or mobile users can also appreciate 

their art works, thoughts, and intentions, not as interpreted or 

commented by critics or reviewers. "Hello! Artist" will continue to 

provide more people with opportunities to enjoy various cultural 

arts, meet more artists, and extend their understanding of arts.

Open Podium: Inside and Outside of Culture 
NAVER holds a lecture program called “Inside and Outside of 

Culture” with Korea’s prominent intellectuals and scholars. The 

program was set up to create a forum for public discussion on 

consolidating the groundwork of our culture. Program themes and 

lecturers are recommended by the Advisory Operation Committee 

appointed by the NAVER Cultural Foundation. This program provides 

us with a good chance to take a view of current social and cultural 

trends together with great scholars.

Sharing and Co-prosperity in Our Everyday Life

Public Interest/Sharing Theme-based Cast to Engage Internet Users 
The “Public Interest/Sharing Theme-based Cast” is a channel to find 

and share contents in various public interest issues and social 

values. This channel introduces over 5 thousand items of public 

contents every year, including non-profit groups' voluntary services 

and donations, public design, social enterprise, environment, 

healthy food, public service advertisement, co-prosperity, shared 

economy, and beneficial technology. Internet users can participate 

in each issue to conduct social contribution activities.

Pursuing a World Where Everyone Can Communicate and 
grow without Discrimination

Building great Work Place
NAVER strives to offer opportunities and working environment 

where all stakeholders including its employees are able to work with 

flexibility in line with their capabilities, contribute to society, and 

realize the best performances without any discrimination. At the 

library and café in Green Factory, young people with developmental 

disability serve beverages and work as cashiers and librarians. In 

collaboration with Everyoung Korea, we also provide senior citizens 

with jobs to utilize their professionalism in a pleasant working 

environment, through which more than 300 senior citizens found 

jobs by the first half of 2015.

Various Efforts for Enhancing Web Accessibility 
The concept of “web accessibility” is to allow anyone to access web 

environment and use information, regardless of disability. NAVER 

has conducted a project to ensure the "web accessibility" 

throughout all services. In addition, we operate the “NULI (nuli.

navercorp.com),” a website to share information related to web 

accessibility, and hold seminars to share our web accessibility 

knowhow. The “Special User Experience Box” at the second floor of 

Green Factory plays a role for informing people of the significance 

and need of web accessibility technology. In this box, ordinary 

people can experience “Audible Web” that total blindness people 

use and a special web which is designed for those with low vision.

SOCIAL CONTRIBUTION
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Commitment to Environmental Protection

NAVER green Factory
NAVER makes a concerted effort to protect the environment in all 

management activities. We have put great efforts to realize energy 

efficiency at “Green Factory” from the construction to building 

management stages. “Green Factory” collects rainwater and uses it 

for cooling, thus cutting greenhouse gas emissions and reducing 

power consumption by an average of 5% each year. Employees are 

also encouraged to practice energy-saving work habits in office; 

using stairways for fourth floor or lower and bringing personal cups 

for brushing teeth. Thanks to these efforts, “Green Factory” earned 

the "Platinum" certification from LEED (Leadership in Energy and 

Environmental Design) in October 2014.

NAVER Data Center “gAK”
Data center “GAK” is a monumental building on which our 

commitment to environment is fully reflected. It was built on a 

location with a low annual average temperature based on a 

decade-long study on the patterns of Korea’s temperature. Its 

stair-like foundation allows cool air to flow into the center. 

The center was also designed to ensure that we make ice from cost-

effective night electricity and then use it during the day. Hot air 

emitted after cooling off the servers is used in growing green house 

plants in the data center or clear snow from the roads during winter. 

These systems help us dramatically reduce electricity consumption. 

As a result, our data center was recognized by LEED, an international 

green building certificate system, with an honor of Platinum grade in 

2013 as we earned the highest score of 95 points. In May 2015, it 

won the "A" grade in transparency and renewable energy policy 

aspects from the Green Peace. Moreover, NAVER has joined the 

Green Peace's campaign to replace all energy sources with 

renewable energy.

SUSTAINABILITY  
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAgEMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAgEMENT
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SUSTAINABILITY ETHICAL MANAgEMENT

Efforts to Protect Personal Information 

NAVER puts top priority on the protection of privacy as part of its 

social responsibility. We go beyond just fulfilling legal responsibility 

and duty to realize transparency in processing users’ personal 

information.

Conducting Various Activities to Protect User Privacy
NAVER announced the “Plan for the Protection of Privacy on 

Personal Information” in 2015 to strictly protect user privacy. We 

also regularly release our annual plan for privacy protection and 

performance status on the “NAVER Privacy Center” website. 

Moreover, NAVER Mail adopted the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and 

a campaign to protect privacy in social media was also conducted. 

In April, we introduced the "Comprehensive Review Warrant Lawyer 

System" under which a lawyer is charged with looking into whether 

search warrants seek to obtain information on users other than 

suspects. Based on this system, we have operating standards and 

procedures to reject the requirements when an investigative 

authorities issue a search and seizure warrant that may violate the 

privacy of users unrelated to criminal acts.

In addition, we publish the “Report on Transparency” containing 

statistical data about investigative authorities' requests twice a 

year. It will be verified by an independent professional group to 

check whether its data comply with relevant legislations in handling 

tasks with regard to the protection of communication secrets. 

In May, we announced the “Policy on the Protection of Privacy for 

Developing Mobile App,” checked its performance status, and 

encouraged business partners to adopt our policy. In August, the 

“Policy on Handling Personal Information” was revised to help users 

understand the policy more easily, and tightened privacy protection 

function was adapted to "NAVER Cloud" service as well.

In November, NAVER introduced the “Privacy Enhancement Reward 

(PER) System” to receive suggestions for improving personal 

information protection and regularly give rewards for the first time in 

Korea. We also launched the “Bug Bounty System” for the first time 

to offer suitable rewards to report on technological vulnerabilities in 

the program’s security sector.

NAVER will continuously strive to seek new ways to strengthen personal 

information protection and create a safe Internet environment.

ETHICAL MANAgEMENT
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NAVER has strived to enhance mobile search service 

with the keywords of "Region." "Multimedia," and "Real-

time," and launched "NAVER Pay" to improve shopping 

service. These efforts allowed users to experience more 

convenient and better services. 

As a result, our consolidated revenue and operating 

income in 2015 increased 17.9% and 0.5% from the 

previous year to KRW 3.25 trillion and KRW 762.2 billion, 

respectively. 

In 2016, NAVER will continue to focus on developing new 

services and contents with the value of "LIVE" under the 

concept of "Connect" in order to provide users with new 

experiences and convenience. Global marketing 

activities centered on LINE services will also be 

promoted to generate better operating performances.
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The Management’s Discussion and Analysis contains information about not only NAVER’s current operating performances and financial 

conditions but also future goals and strategies in accordance with a prospect of the domestic economy and internet industry. Readers and 

potential investors should be aware that statements regarding NAVER’s operating environment and market outlook can be affected 

significantly by unforeseeable future events. Therefore, the company’s future business results and performances may differ substantively 

from those described herein.

In addition, NAVER does not guarantee either the accuracy or the completeness of the information given below. Statements concerning the 

company’s past achievements and future prospects must not be construed as constituting definite promises or guarantees, and NAVER is 

under no obligation to publish or otherwise provide additional information regarding unforeseen future events. 

NAVER’s consolidated financial statements have been made by applying the Korean International Financial Reporting Standard in compliance 

with Article 13, Clause 1, Item 1 of the Act on External Audits of Stock Companies. The company also prepared its separate financial 

statements using the same method. The Management’s Discussion and Analysis was prepared on consolidated basis, unless stated 

otherwise.

Meanwhile, in a bid to better reflect the changing business landscape, NAVER started to classify revenues into three categories; "Advertising," 

"Contents," and "Others," from the first quarter of 2014. Advertising revenue includes NAVER search ads, display ads, and LINE ads. Contents 

revenue is generated from LINE Game, LINE Sticker, NAVER Game, NAVER Music, NAVER Webtoon, and other paid contents. Character 

product sales by capitalizing on LINE character IP (Intellectual Properties) and IT service are main sources of other revenue.

Disclaimer

NAVER was established in June 2, 1999 with a goal of offering Korean and other Internet users the widest possible selection of online 

services. And, as of August 1, 2013, the company spun its Hangame business off and changed the name to NAVER Corporation from NHN 

Corporation. The company listed its shares on the Korean Securities Dealers’ Automated Quotations (KOSDAQ) market on October 29, 2002, 

and then transferred its share listing to the Korea Composite Stock Price Index (KOSPI) market on November 28, 2008. The largest 

shareholder is National Pension Service as of the end of 2015.

We offer competitive online and mobile services such as Korea’s No.1 internet search portal "NAVER," globally acclaimed messenger platform 

"LINE," and mobile community service "BAND." Revenues are created from online and mobile advertising business and paid digital contents 

such as LINE Game and LINE Sticker.

The number of domestic wired and wireless internet users has increased to 41.9 million with the rate of internet use of 85.1% as of July 2015 

according to the Korea Internet and Security Agency. This solid foundation leads to swift growth of the domestic internet-related businesses 

including online ads, digital contents, and e-commerce. Particularly, the popularization of smart phone has unleashed the increase of mobile 

internet users around the world, which stimulates the development of new mobile internet services and products and consequently will 

ensures sustainable growth of the internet industry at home and abroad.

In line with these changes, NAVER is continuously providing new online services utilizing its outstanding search technology, information 

processing capacity, and contents development ability. With good understanding of fast-changing mobile environment and users’ needs, we 

also take the initiative in delivering more competitive and various mobile services.

Subsidiaries for consolidated reporting as of the end of 2015

We have expanded our service area and intensified business capability through continued cooperation as well as direct and indirect 

investments including M&As with promising SMEs and start-ups. As of the end of 2015, NAVER has 51 subsidiaries. A total of 15 companies 

including LINE Friends, LINE Life Global Gateway, and LINE BIZ+ Taiwan were newly incorporated via establishment or acquisition of equity, 

while 4 companies such as Amazing Soft and wit Studio were excluded due to the selling of stake during the year. Our subsidiaries for 

consolidated reporting as of the end of 2015 are as follows:

I. INTRODUCTION

Company name Main business Ownership Assets

Major subsidiaries 
(3)

LINE Corp. Mobile messenger service 100.00% 1,342

LINE Plus Corp. Global marketing for mobile messenger service 100.00% 304

NAVER Business Platform Corp. Online ads marketing and infrastructure service 100.00% 239

Other subsidiaries 
(48)

NAVER I&S / NAVER China / Search Solutions / N-Visions / Brainpub / Camp Mobile / Dongbu Together Global Bond Trust No.8 / Entry 
Labs / Works Mobile / NAVER Business Platform Asia Pacific / NAVER Business Platform America / NAVER Business Platform Europe / 
InComms / Green Web Service / NHN Technology Service / NITService / CommPartners / LINE PLAY / LINE Euro-Americas / LINE Taiwan 
/ LINE Company (Thailand) / LINE Digital Technology (Shanghai) / LINE Vietnam / LINE Digital Technologies India / Iconnect / Quicket / 
Gogolook / Camp Mobile / Works Mobile Japan / Line Business Partners / LINE PLUS / LINE Fukuoka / LINE BIZ+ / LINE Book Distribution 
/ LINE Ventures / LINE C&I / LINE Game Global Gateway / MIXRADIO / Bonsai Garage / LINE Friends / LINE Life Global Gateway / LINE 
NAVER Game Investment Association / LINE Pay / LINE BIZ+ / LINE BIZ+ Taiwan / Webpay Holdings / Webpay / LINE BIZ PLUS / MixRadio 
Entertainment India

Note) NAVER has a 100% stake in all the above subsidiaries, except for Quicket (51.01%), Gogolook (70.00%), LINE Company (Thailand) (99.95%), LINE Vietnam (95.00%), and 
LINE Book Distribution (52.00%). Please refer to Notes to the Independent Auditors' Report for details.

(Krw in billions, %)

MANAgEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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In 2015, NAVER have made concerted and multilateral efforts to cope with rapidly changing mobile environment and ensure growth. We 

focused on not only improving the quality and accuracy in mobile search service by spinning "region," "multimedia," and "real-time" as 

keywords, but also delivering advanced user experiences through the launch of new services including "NAVER Pay." These activities resulted 

in remarkable growth both quantitatively and qualitatively in 2015.

Our consolidated operating revenue soared 17.9% from the previous year to KRW 3.25 trillion, which was led by the growth of advertising and 

contents sales in an accelerating degree. Operating income and net income from continuing operations also increased 0.5% and 22.6% 

year-on-year to KRW 762.2 billion and KRW 517.0 billion, respectively. Operating income margin was 23.4%.

II. SUMMARY OF OPERATINg PERFORMANCES

Consolidated Separate

FY2014 FY2015 % change FY2014 FY2015 % change

Operating revenue 2,758.5 3,251.2 17.9% 1,637.2 2,141.3 30.8%

Operating income 758.2 762.2 0.5% 711.9 826.5 16.1%

Operating income margin (%) 27.5% 23.4% (4.0%p) 43.5% 38.6% (4.9%p)

Net income from continuing operations 421.7 517.0 22.6% 460.7 642.6 39.5%

(KRW in billions)

1. Operating Revenue

Our operating revenue in 2015 amounted to KRW 3.25 trillion, 71.4% and 26.2% of which were contributed from advertising and contents, 

respectively, with 2.4% created from other businesses. The proportion of advertising revenue decreased 1.8%p from the year before, while 

that of contents revenue increased 1.7%p. By region, we achieved KRW 2.17 trillion in Korea, up 13.4% from the previous year, KRW 1.03 

trillion in Japan, up 25.1%, and KRW 56.4 billion in other countries, up 119.8%; and the regional proportions were 66.7% for Korea, 31.6% for 

Japan, and 1.7% for other countries, respectively.

Consolidated Separate

FY2014 FY2015 % change Proportion FY2014 FY2015 % change

Operating revenue 2,758.5 3,251.2 17.9% 100.0% 1,637.2 2,141.3 30.8%

   Advertising 2,019.1 2,322.4 15.0% 71.4% 1,551.0 1,985.2 28.0%

   Contents 676.7 851.3 25.8% 26.2% 66.0 124.8 89.0%

   Others 62.7 77.4 23.4% 2.4% 20.1 31.3 55.3%

(KRW in billions)
Operating Revenue by Business Segment

Consolidated Separate

FY2014 FY2015 % change Proportion FY2014 FY2015 % change

Korea 1,911.6 2,167.8 13.4% 66.7% 1,637.2 2,141.3 30.8%

Japan 821.3 1,027.0 25.1% 31.6% - - -

Other countries 25.6 56.4 119.8% 1.7% - - -

Total 2,758.5 3,251.2 17.9% 100.0% 1,637.2 2,141.3 30.8%

(KRW in billions)
Operating Revenue by Region

MANAgEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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Advertising
Sources of advertising revenue include NAVER's search ads, display ads, and video ads, and LINE's official accounts, sponsor stickers, LINE@, 

and Free Coin. Sales from NAVER's e-commerce services are also being recognized as advertising revenue.

The number of advertisers and clicks is on a solid uptrend backed by our overwhelming search market dominance and high advertising 

efficiency attracting more than 18 million daily visitors. In particular, mobile segment has expanded its revenue contribution in both search 

ads and display ads.

Advertising revenue increased 15.0% year-on-year to KRW 2.32 trillion in 2015, of which mobile advertising and PC advertising accounted for 

40.4% and 59.6%, respectively. The proportion of overseas advertising revenue also expanded to 14% in virtue of an increasing sales of LINE 

official accounts and sponsored stickers from 11% of the previous year.

Contents
Revenue from contents is created from NAVER's game, webtoon web novel, and music services, and LINE's game and stickers. Our contents 

revenue soared 25.8% to KRW 851.3 billion in 2015, backed by sharp sales increases of LINE Game and LINE Stickers, of which 93% was 

generated from mobile platform business and 86% from the overseas market.  

Particularly, LINE is expected to create contents revenue stably in the future on the strength of continuous launch of new games, 

development of various new stickers centered on the Creators' Market, and competitive contents such as Play and Manga.

The growth potential of NAVER is also being sharpened thanks to the globalization of webtoon service that currently demonstrates its market 

dominance in Korea, successful launch of mobile games, and evolving music service with new functions.

Others
Other revenue is generated from character product sales by capitalizing on LINE character IP, IT infrastructure service, etc. It recorded KRW 

77.4 billion, an increase of 23.4% year-on-year, and accounted for 2.4% of total operating revenue.

2. Profitability

Operating expenses in 2015 amounted to KRW 2.49 trillion, an increase of 24.4% year-on-year, due to the recruitment of LINE employees and 

the reflection of stock-based compensation. Commissions, labor costs, and marketing expenses represented 37.1%, 29.6%, and 12.6%, 

respectively. Commissions rose 20.9% year-on-year to KRW 922.6 billion mainly due to the increase of sales-linked commissions, and labor 

costs increased 32.9% to KRW 737.5 billion due to continuous recruitment for the expansion of LINE business. Marketing expenses reached 

KRW 314.4 billion, up 27.9% from the year before, which was mainly affected by NAVER Pay Mileage Program and implementing promotion 

activities for new services including "V." 

As a result, our consolidated operating income rose 0.5% year-on-year to KRW 762.2 billion in 2015. Operating income margin was 23.4%, a 

decrease of 4.0%p. However, our consolidated net income from continuing operations grew 22.6% from the previous year to KRW 517.0 billion 

in 2015 and, as a result, net income margin from continuing operations also improved 0.6%p to 15.9% on the back of decreased non-operating 

losses. Basic earnings per share from continuing operations were KRW 17,619, and ROE and ROA recorded 25.4% and 13.3%, respectively. 

In 2016, we will make a concerted effort to expand LINE's mobile businesses in Japan, Taiwan, Thailand, and Indonesia as well as NAVER's 

domestic business, while efficiently controlling costs in order to improve profitability.

Consolidated Separate

FY2014 FY2015 % change Proportion  FY2014 FY2015 % change

Operating Revenue 2,758.5 3,251.2 17.9% 1,637.2 2,141.3 30.8%

Operating Expenses 2,000.3 2,489.0 24.4% 925.3 1,314.8 42.1%

   Labor Expenses 555.0 737.5 32.9% 29.6% 203.0 238.4 17.4%

   Commission Expenses 762.9 922.6 20.9% 37.1% 584.7 823.1 40.8%

   Marketing Expenses 245.8 314.4 27.9% 12.6% 52.3 156.0 198.2%

   Depreciation Expenses 138.9 156.0 12.3% 6.3% 28.8 32.9 14.3%

   Telecommunication Expenses 101.7 104.1 2.3% 4.2% 0.8 0.7 (17.5%)

   Employee Benefits 66.3 78.7 18.8% 3.2% 23.4 25.6 9.4%

   Others 129.8  175.7 35.4% 7.1% 32.3 38.0 18.0%

Operating Income 758.2 762.2 0.5% 711.9 826.5 16.1%

Operating Margin (%) 27.5% 23.4% (4.0%p) 43.5% 38.6% (4.9%p)

Net income from continuing 

operations

421.7 517.0 22.6% 460.7 642.6 39.5%

Net margin from continuing 

operations (%)

15.3% 15.9% 0.6%p 28.1% 30.0%  1.9%p

(KRW in billions)

MANAgEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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1. Assets

Our consolidated total assets at the end of 2015 stood at KRW 4.39 trillion, an increase of 29.2% from the previous year.

Current Assets
Current assets increased 35.6% year-on-year to KRW 2.64 trillion at the end of 2015. Cash and cash equivalents, short-term financial 

instruments, and trade and other receivables rose 12.6%, 130.8%, and 24.9%, respectively. The company monitors cash flows in accordance 

with mid-to long-term business plans and short-term management strategies, while ensuring sufficient cash and cash equivalents for general 

operating expenses.

Non-current Assets
Non-current assets of the company amounted to KRW 1.75 trillion, up 20.6% from the previous year, due mainly to the increases of available-

for-sale financial assets and deferred tax assets. The former increased 50.5% from 208.2 billion in 2014 to KRW 313.3 billion in 2015, and the 

latter also rose by 106.1% from KRW 118.8 billion to KRW 244.8 billion. Tangible assets and intangible assets decreased 4.1% and 14.4% 

year-on-year due to continuous increase of depreciation costs and the book value write-down of MixRadio.

Meanwhile, investments in affiliates rose by 80.4% from KRW 36.0 billion in the previous year to KRW 64.9 billion, which resulted from the 

acquisition of stakes in new promising companies and funds.

2. Liabilities

Consolidated total liabilities at the end of 2015 increased 32.5% from the prior year to KRW 2.12 trillion. Current liabilities were KRW 1.68 

trillion, up 55.8%, mainly due to the increase of short-term borrowings and bonds. Non-current liabilities were KRW 432.7 billion, a decrease 

of 16.2% year-on-year, due to the redemption of short-term borrowings denominated in foreign currencies. 

As a result, consolidated debt-to-equity ratio increased 4.4%p from 88.9% in the previous year to 93.2% at the end of 2015, but the figure is 

regarded as fairly low in consideration of our cash flows and business conditions.

III. FINANCIAL POSITION

Consolidated Separate

FY2014 FY2015 % change FY2014 FY2015 % change

Total liabilities 1,597.04 2,116.3 32.5% 817.1 1,008.0 23.4%

   Current liabilities 1,080.7 1,683.7 55.8% 395.0 739.2 87.1%

      Trade and other payables 471.6 548.6 16.3% 226.6 251.8 11.1%

      Short-term borrowings 208.5 412.8 97.9% - - -

      Income tax payable 154.4 178.9 15.9% 69.3 139.0 100.5%

      Others 246.1 543.3 120.7% 99.0 348.4 251.8%

   Non-current liabilities 516.3 432.7 (16.2%) 422.1 268.9 (36.3%)

      Long-term borrowings 138.0 - n/a 138.0 - n/a

      Liabilities for defined benefit obligations 180.6 233.7 29.4% 101.2 110.8 9.5%

      Others 197.7 199.0 0.7% 182.9 158.0 (13.6%)

Consolidated Separate

 FY2014  FY2015 % change  FY2014  FY2015 % change 

Total assets 3,394.5 4,385.9 29.2% 2,728.4 3,383.7 24.0%

   Current assets 1,945.8 2,639.4 35.6% 1,278.1 1,804.8 41.2%

      Cash and cash equivalents 722.5 813.4 12.6% 393.6 355.1 (9.8%)

      Short-term financial instruments 403.7 931.9 130.8% 350.7 873.7 149.1%

      Trade and other receivables 421.6 526.6 24.9% 199.9 265.5 32.8%

      Others 398.0 367.5 (7.7%) 334.0 310.5 (7.0%)

   Non-current assets 1,448.7 1,746.5 20.6% 1,450.4 1,578.9 8.9%

      Tangible assets 901.0 863.8 (4.1%) 682.0 662.0 (2.9%)

      Intangible assets 120.8 103.3 (14.4%) 37.6 36.6 (2.6%)

      Available-for-sale financial assets 208.2 313.3 50.5% 65.4 158.9 143.0%

      Investments in affiliates 36.0 64.9 80.4% 562.5 574.1 2.1%

      Others 182.8 401.2 119.5% 103.0 147.3 43.0%

(KRW in billions)

(KRW in billions)

MANAgEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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The number of mobile internet users has been sharply increasing throughout the world and relevant new services and products are actively 

developed and launched. We believe this trend will continue and allow the internet industry to enjoy stable growth in 2016. 

NAVER will spare no effort to provide users with newer experiences and more convenient services in the coming year. To this end, we will 

focus on further upgrading search technologies and service quality, expanding mobile-optimized services, and developing new contents 

containing professionalism and value. We believe that these activities will solidify the foundation for further monetization in the future.

The expansion of global business centered on LINE services will also be continued. We plan to attract more LINE users in Japan and other 

Asian countries with various marketing activities, continuously expanding overseas revenue proportion in the future.

V. OUTLOOK FOR 2016 AND BUSINESS PLANS

Cash and cash equivalents increased 12.6% from the previous year to KRW 813.4 billion in 2015.

Cash flow from operating activities rose by 2.4% to KRW 856.4 billion, which was mainly attributable to stable cash inflows from business 

expansions and remarkable growth of sales in advertising and contents, our key businesses.

Cash flow from investing activities recorded minus KRW 790.8 billion, an expansion of 81.3% from the previous year. This was mainly attributable to 

net growth of long- and short-term financial instruments and an increase of cash outflows from the acquisition of MixRadio.

Cash flow from financing activities turned to plus KRW 5.9 billion in 2015 from minus KRW 111.9 billion from the previous year, which was mainly 

due to the issue of KRW 150.0 billion worth of debentures and the reduction in the acquisition of treasury shares compared with the year before.

In 2016, NAVER will remain committed to providing innovative services based on its strong competitive advantages. We also plan to secure a stable 

cash flow by expanding LINE’s global business and mobile business. We will continue to not only invest for sustainable growth, but also enhance our 

corporate value through more proactive investment management on excess cash, implementation of shareholder-return policies, etc.

IV. CASH FLOWS

Consolidated Separate

FY2014 FY2015 % change FY2014 FY2015 % change

Cash flow from operating activities 836.6 856.4 2.4% 644.8 791.6 22.8%

Cash flow from investing activities (436.1) (790.8) 81.3% (78.2) (656.1) 738.7%

Cash flow from financing activities (111.9) 5.9 n/a (274.2) (173.8) (36.6%)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 435.3 722.5 66.0% 101.3 393.6 288.6%

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 722.5 813.4 12.6% 393.6 355.1 (9.8%)

(KRW in billions)

3. Shareholders’ Equity

The company’s consolidated total shareholders’ equity at the end of 2015 recorded KRW 2.27 trillion, an increase of 26.3% year-on-year. 

There was no change in share capital and the number of shares issued was 32,962,679. 

We hold treasury shares for stock price stabilization. The number of treasury shares was 3,752,961 at the end of 2015 (total 3,825,639 

including treasury shared acquired since the end of 2015) and the acquisition cost was appropriated to other capital. Other capital recorded 

minus KRW 1.09 trillion, an increase of loss compared to the previous year, due to the increase of more than 260,000 treasury shares.

Retained earnings were KRW 3.07 trillion, up 18.8% year-on-year, which resulted from the increases of legal reserves and unappropriated 

retained earnings led by continuous profit creation.

Consolidated Separate

FY2014 FY2015 % change FY2014 FY2015 % change

Share capital 16.5 16.5 0.0% 16.5 16.5 0.0%

Share premium 133.1 133.1 0.0% 154.9 162.5 4.9%

Other capital (937.2) (1,094.4) 16.8% -933.1 (1,097.0) 17.6%

Retained earnings 2,583.6 3,069.4 18.8% 2,673.0 3,293.7 23.2%

Non-controlling interests 1.4 145.1 10,142.4% - - -

(KRW in billions)

MANAgEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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To the Shareholders and Board of Directors of 

NAVER Corporation

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of NAVER Corporation ("NAVER") and its subsidiaries (collectively the 

“Company”), which comprise the consolidated statements of financial position as of December 31, 2015 and the consolidated statements of 

comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the years then ended, and notes, comprising a summary of significant 

accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial statements in accordance with the 

International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the Republic of Korea (Korean IFRS) and for such internal control as management 

determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free material misstatement, whether due to 

fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We conducted our audits in 

accordance with the Korean Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform 

the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the consolidated financial 

statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of 

the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control 

relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are 

appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An 

audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by 

management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements.

We believe the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion 

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Company as of 

December 31, 2015 and its financial performance and cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with the Korean IFRS.

Other matters 

The consolidated financial statements of the Company as of and for the year ended December 31, 2014, were audited by Samjong KPMG LLC 

in accordance with the Korean Standards of Auditing. They expressed an unqualified opinion on those consolidated financial statements in 

their audit report dated March 10, 2015.

Auditing standards and their application in practice vary among countries. The procedures and practices used in the Republic of Korea to 

audit such financial statements may differ from those generally accepted and applied in other countries.

Seoul, Korea

March 10, 2016

This report is effective as of March 10, 2016, the audit report date. Certain subsequent events or circumstances, which may occur between the audit report 
date and the time of reading this report, could have a material impact on the accompanying consolidated financial statements and notes thereto. Accordingly, 
the readers of the audit report should understand that there is a possibility that the above audit report may have to revised to reflect the impact of such 
subsequent events or circumstances, if any.

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
English Translation of a Report Originally Issued in Korean
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CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Consolidated Statements of Financial position

NAVER Corporation and Subsidiaries

December 31, 2015 and 2014 December 31, 2015 and 2014

(In thousands of Korean won) (In thousands of Korean won)

Consolidated Statements of Financial position, Continued

NAVER Corporation and Subsidiaries

Item Notes December 31, 2015 December 31, 2014

Assets

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 6,7 \ 813,391,895 \ 722,526,313 

Short-term financial instruments 6 931,889,351 403,734,084 

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 5,6,8 295,150,847 299,154,134 

Trade and other receivables 6,9 526,632,267 421,566,102 

Available-for-sale financial assets 5,6,10 19,350,684 37,980,980 

Inventories 12 15,506,934 16,516,878 

Other current assets 13 37,460,664 44,305,179 

2,639,382,642 1,945,783,670 

Non-current assets

Property and equipment 14 863,804,605 900,956,696 

Intangible assets 15 103,318,772 120,758,267 

Long-term financial instruments 6 47,529,767 14,513,267 

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 5,6,8 8,469,206 - 

Available-for-sale financial assets 5,6,10 313,297,732 208,237,453 

Held-to-maturity financial assets 6,11 2,726,393 2,581,611 

Investments in associates and joint ventures 16 64,864,935 35,953,859 

Deferred tax assets 29 244,792,137 118,759,898 

Trade and other receivables 6,10 71,364,581 27,506,206 

Other non-current assets 13 26,362,248 19,406,967 

1,746,530,376 1,448,674,224 

Total assets \ 4,385,913,018 \ 3,394,457,894 

Item Notes December 31, 2015 December 31, 2014

Liabilities

Current liabilities

Trade and other payables 4,6,17 \ 548,631,755 \ 471,605,310 

Short-term borrowings 4,6,19 412,759,705 208,524,167 

Current portion of debentures 4,6,19 104,957,251 4,554,693 

Income tax payables 178,936,058 154,446,608 

Provisions 20 48,705,511 3,452,851 

Other current liabilities 18 389,665,599 238,125,478 

1,683,655,879 1,080,709,107 

Non-current liabilities

Trade and other payables 4,6,17 4,158,772 62,278 

Long-term borrowings 4,6,19 - 138,021,000 

Debentures 4,6,19 150,000,000 104,692,714 

Net defined benefit liabilities 21 233,680,449 180,608,688 

Provisions 20 16,617,718 91,495,409 

Deferred tax liabilities 29 27,619,241 799,852 

Other non-current liabilities 18 602,440 650,631 

432,678,620 516,330,572 

Total assets 2,116,334,499 1,597,039,679 

Equity 

Capital stock 22 16,481,340 16,481,340 

Capital surplus 133,088,065 133,101,785 

Other components of equity 23 (1,094,415,010) (937,172,720)

Retained earnings 25 3,069,369,883 2,583,591,599 

Non-controlling interest 145,054,241 1,416,211 

Total equity 2,269,578,519 1,797,418,215 

Total liabilities and equity \ 4,385,913,018 \ 3,394,457,894 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statemenets.

[Continued]
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Item Notes 2015 2014

Operating revenues 35 \ 3,251,157,100 \ 2,758,478,837 

Operating expenses 26 (2,488,953,251) (2,000,279,771)

Operating profit 762,203,849 758,199,066 

Other income 27 64,353,948 17,286,809 

Other expenses 27 (130,657,510) (52,531,384)

Finance income 28 67,470,324 77,930,783 

Finance expenses 28 (53,388,061) (141,353,110)

Gains(losses) on equity method investments 16 (1,685,213) (688,574)

Profit before income tax expense 708,297,337 658,843,590 

Income tax expense 29 (191,311,058) (237,181,907)

Profit for the year from continuing operations 516,986,279 421,661,683 

Profit for the year from discontinued operations - 30,101,420 

Profit for the year \ 516,986,279 \ 451,763,103 

Attributable to: 

Owners of the parent company 518,746,486 454,457,462 

Non-controlling interests (1,760,207) (2,694,359)

Other comprehensive income

Items that will be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss:

Changes in value of available-for-sale financial assets, net of tax \ 46,096,784 \ 22,833,769 

Reclassification of available-for-sale financial assets, net of tax (315,353) 73,739,812 

Currency differences, net of tax 838,304 6,577,842 

Changes in equity method investments, net of tax 316,948 95,988 

Items not to be reclassified to profit or loss:

Remeasurements of defined benefit liabilities (9,915,798) 7,527,137 

Other comprehensive income, net of tax \ 37,020,885 \ 110,774,548 

Item Notes 2015 2014

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income 

NAVER Corporation and Subsidiaries

For the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

(in thousands of Korean won, except earnings per share)

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income, Continued

NAVER Corporation and Subsidiaries

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

For the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

(in thousands of Korean won, except earnings per share)

Total comprehensive income for the year

Attributable to: 

Owners of the parent company 555,637,191 565,316,408 

Non-controlling interests (1,630,027) (2,778,756)

Other comprehensive income for the year, net of tax \ 554,007,164 \ 562,537,651 

Earnings per share attributable to  the owners of the parent company 30

Basic earnings per share

Basic earnings per share from continuing operations \ 17,619 \ 14,265 

Basic earnings per share from discontinued operations - 1,012 

Diluted earnings per share

Diluted earnings per share from continuing operations 17,619 14,265 

Diluted earnings per share from discontinued operations - 1,012 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statemenets.

[Continued]
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The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statemenets.

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity

NAVER Corporation and Subsidiaries

For the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

(in thousands of Korean won)

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Item Notes
Capital 

Stock
Capital 

Surplus

Other
Components 

of Equity
Retained 
Earnings

Non-controlling 
Interest

Total  
Equity

Balance at January 1, 2014 \ 16,481,340 \ 132,920,605 \ (3,234,263,873) \ 4,556,178,354 \ 3,992,590 \ 1,475,309,016 

Comprehensive income for the year

Profit for the year - - - 454,457,462 (2,694,359) 451,763,103 

Changes in value of available-for-sale financial assets - - 96,573,581 - - 96,573,581 

Currency differences - - 6,640,695 - (62,853) 6,577,842 

Changes in equity method investments - - 95,988 - - 95,988 

Remeasurements of defined benefit liabilities - - - 7,548,681 (21,544) 7,527,137 

Total comprehensive income for the year - - 103,310,264 462,006,143 (2,778,756) 562,537,651 

Transactions with owners

Dividends - - - (21,870,481) - (21,870,481)

Reversal of losses on capital reduction - - 2,412,722,418 (2,412,722,418) - - 

Stock option activities - - 29,486,713 - - 29,486,713 

Purchase of treasury shares - - (248,428,243) - - (248,428,243)

Others - 181,180 - - 202,377 383,557 

Total transactions with owners - 181,180 2,193,780,888 (2,434,592,899) 202,377 (240,428,454)

Balance at December 31, 2014 \ 16,481,340 \ 133,101,785 \ (937,172,720) \ 2,583,591,599 \ 1,416,211 \ 1,797,418,215 

Balance at January 1, 2015 \ 16,481,340 \ 133,101,785 \ (937,172,720) \ 2,583,591,599 \ 1,416,211 \ 1,797,418,215 

Comprehensive income for the year

Profit for the year - - - 518,746,486 (1,760,207) 516,986,279 

Changes in value of available-for-sale financial assets - - 45,781,431 - - 45,781,431 

Currency differences - - 717,594 - 120,710 838,304 

Changes in equity method investments - - 316,948 - - 316,948 

Remeasurements of defined benefit obligation - - - (9,925,268) 9,470 (9,915,798)

Total comprehensive income for the year - - 46,815,973 508,821,218 (1,630,027) 554,007,164 

Transactions with owners

Dividends - - - (23,042,934) - (23,042,934)

Stock option activities - - - - 105,016,671 105,016,671 

Issuance of shares - - (8,887) - 1,325,894 1,317,007 

Purchase of treasury shares - - (165,123,879) - - (165,123,879)

Others - (13,720) (38,925,497) - 38,925,492 (13,725)

Total transactions with owners - (13,720) (204,058,263) (23,042,934) 145,268,057 (81,846,860)

Balance at December 31, 2015 \ 16,481,340 \ 133,088,065 \ (1,094,415,010) \ 3,069,369,883 \ 145,054,241 \ 2,269,578,519 

For the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

(in thousands of Korean won)

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

NAVER Corporation and Subsidiaries

Item Notes  2015 2014

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash generated from operations 31 \ 1,092,899,686 \ 1,046,607,159 

Interest received 28,992,545 20,538,013 

Interest paid (6,402,744) (5,333,839)

Dividends received 8,391,316 9,199,740 

Income taxes paid (267,529,396) (234,452,980)

Net cash generated from operating activities 856,351,407 836,558,093 

Cash flows from investing activities

Net increase in short-term financial instruments (540,835,259) (94,266,490)

Increase in long-term financial instruments (43,050,000) (24,013,267)

Net increase in financial assets at fair value through profit or loss (509,375) (57,071,544)

Acquisition of property and equipment (120,794,916) (271,268,628)

Proceeds from disposal of property and equipment 2,317,873 11,003,347 

Acquisition of intangible assets (15,846,553) (6,430,279)

Proceeds from disposal of intangible assets 513,451 366,783 

Acquisition of available-for-sale financial assets (113,889,595) (138,171,991)

Proceeds from disposal of available-for-sale financial assets 71,969,133 144,493,543 

Acquisitions of investments in associates (31,219,736) (22,554,751)

Decrease in cash due to business combination (32,945,880) (1,479,977)

Proceeds from disposal of subsidiaries 30,898,580 30,106,640 

Cash inflows(outflows) from other investing activities 2,549,781 (6,863,010)

Net cash used in investing activities (790,842,496) (436,149,624)

[Continued]
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
NAVEr Corporation and Subsidiaries

1. general Information

For the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

NAVER Corporation (“NAVER”) was established on June 2, 1999 under the Commercial Code of the Republic of Korea to provide internet 

portal services. NAVER’s headquarter is located at Buljeong-ro 6, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea. 

On October 29, 2002, NAVER listed its shares on the Korean Securities Dealers’ Automated Quotations market. On November 28, 2008, 

NAVER transferred its share listing to the Korea Composite Stock Price Index market. As of December 31, 2015, the large shareholders 

of NAVER consist of National Pension Fund (11.07%) and others.

NAVER and its subsidiaries (collectively the “Company”) engage in providing internet portal services. 

1.1 Subsidiaries

Largest 
shareholder Subsidiaries Location Primary business

Percentage of
Ownership (%)1

Fiscal 
year-

end
December 

31, 2015
December 

31, 2014

NAVER NAVER Business Platform Korea System development and operation 100.00 100.00 December

NAVER I&S Korea Information systems services 100.00 100.00 December

LINE Japan Mobile services 100.00 100.00 December

NAVER China (formerly, NHN China) China Software development and distribution 100.00 100.00 December

Search Solution Korea Software development and sales 100.00 100.00 December

N-Visions Korea Performances and exhibitions 100.00 100.00 December

Brainpub Korea Mobile contents development and sales 100.00 100.00 December

Camp Mobile Korea Mobile contents development and sales 100.00 100.00 December

Dongbu Together Global Bond Trust No.8 Korea Investment 100.00 100.00 December

Hyundai Korea Paper Bond Fun No.3 Korea Investment -  100.00 December

Woori Levered Golden KP Private Placement 
Securities Investment Trust No.1

Korea Investment -  100.00 December

AmazingSoft Korea Software development and distribution -  100.00 December

Entry Labs (formerly, Entry Korea) Korea Software development and distribution 100.00 -  December

Works Mobile Korea Cloud service 100.00 -  December

NAVER 
Business 
Platform

NAVER Business Platform Asia Pacific Singapore
Operation of IT infrastructure in 
Singapore

100.00 -  December

NAVER Business Platform America USA Operation of IT infrastructure in USA 100.00 -  December

NAVER Business Platform Europe Germany Operation of IT infrastructure in Europe 100.00 -  December

NAVER I&S Incomms  Korea
Internet commerce and customer 
service center

100.00 100.00 December

Greenweb Service Korea
Internet commerce and customer 
service center

100.00 100.00 December

NHN Technology Service Korea
Monitoring and operation of contents 
and advertising

100.00 100.00 December

NIT Service Korea
Operation and security services of IT 
infrastructure

100.00 100.00 December

CommPartners Korea
Operation of customer service center 
and online shopping services

100.00 100.00 December

[Continued]

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

For the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

(in thousands of Korean won)

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows, Continued

NAVER Corporation and Subsidiaries

Item Notes 2015 2014

Cash flows from financing activities

Proceeds from short-term borrowings 195,578,069 296,969,119 

Repayment of short-term borrowings (153,960,560) (289,169,601)

Proceeds from long-term borrowings - 150,432,624 

Proceeds from debentures 150,000,000 - 

Repayment of debentures (4,590,746) - 

Payment of dividends (23,042,934) (21,870,481)

Purchase of treasury shares (159,399,899) (248,428,243)

Cash inflows from other financing activities 1,314,848 155,687 

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities 5,898,778 (111,910,895)

Exchange gains (losses) on cash and cash equivalents 19,457,893 (1,229,101)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 90,865,582 287,268,473 

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 722,526,313 435,257,840 

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year \ 813,391,895 \ 722,526,313 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statemenets.
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Largest 
shareholder Subsidiaries Location Primary business

Percentage of
Ownership (%)1

Fiscal 
year-end

December 
31, 2015

December 
31, 2014

LINE Plus LINE Play Korea Development of mobile services 100.00 100.00 December

LINE Euro-Americas USA Mobile messenger marketing 100.00 100.00 December

LINE Taiwan Taiwan Operation of mobile services 100.00 100.00 December

LINE Company (Thailand) Thailand Operation of mobile services 99.95 99.95 December

LINE Digital Technology (Shanghai) China Operation of mobile services 100.00 100.00 December

Wit studio Korea Design and development -  100.00 December

LINE Vietnam Vietnam Operation of LINE service in Vietnam 95.00 95.00 December

LINE Digital Technologies India India Mobile services 100.00 -  December

Camp Mobile Iconnect Korea Mobile applications marketing 100.00 100.00 December

Quicket Korea Mobile applications marketing 51.01 51.01 December

Gogolook Taiwan Mobile applications marketing 70.00 70.00 December

Camp Mobile USA
Operation of social network services in 
USA

100.00 100.00 December

Works Mobile Works Mobile Japan Japan Cloud service 100.00 -  December

LINE LINE Business Partners Japan Synchronized keyword ads 100.00 100.00 December

LINE Plus Korea Global marketing of mobile services 100.00 100.00 December

LINE Fukuoka Japan Internet services 100.00 100.00 December

LINE Biz+ Singapore Operation of mobile payment system 100.00 100.00 December

LINE Book Distribution Japan Development of mobile contents 52.00 100.00 December

LINE Ventures Japan Investment 100.00 100.00 December

LINE C&I Korea Investment 100.00 100.00 December

LINE Game Global Gateway Japan Investment in game 100.00 100.00 December

MIXRADIO (formerly, LINE (UK)) UK Development of mobile contents 100.00 100.00 December

Bonsai Garage Japan Design 100.00 100.00 December

LINE Friends Korea LINE character business 100.00 -  December

LINE Life Global Gateway Japan Investment 100.00 -  December

LINE-NAVER Game Investment Fund Korea Investment 100.00 -  December

LINE Biz+
(Singapore) 

LINE Pay Japan Operation of mobile payment system 100.00 100.00 December

Line Biz Plus Korea Operation of mobile payment system 100.00 100.00 December

Line Biz+ Taiwan Taiwan Operation of mobile payment system 100.00 -  December

LINE Pay Webpay Holdings Japan Operation of mobile payment system 100.00 -  December

Webpay 
Holdings

Webpay Japan Operation of mobile payment system 100.00 -  December

LINE Company 
(Thailand)

LINE BIZ PLUS Thailand Operation of mobile payment system 100.00 -  December

MIXRADIO
(formerly, LINE 
(UK))

MixRadio Entertainment India India Development of mobile contents 100.00 -  December

1.2 Summarized financial information for consolidated subsidiaries

Summarized financial information for consolidated subsidiaries as of and for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, is as follows:

(in millions of Korean won)

2015

Subsidiary Assets Liabilities Equity Sales
Profit (loss) for 

the year

Total 
comprehensive 

income (loss)

LINE ₩ 1,341,597 ₩ 894,039 ₩ 447,558 ₩  822,016 ₩ 767 ₩  6,567 

LINE Plus 303,584 191,109 112,475 434,054 42,952 37,238 

NAVER Business Platform 238,803 45,810 192,992 289,038 16,950 18,447 

LINE C&I 133,768 18,587 115,181 353 (164) 61,536 

NAVER I&S 43,855 17,541 26,314 17,703 1,434 1,610 

Works Mobile 40,313 15,212 25,101 16,279 (6,458) (7,181)

LINE Friends 40,088 39,178 910 34,139 (9,970) (11,048)

Camp Mobile 38,587 22,702 15,885 16,745 (31,000) (33,420)

LINE Biz+ 31,522 8,996 22,526 3,003 (11,880) (9,949)

LINE Taiwan 22,826 16,717 6,108 20,351 (231) (436)

MIXRADIO (formerly, LINE (UK)) 13,305 43,568 (30,263) 2,508 (114,924) (109,027)

(in millions of Korean won)

2014

Subsidiary Assets Liabilities Equity Sales
Profit (loss) for 

the year

Total 
comprehensive 

income (loss)

LINE ₩ 987,933 ₩ 651,865 ₩ 336,068 ₩  670,351 ₩ 125,836 ₩ 120,339 

NAVER Business Platform 272,239 97,693 174,546 538,291 53,767 54,447 

LINE Plus 210,785 159,403 51,382 290,157 (72,315) (79,018)

Camp Mobile 71,851 22,546 49,305 4,340 (45,226) (43,775)

LINE C&I 54,897 1,252 53,645 - 136 652 

NAVER I&S 41,797 17,093 24,704 19,811 (71) 741 

Woori Levered Golden KP Private Placement 
Securities Investment Trust No.1 20,900 4 20,896 - 724 (7)

NHN Technology Service 16,549 13,419 3,130 44,994 2,056 4,256 

NAVER China (formerly, NHN China) 13,026 2,755 10,270 24,062 336 524 

Greenweb Service 12,238 12,374 (136) 21,628 511 (895)

1 Percentage of ownership attributable to common shares
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2.1 Basis of Preparation
The Company maintains its accounting records in Korean won and prepares statutory financial statements in the Korean language 

(Hangul) in accordance with Korean IFRS. These are the standards, subsequent amendments and related interpretations issued by the 

International Accounting Standards Board ("IASB") that have been adopted by the Republic of Korea. The accompanying consolidated 

financial statements have been condensed, restructured and translated into English from the Korean language financial statements. 

Certain information attached to the Korean language financial statements, but not required for a fair presentation of the Company's 

financial position, financial performance or cash flows, is not presented in the accompanying consolidated financial statements.

The preparation of the consolidated financial statements requires the use of certain critical accounting estimates. It also requires 

management to exercise judgment in the process of applying the Company’s accounting policies. The areas involving a higher degree of 

judgment or complexity, or areas where assumptions and estimates are significant to the consolidated financial statements are 

disclosed in Note 3.

2.2 Changes in Accounting Policy and Disclosures

(a) New and amended standards adopted by the Company
The Company newly applied the following amended and enacted standards for the annual period beginning on January 1, 2015, and this 

application does not have a material impact on the consolidated financial statements.

- Amendment to Korean IFRS 1019, Employee Benefits

Korean IFRS 1019, Employee Benefits, allows a practical expedient for companies that operate defined benefit plans and when 

contributions are made by employees or third parties. The application of this amendment does not have a material impact on the 

consolidated financial statements.

- Annual Improvements to Korean IFRS 2010-2012 Cycle

Annual Improvements to Korean IFRS 2010-2012 Cycle include the following amendments and the application of these amendments 

does not have a material impact on the consolidated financial statements.

•   Amendment to Korean IFRS 1102, Share-based payment 

Korean IFRS 1102, Share-based payment, clarifies the definition of a ‘vesting conditions’, ‘performance condition’, and ‘service 

condition’.

•   Amendment to Korean IFRS 1103, Business Combination 

Korean IFRS 1103, Business Combination, clarifies the classification and measurement of contingent consideration in the business 

combination.

•   Amendment to Korean IFRS 1108, Operating Segments 

 Korean IFRS 1108, Operating Segments, requires disclosures of the judgments made by management in aggregating operating 

   segments and a reconciliation of the reportable segments’ assets to the entity’s assets. 

•   Amendments to Korean IFRS 1016, Property, plant and equipment, and Korean IFRS 1038, Intangible assets 

Korean IFRS 1016, Property, plant and equipment, and Korean IFRS 1038, Intangible assets, clarify how the gross carrying amount and 

the accumulated depreciation are treated where an entity uses the revaluation model.

•   Amendment to Korean IFRS 1024, Related Party Disclosures 

Korean IFRS 1024, Related Party Disclosures, includes, as a related party, an entity that provides key management personnel services 

to the reporting entity or to the parent of the reporting entity.

- Annual Improvements to Korean IFRS 2011-2013 Cycle

Annual Improvements to Korean IFRS 2011-2013 Cycle include the following amendments and the application of these amendments 

does not have a material impact on the consolidated financial statements.

2. Significant Accounting Policies

1.3 Changes in Scope of Consolidation

Subsidiaries newly included in the consolidation for the years ended December 31, 2015, are as follows:

Reason Subsidiaries

Obtaining control through establishment LINE Friends, LINE Life Global Gateway, Line Biz+ Taiwan, NAVER Business Platform Asia Pacific, NAVER 
Business Platform America, LINE Digital Technologies India, NAVER Business Platform Europe, Works 
Mobile, Works Mobile Japan, LINE-NAVER Game Investment Fund, MixRadio Entertainment India

Obtaining control through acquisition of new shares LINE BIZ PLUS, Webpay Holdings, Webpay, Entry Labs (formerly, Entry Korea)

Subsidiaries excluded from the consolidation for the years ended December 31, 2015, are as follows:

Reason Subsidiaries

Liquidation Hyundai Korea Paper Bond Fund No.3, Woori Levered Golden KP Private Placement Securities 
Investment Trust No.1

Disposal AmazingSoft

Merge Wit studio
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•   Amendment to Korean IFRS 1103, Business Combination 

Korean IFRS 1103, Business Combination, clarifies that Korean IFRS 1103 does not apply to the accounting for the formation of any joint 

arrangement. 

•   Amendment to Korean IFRS 1113, Fair Value Measurement 

Korean IFRS 1113, Fair Value Measurement, clarifies that the portfolio exception, which allows an entity to measure the fair value of a 

group of financial instruments on a net basis, applies to all contracts including non-financial contracts within the scope of Korean IFRS 

1039.

•   Amendment to Korean IFRS 1040, Investment property 

Korean IFRS 1040, Investment property, clarifies that Korean IFRS 1040 and Korean IFRS 1103 are not mutually exclusive.

(b) New standards, amendments and interpretations not yet adopted by the Company
The Company expects that the application of new standards, amendments and interpretations issued but not effective for the annual 

period beginning on January 1, 2015 and not early adopted would not have a material impact on its consolidated financial statements.

- Korean IFRS 1001, Presentation of Financial Statements

- Korean IFRS 1016, Property, plant and equipment, and Korean IFRS 1041, Agriculture and fishing: Productive plants

- Korean IFRS 1016, Property, plant and equipment, and Korean IFRS 1038, Intangible assets: Amortization based on revenue

-   Korean IFRS 1110, Consolidated Financial Statements, Korean IFRS 1028, Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures, and Korean 

IFRS 1112, Disclosures of Interests in Other Entities: Exemption for consolidation of investee

- Korean IFRS 1111, Joint Agreements

- Annual Improvements to Korean IFRS 2012-2014 Cycle

Further, new standards issued, but not effective for the financial year beginning January 1, 2015, and not early adopted are 

enumerated below:

- Korean IFRS 1109, Financial Instruments

The new Standard issued in December 2015 regarding financial instruments replaces Korean IFRS 1039, Financial Instruments: 

Recognition and Measurement.

Korean IFRS 1109, Financial Instruments, requires financial assets to be classified and measured on the basis of the holder’s business 

model and the instrument’s contractual cash flow characteristics. The Standard requires a financial instrument to be classified and 

measured at amortized cost, fair value through other comprehensive income, or fair value through profit or loss, and provides guidance 

on accounting for related gains and losses. The impairment model is changed into an expected credit loss model, and changes in those 

expected credit losses are recognized in profit or loss. The new Standard is effective for the financial year initially beginning on or after 

January 1, 2018, but early adoption is allowed. Early adoption of only the requirements related to financial liabilities designated at fair 

value through profit or loss is also permitted. The Company is in the process of determining the effects resulting from the adoption of 

the new Standard.

- Korean IFRS 1115, Revenue from Contracts with Customers

The new Standard for the recognition of revenue issued in December 2015 will replace Korean IFRS1018, Revenue, Korean IFRS 1011, 

Construction Contracts, and related Interpretations.

Korean IFRS 1115, Revenue from Contracts with Customers, will replace the risk-and-reward model under the current standards and is 

based on the principle that revenue is recognized when control of goods or services transfer to the customer by applying the five-step 

process.  Key changes to current practices include guidance on separate recognition of distinct goods or services in any bundled 

arrangement, constraint on recognizing variable consideration, criteria on recognizing revenue over time, and increased disclosures.  

The new Standard is effective for annual reporting beginning on or after January 1, 2018, but early application is permitted. The 

Company is in the process of determining the effects resulting from the adoption of the new Standard.

2.3 Consolidation
The Company has prepared the consolidated financial statements in accordance with Korean IFRS 1110, Consolidated Financial 

Statements.

(a) Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are all entities over which the parent company has control. The parent company controls the corresponding investee when 

it is exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its involvement with the investee and has the ability to affect those returns through 

its power over the investee. The consolidation of a subsidiary begins from the date the parent company obtains control of a subsidiary 

and ceases when the parent company loses control of the subsidiary.

The Company applies the acquisition method to account for business combinations. The consideration transferred is measured at the 

fair values of the assets transferred, and identifiable assets acquired and liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed in a business 

combination are initially measured at their fair values at the acquisition date. The Company recognizes any non-controlling interest in 

the acquiree on an acquisition-by-acquisition basis in the event of liquidation, either at fair value or at the non-controlling interest’s 

proportionate share of the recognized amounts of acquiree’s identifiable net assets. All other non-controlling interests are measured at 

their acquisition-date fair values, unless another measurement basis is required by standards. Acquisition-related costs are expensed 

as incurred.

Goodwill is recognized as the excess of the aggregate of the consideration transferred, the amount of any non-controlling interest in the 

acquiree, and the acquisition-date fair value of the acquirer’s previously held equity interest in the acquiree over the identifiable net 

assets acquired. If this consideration is lower than the fair value of the net assets of the subsidiary acquired, the difference is recognized 

in profit or loss.

Balances of receivables and payables, income and exercises and unrealized gains on transactions between the Parent Company and its 

subsidiaries are eliminated during the consolidation. Accounting policies of subsidiaries have been changed where necessary to ensure 

consistency with the policies adopted by the Company.

Changes in the Parent Company’s ownership interests in a subsidiary that do not result in the Parent Company losing control over the 

subsidiary are accounted for as equity transactions. The carrying amounts of the Parent Company’s interests and the non-controlling 

interests are adjusted to reflect the changes in their relative interests in the subsidiary. Any difference between the amount by which the 

non-controlling interests are adjusted and the fair value of the consideration paid or received is recognized directly in equity and 

attributed to owners of the Parent Company.

If the Company loses control of a subsidiary, any investment retained in the subsidiary is re-measured at its fair value at the date when 

control is lost and any resulting difference is recognized in profit or loss.

(b) Associates
Associates are entities over which the Company has significant influence, and investments in associates are initially recognized at 

acquisition cost using the equity method. Unrealized gains on transactions between the Company and its associates are eliminated to 

the extent of the Company’s interest in the associates. If there is any objective evidence that the investment in the associate is impaired, 

the Company recognizes the difference between the recoverable amount of the associate and its book value as impairment loss.

(c) Joint Arrangements 
A joint arrangement, wherein two or more parties have joint control, is classified as either a joint operation or a joint venture. A joint 

operator has rights to the assets, and obligations for the liabilities, relating to the joint operation and recognizes the assets, liabilities, 

revenues and expenses relating to its interest in a joint operation. A joint venturer has rights to the net assets relating to the joint venture 

and accounts for that investment using the equity method.
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The depreciation method, residual values and useful lives of property and equipment are reviewed at each financial year-end and, if 

appropriate, accounted for as changes in accounting estimates.

2.8 Borrowing Costs

Borrowing costs incurred in the acquisition or construction of a qualifying asset are capitalized in the period when it is prepared for its 

intended use, and investment income earned on the temporary investment of borrowings made specifically for the purpose obtaining a 

qualifying asset is deducted from the borrowing costs eligible for capitalization during the period. Other borrowing costs are recognized 

as expenses for the period in which they are incurred.

2.9 Intangible Assets
Goodwill is measured as explained in Note 2.3.(a) and carried at its cost less accumulated impairment losses. Intangible assets, except for 

goodwill, are initially recognized at its historical cost and carried at its cost less accumulated amortization and accumulated impairment losses. 

Internally generated software development costs are the aggregate costs recognized after meeting the asset recognition criteria, 

including technical feasibility, and determined to have future economic benefits. Membership rights are regarded as intangible assets with 

indefinite useful life and not amortized because there is no foreseeable limit to the period over which the assets are expected to be utilized. 

Intangible assets with definite useful life that are amortized using the straight-line method over their estimated useful lives, are as follows:

2.4 Foreign Currency Translation
(a) Functional and presentation currency
Items included in the financial statements of each of the Company’s entities are measured using the currency of the primary economic 

environment in which each entity operates (the “functional currency’). The consolidated financial statements are presented in Korean 

won, which is the Parent Company’s functional and presentation currency. 

(b) Transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the exchange rates prevailing at the dates of the 

transactions or valuation where items are re-measured. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such 

transactions and from the translation at year-end exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies 

are recognized in profit or loss. Exchange differences arising on non-monetary financial assets and liabilities such as equity instruments 

at fair value through profit or loss and available-for-sale equity instruments are recognized in profit or loss and included in other 

comprehensive income, respectively, as part of the fair value gain or loss.

2.5 Financial Assets

(a) Classification and measurement
The Company classifies its financial assets into the following categories: financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, available-

for-sale financial assets, loans and receivables, and held-to-maturity financial assets. Regular purchases and sales of financial assets 

are recognized on trade date.

For hybrid (combined) instruments, the Company is unable to measure an embedded derivative separately from its host contract and 

therefore, the entire hybrid (combined) contract is classified as at fair value through profit or loss. The financial assets designated at fair 

value through profit or loss by the Company is derivatives-combined securities.

Regular purchases and sales of financial assets are recognized on the trade date. At initial recognition, financial assets are measured at 

fair value plus, and in the case of financial assets not carried at fair value through profit or loss, transaction costs. The transaction costs 

of financial assets carried at fair value through profit or loss are expensed in the statement of income. After the initial recognition, 

available-for-sale financial assets and financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are subsequently carried at fair value. Loans 

and receivables, and held-to-maturity investments are subsequently carried at amortized cost using the effective interest rate method.

Changes in fair value of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are recognized in profit or loss and changes in fair value of 

available-for-sale financial assets are recognized in other comprehensive income. When the available-for-sale financial assets are sold 

or impaired, the fair value adjustments recorded in equity are reclassified into profit or loss.

 

(b) Impairment
The Company assesses at the end of each reporting period whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or a group of 

financial assets is impaired. A financial asset or a group of financial assets is impaired and impairment losses are incurred only if there is 

objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events that occurred after the initial recognition of the asset (a ‘loss event’) 

and that loss event (or events) has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or a group of financial assets that 

can be reliably estimated.

Impairment of loans and receivables is presented as a deduction in an allowance account. Impairment of other financial assets is directly 

deducted from their carrying amount. The Company writes off financial assets when the assets are determined to be no longer 

recoverable.

The objective evidence that a financial asset is impaired includes significant financial difficulty of the issuer or obligor; a delinquency in 

interest or principal payments. A decline in the fair value of an available-for-sale equity instrument from its cost or a prolonged decline 

below its cost is also an objective evidence of impairment.

Useful life

Buildings 30 years

Structures 10 years

Vehicles 5 years

Office equipment 3 - 5 years

Machinery 3 years

Others 4 - 6 years

(c) Derecognition
If the Company transfers a financial asset and the transfer does not result in derecognition because the Company has retained 

substantially of all risks and rewards of ownership of the transferred asset due to a recourse in the event the debtor defaults, the 

Company continues to recognize the transferred asset in its entirety and recognizes a financial liability for the consideration received. 

(d) Offsetting of financial instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the consolidated statements of financial position where there is 

a legally enforceable right to offset the recognized amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis or realize the assets and 

settle the liability simultaneously. The legally enforceable right must not be contingent on future events and must be enforceable in the 

normal course of business and in the event of default, insolvency or bankruptcy of the Company or the counterparty.

2.6 Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and net realizable value. Cost is determined using the first-in, first-out (FIFO) method.

2.7 Property and Equipment
Property and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses. Historical cost includes 

expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the items.

Land is not depreciated. Depreciation on other assets is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate the difference between 

their cost and their residual values over their estimated useful lives, as follows:
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2.10 government grants

Government grants are recognized at their fair values when there is reasonable assurance that the grant will be received and the 

Company will comply with the conditions attached to it. Government grants related to assets are presented by deducting the grants in 

arriving at the carrying amount of the assets, and grants recognized as income are deferred and presented by deducting the expenses 

related to the purpose of the government grants.

2.11 Impairment of Non-financial Assets

annually for impairment. Assets that are subject to amortization are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in 

circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which the 

asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell 

and value in use. Non-financial assets, other than goodwill, that suffered impairment are reviewed for possible reversal of the impairment 

at each reporting date.

2.12 Financial Liabilities

(a) Classification and measurement
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are financial instruments held for trading. Financial liabilities are classified in this 

category if incurred principally for the purpose of repurchasing them in the near term. Derivatives that are not designated as hedges or 

bifurcated from financial instruments containing embedded derivatives are also categorized as held-for-trading.

The Company classifies non-derivative financial liabilities, except for financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss, financial 

guarantee contracts and financial liabilities that arise when a transfer of financial assets does not qualify for derecognition, as financial 

liabilities carried at amortized cost and presented as ‘trade and other payables’, ‘borrowings’, or ‘debentures’ in the statement of financial 

position.

(b) Derecognition
Financial liabilities are removed from the statement of financial position when it is extinguished, for example, when the obligation 

specified in the contract is discharged, cancelled or expired or when the terms of an existing financial liability are substantially modified.

2.13 Provisions

Provisions are measured at the present value of the expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligation and the increase in the 

provision due to passage of time is recognized as interest expense.

2.14 Current and Deferred Income Tax
Income tax expense for the period consists of current and deferred tax. Income tax is recognized as income or expense for the period in 

the statement of comprehensive income, except to the extent that it relates to items recognized in other comprehensive income or 

directly in equity. In this case, income tax is also recognized in other comprehensive income or directly in equity, respectively. 

Income tax expense is calculated on the basis of the tax laws enacted or substantively enacted at the end of the reporting period.

Management periodically evaluates tax policies that are applied in tax returns in which applicable tax regulation is subject to 

interpretation. The Company recognizes current income tax on the basis of the amount expected to be paid to the tax authorities. 

Deferred tax is recognized for temporary differences arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts 

as expected tax consequences at the recovery or settlement of the carrying amounts of the assets and liabilities. However, deferred tax 

assets and liabilities are not recognized if they arise from initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction other than a business 

combination that at the time of the transaction affects neither accounting nor taxable profit (loss). 

Deferred tax assets are recognized only to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profit will be available against which the 

deductible temporary differences can be utilized.

Deferred tax liability is recognized for taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates, and 

interests in joint ventures, except to the extent that the Company is able to control the timing of the reversal of the temporary difference 

and it is probable that the temporary difference will not reverse in the foreseeable future. In addition, deferred tax asset is recognized for 

deductible temporary differences arising from such investments to the extent that it is probable the temporary difference will reverse in 

the foreseeable future and taxable profit will be available against which the temporary difference can be utilized.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to offset current tax assets against current tax 

liabilities and when the deferred income taxes assets and liabilities relate to income taxes levied by the same taxation authority on either 

the same taxable entity or different taxable entities where there is an intention to settle the balances on a net basis.

2.15 Employee Benefits

(a) Post-employment benefits
The Company’s pension plan is a defined benefit plan.

A defined benefit plan is a pension plan that is not a defined contribution plan. Typically defined benefit plans define an amount of 

pension benefit that an employee will receive on retirement, usually dependent on one or more factors such as age, years of service and 

compensation. The liability recognized in the statement of financial position in respect of defined benefit pension plans is the present 

value of the defined benefit obligation at the end of the reporting period less the fair value of plan assets. The defined benefit obligation 

is calculated annually by independent actuaries using the projected unit credit method. The present value of the defined benefit 

obligation is determined by discounting the estimated future cash outflows using interest rates of high-quality corporate bonds and that 

have terms to maturity approximating to the terms of the related pension obligation. The remeasurements of the net defined benefit 

liability are recognized in other comprehensive income.

If any plan amendments, curtailments, or settlements occur, past service costs or any gains or losses on settlement are recognized as 

profit or loss for the year.

(b) Share-based payments
Equity-settled share-based payments granted to employees are estimated at the grant date fair value of equity instruments and 

recognized as employee benefit expenses over the vesting period. The number of equity instruments expected to vest is remeasured 

with consideration to non-market vesting conditions at the end of the reporting period, with any changes from the original measurement 

recognized in profit or loss for the year and equity.

When the options are exercised, the Company issues new shares. The proceeds received, net of any directly attributable transaction 

costs, are recognized as capital stock (nominal value) and capital surplus.

Useful lives

Industrial rights 5 years

Software 5 years

Others 5 years, 30 years
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2.16 Revenue Recognition 

Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable for the sale of goods or rendering of services arising 

from the normal activities of the Company. It is presented as net of value added taxes, returns, rebates and discounts, after elimination 

of intra-company transactions.

The Company recognizes revenue when the amount of revenue can be reliably measured; when it is probable that future economic 

benefits will flow to the entity; and when specific criteria have been met for each of the Company’s activities, as described below. The 

Company bases its estimate on historical results, taking into consideration the type of customer, the type of transaction and the 

specifics of each arrangement.

(a) Sale of goods
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognized when products are delivered to the customer.

(b) Rendering of services
Revenue from internet and mobile services is recognized when such services are rendered. The other revenues from rendering of 

services are recognized when substantially all contractual obligations of the service have been fulfilled by the Company based on the 

terms of the contracts.

(c) Commission income
The Company recognizes the net amount of total amount charged to the client less the amount needs to be paid to the actual supplier of 

the goods and services as commission income in case the Company performs as agent of the supplier, not the principal of the 

transaction.

(d) Customer loyalty program
The Company operates a customer loyalty program where customers accumulate points for purchases made which entitle them to 

discounts on future purchases. The fair value of the consideration received or receivable in respect of the initial sale is allocated 

between the reward points and the other components of the sale. The fair value of the reward points is measured by taking into account 

the proportion of the reward points that are not expected to be redeemed by customers. Revenue from the reward points is recognized 

when the points are redeemed and the reward points expire 12 months after the initial sale.  

(e) Interest income
impaired, the Company reduces the carrying amount to its recoverable amount and continues unwinding the discount as interest 

income. Interest income on impaired loan and receivables is recognized using the original effective interest rate.

(f) Dividend income
Dividend income is recognized when the right to receive payment is established.

2.17 Segment Reporting

Information of each operating segment is reported in a manner consistent with the business segment reporting provided to the chief 

operating decision-maker (Note 35). The chief operating decision-maker, who is responsible for allocating resources and assessing 

performance of the operating segments, has been identified as the steering committee that makes strategic decisions.

2.18 Approval of Issuance of the Financial Statements

The issuance of the December 31, 2015 consolidated financial statements of the Company was approved by the Board of Directors on 

January 27, 2016, which is subject to change with approval of the shareholder’s at the annual shareholders’ meeting.

3. Critical Accounting Estimates and Assumptions

The Company makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future. Estimates and assumptions are continually evaluated and are 

based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the 

circumstances. The resulting accounting estimates may be different from that of actual results. The estimates and assumptions that 

have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are 

addressed below.

(a) Estimated impairment of goodwill
The Company tests annually whether goodwill has suffered any impairment. The recoverable amounts of cash-generating units are 

determined based on value-in-use calculations (Note 15).

(b) Income taxes
The Company is operating in numerous countries and the income generated from these operations is subject to income taxes based on 

tax laws and interpretations of tax authorities in numerous jurisdictions. There are many transactions and calculations for which the 

ultimate tax determination is uncertain (Note 29).

(c) Fair value of financial instruments
The fair value of financial instruments that are not traded in an active market is determined by using valuation techniques. The Company 

uses its judgment to select a variety of methods and make assumptions that are mainly based on market conditions existing at the end 

of each reporting period (Note 5).

(d) Net defined benefit liability
The present value of net defined benefit liability depends on a number of factors that are determined on an actuarial basis using a 

number of assumptions including the discount rate (Note 21).

(e) Provisions
As of December 31, 2015, the Company recognizes provisions for social contribution, restoration and others. These provisions are 

estimated based on past experience (Note 20).

4. Financial Risk Management

4.1 Financial Risk Factors 

The Company’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks: market risk (including foreign exchange risk, price risk and interest rate 

risk), credit risk and liquidity risk. The Company’s overall risk management program focuses on the unpredictability of financial markets 

and seeks to minimize potential adverse effects on the Company’s financial performance.

4.1.1 Market risk

(a) Foreign exchange risk
The Company operates internationally and is exposed to foreign exchange risk arising from various currency exposures, primarily with 

respect to the US dollar and the Japanese yen. Foreign exchange risk arises from future commercial transactions, recognized assets 

and liabilities and net investments in foreign operations.
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4.1.2 Credit Risk

Credit risk is managed on a company basis. Credit risk arises from cash and cash equivalents, available-for-sale financial assets, 

financial assets at fair value through profit or loss and deposits with banks and financial institutions, as well as credit exposures to 

customers, including outstanding receivables and committed transactions. For banks and financial institutions, only independently rated 

parties with high ratings are accepted. If customers are independently rated, these ratings are used. If there is no independent rating, the 

credit quality of the customer is evaluated taking into account its financial position, past experience and other factors. Individual risk limits 

are set based on internal or external ratings in accordance with limits set by the board. The utilization of credit limits is regularly monitored.

As of December 31, 2015, and 2014, the book value of the Company’s financial assets represents the maximum exposure of the credit 

risks after deducting impairment losses.

4.1.3 Liquidity Risk

The Company monitors rolling forecasts of the Company’s liquidity requirements to ensure it has sufficient cash to meet operational needs while maintaining 

sufficient headroom on its undrawn committed borrowing facilities at all times so that The Company does not breach borrowing limits or covenants (where 

applicable) on any of its borrowing facilities. Such forecasting takes into consideration The Company’s debt financing plans, covenant compliance, 

compliance with internal financial ratio targets and, if applicable external regulatory or legal requirements – for example, currency restrictions.

Details of the Company’s liquidity risk analysis as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

2015

Book value
Cash flow in 

agreement
Less than 

1 years
Between 

1 and 5 years

Trade and other payables ₩ 409,499,660 ₩ 409,499,660 ₩ 405,340,888 ₩ 4,158,772

Short-term borrowings 412,759,705 412,987,056 412,987,056 -   

Debentures (including current portion) 254,957,251 267,466,366 110,818,366 156,648,000

Total ₩ 1,077,216,616 ₩ 1,089,953,082 ₩ 929,146,310 ₩ 160,806,772

(in thousands of Korean won)

2014

Book value
Cash flow in 

agreement
Less than 

1 years
Between 

1 and 5 years

Trade payables and other payables ₩ 343,340,413 ₩ 343,340,413 ₩ 343,278,135 ₩ 62,278

Short-term borrowings 208,524,167 211,462,003 211,462,003 -   

Debentures (including current portion) 109,247,407 115,179,955 7,949,010 107,230,945

Long-term borrowings (including current portion) 138,021,000 139,182,045 819,561 138,362,484

Total ₩ 799,132,987 ₩ 809,164,416 ₩ 563,508,709 ₩ 245,655,707

(in thousands of Korean won)

4.2 Capital Risk Management

The Company’s objectives when managing capital are to maintain a sound capital structure. The Company uses debt to equity ratio for capital 

management. This ratio is calculated as total debt divided by total equity as shown in the consolidated statements of financial position.

The Company’s debt to equity ratio as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows.

(in thousands of Korean won)

Impact on post-tax profit Impact on equity

2015 2014 2015 2014

USD Weakened ₩ 852,935 ₩ 216,971 ₩ 852,935 ₩ 216,971

Strengthened (852,935) (216,971) (852,935) (216,971)

JPY Weakened (297,216) (5,123,813) (297,216) (5,123,813) 

Strengthened 297,216 5,123,813 297,216 5,123,813

(in thousands of Korean won)

Impact on post-tax profit Impact on equity

2015 2014 2015 2014

Listed equity securities Increase ₩ 382,213 ₩ 321,392 ₩ 1,199,322 ₩ 2,413,775

Decrease (382,213) (321,392) (1,199,322) (2,413,775)

(b) Price risk
The Company is exposed to equity securities price risk because of investments held by the Company and classified on the statement of 

financial position either as available-for-sale financial assets or financial assets at fair value through profit or loss.

As of December 31, 2015 and 2014, the impact of increases/decreases of the stock price by 5% with all other variables held constant on 

the Company’s post-tax profit for the year and equity is as follows. 

The impact of weakened/strengthened Korean won by 5% against foreign currencies with all other variables held constant on the 

post-tax profit for the year and equity of the Company as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, is as follows: 

(c) Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is defined as the risk that the interest income or expenses arising from deposits and borrowings will fluctuate because 

of changes in future market interest rate. The interest rate risk mainly arises through floating rate deposits and borrowings. The 

objective of interest rate risk management lies in maximizing corporate value by minimizing uncertainty caused by fluctuations in 

interest rates and minimizing net interest expense.

As of December 31, 2015, net interest income increases when interest rate increases because the Company has floating rate deposits 

but does not have floating rate borrowings. The Company adequately minimizes risks from interest rate fluctuations through various 

policies, such as avoiding high rate borrowings, reforming capital structure, managing an appropriate ratio of fixed rate borrowings and 

floating rate borrowings, monitoring a fluctuation of domestic and foreign interest rates daily, weekly and monthly, establishing 

alternatives, and balancing floating rate short-term borrowings with floating rate deposits.

The impact of10 bp higher/lower of interest rate with all other variables held constant on the Company’s post-tax profit for the year and 

on equity as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, is as follows:

Impact on post-tax profit Impact on equity

2015 2014 2015 2014

Increase ₩ (71,048) ₩ 215,922 ₩ (71,048) ₩ 215,922

Decrease 71,048 (215,922) 71,048 (215,922)

(in thousands of Korean won)
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5.4 Transfers Between Fair Value Hierarchy Levels of Recurring Fair Value Measurements

The Company recognizes transfers between levels of the fair value at the end of the reporting period. There are no transfers between 

Level 1 and Level 2 for as of December 31, 2015.

Details of changes in Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy for the recurring fair value measurements as of December 31, 2015 and 2014 are 

as follows.

2015

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

Recurring fair value measurements

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss ₩ 10,111,164 ₩ 26,442,397 ₩ 267,066,492 ₩ 303,620,053

Available-for-sale financial assets 21,533,225 102,110,304 139,228,275 262,871,804

(in thousands of Korean won)

2014

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

Recurring fair value measurements

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss ₩ 26,169,954 - ₩ 265,546,977 ₩ 291,716,931

Available-for-sale financial assets 63,688,002 - 74,578,106 138,266,108

(in thousands of Korean won)

5.3 Fair Value Hierarchy

Financial instruments measured at fair value are categorized within the fair value hierarchy, and the defined levels are as follows:

• Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1).
•   Inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly (that is, prices) or 

indirectly (that is, derived from prices) (Level 2). 

• Inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data (that is, unobservable inputs) (Level 3).

2015 2014

Financial assets at 
fair value through 

profit or loss
Available-for-sale 

financial assets

Financial assets at 
fair value through 

profit or loss
Available-for-sale 

financial assets

Beginning balance ₩ 265,546,977 ₩ 74,578,106 ₩ 226,058,410 ₩ 42,519,764

Total profit or loss

Amount recognized in profit or loss 709,695 - 5,934,102 (67,789)

Amount recognized in other comprehensive income - 81,189,320 - 31,960,806

Acquisition 206,407,626 540,180 137,263,258 62,127,843

Disposal (202,866,264) (840,807) (103,708,792) (2,029,384)

Transfer into Level 31 7,437,203 46,643,126 - -

Transfer out of Level 31 (10,168,745) (63,147,598) - (59,933,135)

Others - 265,948 - -

Ending balance ₩ 267,066,492 ₩ 139,228,275 ₩ 265,546,978 ₩ 74,578,105

1   During the current period, the Company reclassified corporate bonds with inputs that are indirectly observable in an active market and derivative instruments that 

are classified by unobservable inputs as level 2 and level 3, respectively.

(in thousands of Korean won)

(in thousands of Korean won)

(in thousands of Korean won)

2015 2014

Total debt ₩ 2,116,334,499 ₩ 1,597,039,679

Total equity 2,269,578,519 1,797,418,215

Debt to equity ratio 93.25% 88.85%

5. Fair Value

5.1 Financial Instruments Measured at Fair Value

Details of financial instruments measured at fair value as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

2015 2014

Book value Fair value Book value Fair value

Financial assets

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss ₩ 303,620,053 ₩ 303,620,053 ₩ 291,716,931 ₩ 291,716,931

Available-for-sale financial assets 262,871,804 262,871,804 138,266,108 138,266,108

Total ₩ 566,491,857 ₩ 566,491,857 ₩ 429,983,039 ₩ 429,983,039

Short-term financial assets and liabilities whose carrying amount is a reasonable approximation of fair value are excluded from the fair 

value disclosures.

5.2 Financial Instruments Measured at Cost

Details of financial instruments measured at cost as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

The above available-for-sale financial assets mainly consist of unlisted securities, of which the variability of estimated cash flows is 

significant and the probabilities of the various estimates cannot be reasonably assessed. 

2015 2014

Financial assets at fair value through  profit or loss ₩ - ₩ 7,437,203

Available-for-sale financial assets 69,776,612 107,952,325

Fair value hierarchy classifications of the financial assets and financial liabilities that are measured at fair value as of December 31, 2015 

and 2014, are as follows:
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Financial assets at 
fair value through 

profit or loss
Loans and 

receivables
Available-for-sale 

financial
Held-to-maturity 

financial Total

Cash and cash equivalents ₩ - ₩ 813,391,895 ₩ - ₩ - ₩ 813,391,895

Long and short-term financial instruments1 - 979,419,118 - - 979,419,118

Financial assets at fair value through profit or 
loss

303,620,053 - - - 303,620,053

Trade and other receivables - 597,996,848 - - 597,996,848

Available-for-sale financial assets - - 332,648,416 - 332,648,416

Held-to-maturity financial - - - 2,726,393 2,726,393

Tatal ₩ 303,620,053 ₩ 2,390,807,861 ₩ 332,648,416 ₩ 2,726,393 ₩ 3,029,802,723

1   As of December 31, 2015, cash and cash equivalents amounting to ₩ 600 million is deposited in the common bank account with Seoul Broadcasting System and therefore 

need consent for withdrawal. Short-term financial instruments amounting to ₩ 2,000 million are pledged for the derivative agreement and long-term financial instruments 

amounting to \ 18,050 million are restricted as deposits for shared corporate growth program. Another long-term financial instruments amounting to \ 500 million are 

pledged with regard to the restoration of the leased facilities and ₩ 4,000 million are restricted for the borrowings with prime rate for the Company’s employees.

(in thousands of Korean won)

Categorizations of financial assets and liabilities as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

6.1 December 31, 2015

(a) Financial assets

6.  Financial Instruments by Category

2015

Favorable changes Unfavorable changes

Profit or loss Equity Profit or loss Equity

Financial assets

Derivatives-combined securities1 ₩ 544,204 ₩ 544,204 ₩ (1,251,341) ₩ (1,251,341)

Derivative instruments2 1,752,162 1,752,162 (1,839,302) (1,839,302)

Unlisted stocks3 - 8,292,125 - (8,415,432)

1   For derivative-combined securities related to stocks(index), foreign exchange rate and interest rate, changes in their fair value are calculated by increasing or 

decreasing the volatility of the underlying assets and correlation coefficient, which are significant unobservable inputs, by 10%. For derivative-combined securities 

related to credit events, changes in fair value are calculated by increasing or decreasing the CDS SPREAD, which are significant unobservable inputs, by 10bp.

2   For derivative instruments such as conversion rights to the common stock, changes in their fair value are calculated by increasing or decreasing the volatility of the 

stock price, which are significant unobservable inputs, by 10%.

3   For unlisted stocks, changes in their fair value are calculated by increasing or decreasing the EBITDA multiple of revenue multiple, which are significant unobservable 

inputs, by 10%.

(in thousands of Korean won)

5.6 Valuation Processes for Fair Value Measurements Categorized Within Level 3

The Company operates a separate team that performs the fair value measurements required for financial reporting purposes, including 

level 3 fair values. This team reports directly to the chief financial officer (CFO) and discusses valuation processes and results with the 

CFO at least once every quarter in line with the Company’s quarterly reporting dates. 

5.7 Sensitivity Analysis for Recurring Fair Value Measurements Categorized Within Level 3

Sensitivity analysis of financial instruments is performed to measure favorable and unfavorable changes in the fair value of financial 

instruments which are affected by unobservable parameters, using a statistical technique. When the fair value is affected by more than 

two input parameters, the amounts represent the most favorable or most unfavorable.

5.5 Valuation Technique and the Inputs

Valuation techniques and inputs used in the recurring and non-recurring fair value measurements of financial instruments categorized 

within Level 2 and Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy as of December 31, 2015 are as follows:

2015

Fair value Level Valuation techniques Major inputs
Unobservable 
inputs

Range of 
unobservable 

inputs 

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Derivatives 
combined securities

₩ 258,597,286 3 Black Scholes Model, Hull-White 
Model, Monte Carlo Simulation,    
Gaussian 1-factor model, 
Garman-Kohlhagen model and 
Others

Price of the underlying assets, 
dividend rate, volatility of the 
underlying assets, correlation 
between the underlying assets 
(rates of return on stocks), 
interest rate, CDS SPREAD, 
Recovery rate, Regression 
coefficient

Volatility of the 
underlying assets

4.20% ~ 27.95%

Correlation coefficient 0.00 ~ 1.00

CDS SPREAD 0.28% ~ 1.43%

Regression coefficient 3.00%

Recovery rate 43.66%

Debt securities 26,442,397 2 DCF Model
Discount rate reflecting credit 
risk

- -

Derivative 
instruments

8,469,206 3 Binominal Model Price of the underlying assets, 
Discount rate reflecting credit 
risk, volatility of the underlying 
assets

Volatility of the 
underlying assets

63.61%

Available-for-sale financial assets

Beneficiary 
certificates

₩ 2,967,824 2 - Quoted price of the underlying 
assets

- -

12,855,718 3 Market approach EBITDA Multiple,
Revenue Multiple, Liquidity 
discount rate

EBITDA Multiple 6.8 ~ 35.1

Revenue Multiple 0.7 ~ 5.6

Liquidity discount rate 30.00%

Debt securities 99,142,480 2 DCF Model
Discount rate reflecting credit 
risk

- -

Equity securities 126,372,557 3 Market approach EBITDA Multiple,
Revenue Multiple
 Liquidity discount rate

EBITDA Multiple 15.98

Revenue Multiple 4.72

Liquidity discount rate 30.00%

(in thousands of Korean won)

[Continued]

The results of the sensitivity analysis for the effect on profit or loss from changes in inputs for each financial instrument, which is 

categorized within Level 3 and subject to sensitivity analysis, are as follows:
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Cash and cash equivalents as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

7. Cash and Cash Equivalents

2015 2014

Cash on hand ₩ 37,938 ₩ 229,889

Bank deposits 748,790,333 694,305,886

Time deposits 64,563,624 27,990,538

Total ₩ 813,391,895 ₩ 722,526,313

(in thousands of Korean won)

(b) Financial liabilities

Financial liabilities at amortized cost

Trade payables and other payables ₩ 343,340,413

Long and short-term borrowings 346,545,167

Bonds payables 109,247,407

Total ₩ 799,132,987

(in thousands of Korean won)

Financial liabilities at amortized cost

Trade payables and other payables ₩ 409,499,660

Short-term borrowings 412,759,705

Bonds payables 254,957,251

Total ₩ 1,077,216,616

(in thousands of Korean won)

(b) Financial liabilities

6.1 December 31, 2014

(a) Financial assets

Financial assets at 
fair value through 

profit or loss
Loans and 

receivables
Available-for-sale 

financial
Held-to-maturity 

financial Total

Cash and cash equivalents ₩ - ₩ 722,526,313 ₩ - ₩ - ₩ 722,526,313

Long and short-term financial instruments - 418,247,351 - - 418,247,351

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 299,154,134 - - - 299,154,134

Trade and other receivables - 449,072,308 - - 449,072,308

Available-for-sale financial assets - - 246,218,433 - 246,218,433

Held-to-maturity financial - - - 2,581,611 2,581,611

Total ₩ 299,154,134 ₩ 1,589,845,972 ₩ 246,218,433 ₩ 2,581,611 ₩ 2,137,800,150

(in thousands of Korean won)

Changes in fair value of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are presented as financial income and expenses in the 

statements of comprehensive income (Note 28).

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

8.  Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

2015 2014

Derivatives-combined securities ₩ 258,597,286 ₩ 255,378,232

Others 45,022,767 43,775,902

Total ₩ 303,620,053 ₩ 299,154,134

(in thousands of Korean won)

December 31, 2015 December 31, 2014

gross value Allowances Book-value gross value Allowances Book-value

Current

Trade receivables ₩ 410,847,783 ₩ (4,902,427) ₩ 405,945,356 ₩ 317,845,671 ₩ (4,292,629) ₩ 313,553,042

Other receivables 119,912,073 (6,622,770) 113,289,303 107,759,596 (6,957,803) 100,801,793

Accrued income 7,380,833 - 7,380,833 7,200,275 - 7,200,275

Loans 16,775 - 16,775 10,992 - 10,992

Total ₩ 538,157,464 ₩ (11,525,197) ₩ 526,632,267 ₩ 432,816,534 ₩ (11,250,432) ₩ 421,566,102

Non-current

Trade receivables 225,763 (225,763) - 196,732 (196,732) -

Accounts receivables 92,605 (92,605) - 2,238 (2,238) -

Loans 2,663,146 - 2,663,146 1,376,473 - 1,376,473

Leasehold deposits 68,701,435 - 68,701,435 26,129,733 - 26,129,733

Total ₩ 71,682,949 ₩ (318,368) ₩ 71,364,581 ₩ 27,705,176 ₩ (198,970) ₩ 27,506,206

Trade and other receivables as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

9.  Trade and Other Receivables

(in thousands of Korean won)
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2015 2014

Trade receivables Other receivables Trade receivables Other receivables

Receivables not past due1 ₩ 398,307,876 ₩ 101,698,472 ₩ 285,949,831 ₩ 82,349,809

Sub total 398,307,876 101,698,472 285,949,831 82,349,809

Past due but not impaired2

Up to 6 months ₩ 7,416,678 ₩ 11,155,062 ₩ 26,973,877 ₩ 18,496,949

6 months to 1 years 1,845,414 270,384 2,687,668 322,784

Over 1 years 3,503,578 6,880,760 2,431,027 6,592,292

Sub total 12,765,670 18,306,206 32,092,572 25,412,025

Total ₩ 411,073,546 ₩ 120,004,678 ₩ 318,042,403 ₩ 107,761,834

1   The Company performs credit checking procedure for all counterparties who wish to engage in credit transactions, and deals with customers who have healthy 

credit only. Additionally, the Company maintains its exposure to default risk to a minimal level. 

Credit risk arises when client or counterparty fail to keep the obligations stated on terms of the contract in regular transactions and investment activities. In order to 

manage credit risk, the Company continuously evaluates credit quality of the customer through taking into account its financial position, past experience and other 

factors. Major customers’ individual credit limits are set based on internal or external ratings in accordance with limits set by the board. The utilization of credit limits 

is regularly monitored.

As of December 31, 2015, there are no trade receivables, loans receivables and non-trade receivables which are significantly past due or subject to significant 

indicators of impairment and the managements decided that the possibilities of potential defaults on those receivables are low.

2   Receivables which are individually identifiable for the indicator of impairment such as default and bankruptcy are subject to the individually analysis for the recognition 

of allowance. Residual receivables with insignificant amount is categorized into the similar group and are subject to the aging and past experience analysis.

The aging analysis of the trade and other receivables as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, is as follows: 

(in thousands of Korean won)

Details of available-for-sale financial assets as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

10.  Available-for-sale Financial Assets

2015 2014

Equity securities 

Stocks ₩ 218,971,751 ₩ 167,818,394

Beneficiary certificates 14,104,320 42,957,752

Debt securities  

Corporate bonds 99,572,345 35,442,287

Total ₩ 332,648,416 ₩ 246,218,433

(in thousands of Korean won)

Changes in the allowance for trade and other receivables for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

2015 2014

Beginning balance ₩ 11,449,402 ₩ 8,859,711

Write off (510,084) (84,513)

Bad debt expenses 941,896 1,589,201

Others (37,649) 1,085,003

Ending balance ₩ 11,843,565 ₩ 11,449,402

2015 2014

Beginning balance ₩ 246,218,433 ₩ 239,551,906

Acquisition 112,880,731 143,110,817

Disposals (66,312,853) (141,567,915)

Impairment (16,993,035) (123,879,483)

Net gains (losses) reclassified from equity (350,270)  97,282,073

Net gains reclassified to equity 54,248,688 37,143,335

Others 2,956,722  (5,422,300)

Ending balance 332,648,416 246,218,433

Less: current portion (19,350,684) (37,980,980)

Non-current portion ₩ 313,297,732 ₩ 208,237,453

Changes in available-for-sale financial assets for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

Details of Held-to-maturity financial assets as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

11.  Held-to-maturity Financial Assets

2015 2014

Bond issued by Japanese government ₩ 2,726,393 ₩ 2,581,611

(in thousands of Korean won)
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Inventories as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

12. Inventories

2015 2014

Finished goods ₩ 12,097,310 ₩ 16,516,878

Merchandise 3,409,624 -

Total ₩ 15,506,934 ₩ 16,516,878

(in thousands of Korean won)

Details of other assets as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows: 

13.  Other Assets

2015 2014

Current Non-current Current Non-current

Prepayment ₩ 2,897,807 ₩ 710 ₩ 1,689,279 ₩ -

Prepaid expenses 32,596,992 26,361,538 36,273,209 19,382,165

Prepaid Value Added Tax 594,504 - 5,767,556 -

Others 1,371,361 - 575,135 24,802

Total ₩ 37,460,664 ₩ 26,362,248 ₩ 44,305,179 ₩ 19,406,967

(in thousands of Korean won)

The cost of inventories recognized as expenses and included in ‘operating expenses’ amounted to ￦ 29,225 million (2014 : ￦ 8,513 million).

The Company recognized loss on inventory valuation of ￦7,000 million for the year ended December 31, 2015.

2015 2014

Beginning balance ₩ 2,581,611 ₩ 2,819,521

Amortization (720) (768)

Others 145,502 (237,142)

Ending balance 2,726,393 2,581,611

Less: current portion - -

Non-current portion ₩ 2,726,393 ₩ 2,581,611

Changes in Held-to-maturity financial assets for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

Changes in property and equipment for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows: 

2015

Land Buildings Structures Machinery Vehicles
Office 

equipment Others
Construction 

in Progress Total

Beginning balance ₩ 239,089,398 ₩ 381,233,022 ₩ 66,695,768 ₩ 153,921,941 ₩ 347,446 ₩ 51,007,778 ₩ 7,776,015 ₩ 885,328 ₩ 900,956,696

Acquisition/capital 
expenditures 4,198,253 615,003 184 71,868,507 19,149 20,790,641 3,216,457 7,215,239 107,923,433

Increase due 
to business 
combination -   -   -   1,474 -   310,035 82,863 -   394,372

Depreciation -   (14,036,784) (8,010,712) (96,848,564) (85,798) (20,168,862) (3,380,235) -   (142,530,955)

Disposals -   (111,878) -   (130,437) (19,261) (55,144) -   -   (316,720)

Impairment -   -   (2,017) -   -   (420,464) (113,357) -   (535,838)

Disposal of a 
subsidiary (252,307) (643,586) -   -   -   (13,097) -   -   (908,990)

Others1 778,323 379,606 302,637 2,110,935 868 1,759,314 63,199 (6,572,275) (1,177,393)

Ending balance ₩ 243,813,667 ₩ 367,435,383 ₩ 58,985,860 ₩ 130,923,856 ₩ 262,404 ₩ 53,210,201 ₩ 7,644,942 ₩ 1,528,292 ₩ 863,804,605

(in thousands of Korean won)

Details of property and equipment as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

14.  Property and Equipment

2015 2014

Acquisition 
Cost

Accumulated 
depreciation1 Book value

Acquisition 
Cost

Accumulated 
depreciation1 Book value

Land ₩ 243,956,047 ₩ (142,380) ₩ 243,813,667 ₩ 239,231,778 ₩ (142,380) ₩ 239,089,398

Buildings 419,449,144 (52,013,761) 367,435,383 419,336,127 (38,103,105) 381,233,022

Structures 79,711,984 (20,726,124) 58,985,860 79,476,180 (12,780,412) 66,695,768

Machinery 474,396,181 (343,472,325) 130,923,856 416,695,916 (262,773,975) 153,921,941

Vehicles 541,777 (279,373) 262,404 557,764 (210,318) 347,446

Office equipment 109,061,604 (55,851,403) 53,210,201 93,043,233 (42,035,455) 51,007,778

Others 16,969,816 (9,324,874) 7,644,942 14,383,362 (6,607,347) 7,776,015

Construction in Progress 1,528,292 - 1,528,292 885,328 - 885,328

Total ₩ 1,345,614,845 ₩ (481,810,240) ₩ 863,804,605 ₩ 1,263,609,688 ₩ (362,652,992) ₩ 900,956,696

1 Accumulated impairment losses and government grant are included.

(in thousands of Korean won)
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2014

Land Buildings Structures Machinery Vehicles
Office 

equipment Others
Construction 

in Progress Total

Beginning 
balance ₩ 229,226,395 ₩ 254,220,449 ₩ 36,206,230 ₩ 154,546,219 ₩ 62,287 ₩ 41,616,634 ₩ 8,339,802 ₩ 67,347,308 ₩ 791,565,324

Acquisition/
capital 
expenditures 5,815,479 223,639 (949,551) 114,624,309 323,317 30,389,415 2,724,149 124,146,473 277,297,230

Depreciation - (11,130,354) (6,189,905) (94,649,442) (56,417) (16,961,711) (2,755,555) - (131,743,384)

Disposals - - - (7,118,981) - (2,086,253) (319,595) - (9,524,829)

Disposal of a 
subsidiary - - - (7,505,831) - (746,278) (719,090) - (8,971,199)

Others1 4,047,524 137,919,288 37,628,994 (5,974,333) 18,259 (1,204,029) 506,304 (190,608,453) (17,666,446)

Ending balance ₩ 239,089,398 ₩ 381,233,022 ₩ 66,695,768 ₩ 153,921,941 ₩ 347,446 ₩ 51,007,778 ₩ 7,776,015 ₩ 885,328 ₩ 900,956,696

1 An increase/decrease from fluctuations of foreign currency exchange rate is included

As of December 31, 2015, land of LINE, a subsidiary company, is provided as collateral for borrowing of Shinhan bank Japan for up to 

JPY 600 million (Note 19).

(in thousands of Korean won)

Details of intangible assets as of December 31, 2015 and 2014 are as follows:

15. Intangible Assets

2015 2014

Acquisition 
Cost

Accumulated 
amortization1 Book value

Acquisition 
Cost

Accumulated 
amortization1 Book value

Industrial rights ₩ 7,917,540 ₩ (6,256,982) ₩ 1,660,558 ₩ 5,820,771 ₩ (4,845,659) ₩ 975,112

Software 60,950,530 (44,964,467) 15,986,063 59,072,500 (39,298,367) 19,774,133

Goodwill 82,062,203 (38,534,219) 43,527,984 45,750,346 (4,311,650) 41,438,696

Others 97,419,351 (55,275,184) 42,144,167 96,457,392 (37,887,066) 58,570,326

Total ₩ 248,349,624 ₩ (145,030,852) ₩ 103,318,772 ₩ 207,101,009 ₩ (86,342,742) ₩ 120,758,267

1 Accumulated impairment losses and government grant are included.

(in thousands of Korean won)

2014

Industrial rights Software goodwill Others Total

Beginning balance ₩ 1,263,341 ₩ 20,484,842 ₩ 51,183,848 ₩ 61,098,270 ₩ 134,030,301

Acquisition 256,868 5,538,584 1,516,474 2,578,337 9,890,263

Amortization (515,115) (7,246,654) - (4,580,288) (12,342,057)

Disposals - (88,136) - (1,315,565) (1,403,701)

Impairment loss - - (4,909,052) (1,484,791) (6,393,843)

Disposal of a subsidiary - (282,318) (4,264,286) (88,070) (4,634,674)

Others1 (29,982) 1,367,815 (2,088,288) 2,362,433 1,611,978

Ending balance ₩ 975,112 ₩ 19,774,133 ₩ 41,438,696 ₩ 58,570,326 ₩ 120,758,267

1 An increase/decrease from fluctuations of foreign currency exchange rate is included. 

(in thousands of Korean won)

Changes in intangible assets for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows: 

2015

Industrial rights Software goodwill Others Total

Beginning balance ₩ 975,112 ₩ 19,774,133 ₩ 41,438,696 ₩ 58,570,326 ₩ 120,758,267

Acquisition 1,186,191 4,391,409 938,006 12,737,893 19,253,499

Increase due to business combination 1,467,432 225,018 35,969,023 14,975,477 52,636,950

Amortization (799,820) (7,155,855) - (5,496,879) (13,452,554)

Disposals (24,372) (879,014) - - (903,386)

Impairment loss (1,207,047) (146,501) (31,214,277) (13,206,307) (45,774,132)

Disposal of a subsidiary (2,076) (10,176) (5,348,911) (33,220) (5,394,383)

Others1 65,138 (212,951) 1,745,447 (25,403,123) (23,805,489)

Ending balance ₩ 1,660,558 ₩ 15,986,063 ₩ 43,527,984 ₩ 42,144,167 ₩ 103,318,772

(in thousands of Korean won)
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Impairment Tests for goodwill
The Company performs the impairment test on goodwill each year and evaluates the recoverable amounts of each CGUs. The 

recoverable amounts are determined based on the values in use which are calculated based on the discounted future cash flows 

expected from the continuous use of the assets. As a result, the book values of such CGUs as Brainpub, Quicket, Wit studio and 

MIXRADIO were bigger than recoverable amount and the Company recognized impairment losses amounting to ￦ 31,214 million during 

the year. The recoverable amounts of those CGUs are ￦ 219 million, ￦ 691 million and ￦ 269 million as of December 31, 2015, 
respectively, and the Company recognized the impairment losses of the whole amount of goodwill of MIXRADIO during the year.

The Company estimates future cash flows of each CGU by considering past experience, operation results and future business plan for 

the next five years which reflect management's evaluation for internal and external information of relevant industries. The major 

assumptions used in the calculation of values in use of major CGUs are as follow.

Brainpub Iconnect Quicket

Discount rate 16.4% 14.3% 14.7%

Perpetual growth rate 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Details of investments in associates and joint ventures of the Company as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

16.  Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures

Investee Primary business Location

Fiscal 
year-
end

December 31, 2015
December 

31, 2014

Percentage of 
ownership (%) Book value Book value

Associates Allat Online payment service Korea December 20.00 ₩ 3,066,348 ₩ 2,804,450

NetMania 
Software development and 
distribution

Korea December 27.17 561,454 514,527

Synapsoft 
Software development and 
distribution

Korea December 25.00 3,196,926 3,027,630

Cloud Application Factory 
Software development and 
distribution

Korea December 30.10 51,280 71,620

BonAngels Pacemaker Fund Investment Korea December 22.73 5,036,629 3,306,700

Korea Contents Mutual Aid 
Association

Funding and investment in contents 
development

Korea December 31.53 2,815,268 3,012,653

ARO In Tech
Software development and 
distribution

Korea December 29.85 343,128 517,387

LINE Bros. Mobile service development Japan December 40.00 - 73,648

Future Creation NAVER Stonebridge 
Early Stage Start-up Fund

Investment Korea December 40.00 9,729,777 5,000,000

Future Creation NAVER-SB Startup 
Investment Fund

Investment Korea December 37.04 9,750,327 5,000,000

Epic Voyage Mobile service development Japan December 30.00 26,534 26,308

LINE Music Mobile service development Japan December 33.40 1,065,632 2,707,349

Green Monster Mobile service development Japan December 35.00 417,465 630,428

Digital Media Partners II Investment
Cayman 
Islands

December 30.00 629,710 -

AUBE LINE recruit service Japan December 49.00 2,792,769 -

NAVER-Suprema Youth Foundation 
No.5 Investment Fund 

Investment Korea December 50.00 2,909,627 -

NAVER KIP Cheer up! Gamers Fund Investment Korea December 50.00 4,871,891 4,967,968

NSPACE Space Cloud Korea December 37.74 1,000,002 -

Subtotal 48,264,767 31,660,668

Joint 
ventures

YTN PLUS Digital contents distribution Korea December 50.00 3,517,931 3,191,375

LINE Project Smartphone contents development Japan December 50.00 - -

Collab+LINE LINE service partnership USA December 50.00 1,372,435 1,101,816

Lantu Games Investment China December 50.00 11,709,802 -

Subtotal 16,600,168 4,293,191

Total ₩ 64,864,935 ₩ 35,953,859

(in thousands of Korean won)
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 Equity-method valuation for the investments in associates and joint ventures of the Company for the years ended December 31, 2015 

and 2014, are as follows:

2015

Investee
Beginning 

balance
Acquisition

(Disposal)

Valuation of equity-method investments

Ending 
Balance

gain (loss) on 
valuation of 

equity-method 
investments

Capital change 
in equity ethod Others

Associates Allat ₩ 2,804,450 ₩ - ₩ 261,898 ₩ - ₩ - ₩ 3,066,348

NetMania 514,527 - 46,927 - - 561,454

Synapsoft 3,027,630 - 276,438 - (107,142) 3,196,926

Cloud Application Factory 71,620 - (20,340) - - 51,280

BonAngels Pacemaker Fund 3,306,700 1,500,000 204,025 - 25,904 5,036,629

Korea Contents Mutual Aid 
Association

3,012,653 - (201,784) - 4,399 2,815,268

ARO In Tech 517,387 - (174,259) - - 343,128

LINE Bros. 73,648 664,855 (490,128) 33,229 (281,604) -

Future Creation NAVER Stonebridge 
Early Stage Start-up Fund

5,000,000 5,000,000 329,777 - (600,000) 9,729,777

Future Creation NAVER-SB Startup 
Investment Fund

5,000,000 5,000,000 (249,673) - - 9,750,327

Epic Voyage 26,308 - (1,199) 1,425 - 26,534

LINE Music 2,707,349 (436,681) (1,338,756) 132,445 1,275 1,065,632

Green Monster 630,428 - (238,878) 25,915 - 417,465

Digital Media Partners II - 894,810 (355,080) 43,972 46,008 629,710

AUBE - 2,857,713 (70,492) 5,548 - 2,792,769

NAVER-Suprema Youth Foundation 
No.5 Investment Fund

- 3,000,000 (90,373) - - 2,909,627

NAVER KIP Cheer up! Gamers Fund 4,967,968 - (96,077) - - 4,871,891

NSPACE - 1,000,002 - - - 1,000,002

Subtotal 31,660,668 19,480,699 (2,207,974) 242,534 (911,160) 48,264,767

Joint 
ventures

YTN PLUS 3,191,375 - 326,556 - - 3,517,931

LINE Project - - - - - -

Collab+LINE 1,101,816 - 196,205 74,414 - 1,372,435

Lantu Games - 11,709,802 - - - 11,709,802

Subtotal 4,293,191 11,709,802 522,761 74,414 - 16,600,168

Total ₩ 35,953,859 ₩ 31,190,501 ₩ (1,685,213) ₩ 316,948 ₩ (911,160) ₩ 64,864,935

(in thousands of Korean won)

2014

Investee

Beginning 

balance
Acquisition

(Disposal)

Valuation of equity-method investments

Ending 
Balance

gain (loss) on 
valuation of 

equity-method 
investments

Capital change 
in equity ethod Others

Associates Allat ₩ 2,628,394 ₩ - ₩ 176,056 ₩ - ₩ - 2,804,450

NetMania 507,930 - 6,597 - - 514,527

Synapsoft 2,436,231 - 578,145 13,254 - 3,027,630

Cloud Application Factory 121,973 - (50,353) - - 71,620

BonAngels Pacemaker Fund 1,961,789 1,500,000 (156,144) 1,055 - 3,306,700

Korea Contents Mutual Aid 
Association

3,015,883 - 8,702 (11,932) - 3,012,653

ARO In Tech - 500,000 17,387 - - 517,387

LINE Bros. - 184,028 (116,869) (10,947) 17,436 73,648

Future Creation NAVER Stonebridge 
Early Stage Start-up Fund

- 5,000,000 - - - 5,000,000

Future Creation NAVER-SB Startup 
Investment Fund

- 5,000,000 - - - 5,000,000

Epic Voyage - 28,016 (1,304) (404) - 26,308

LINE Music - 3,622,733 (834,614) (80,770) - 2,707,349

Green Monster - 644,098 (13,868) (17,043) 17,241 630,428

NAVER KIP Cheer up! Gamers Fund - 5,000,000 (32,032) - - 4,967,968

Subtotal 10,672,200 21,478,875 (418,297) (106,787) 34,677 31,660,668

Joint 
ventures

YTN PLUS 2,928,331 - 263,044 - - 3,191,375

LINE Project 429,325 - (535,815) 144,653 (38,163) -

Collab+LINE - 1,041,200 2,494 58,122 - 1,101,816

Subtotal 3,357,656 1,041,200 (270,277) 202,775 (38,163) 4,293,191

Total ₩ 14,029,856 ₩ 22,520,075 ₩ (688,574) ₩ 95,988 ₩ (3,486) ₩ 35,953,859

(in thousands of Korean won)
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Details of adjustments from financial information of associates and joint ventures to the book value of investments in associates and 

joint ventures as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

2015

Net asset (a) Ownership (b)
Interest in net 

asset (axb) good will

Internal 
Transac-
tion etc. Book value

Associates Allat ₩ 15,331,737 20.00% ₩ 3,066,348 ₩ - ₩ - ₩ 3,066,348

NetMania 2,066,145 27.17% 561,454 - - 561,454

Synapsoft 10,121,669 26.62% 2,694,695 502,231 - 3,196,926

Cloud Application Factory 170,368 30.10% 51,280 - - 51,280

BonAngels Pacemaker Fund 22,033,277 22.73% 5,007,563 29,066 - 5,036,629

Korea Contents Mutual Aid Association 9,082,056 31.00% 2,815,268 - - 2,815,268

ARO In Tech 900,817 29.85% 268,901 74,227 - 343,128

LINE Bros. 324,714 40.00% 129,886 - (129,886) -

Future Creation NAVER Stonebridge Early 
Stage Start-up Fund

23,722,492 40.00% 9,488,997 240,780 - 9,729,777

Future Creation NAVER-SB Startup 
Investment Fund

25,726,604 37.04% 9,528,372 221,955 - 9,750,327

Epic Voyage 88,446 30.00% 26,534 - - 26,534

LINE Music 3,186,697 33.40% 1,064,357 1,275 - 1,065,632

Green Monster 1,192,758 35.00% 417,465 - - 417,465

Digital Media Partners II 2,099,033 30.00% 629,710 - - 629,710

AUBE 5,699,528 49.00% 2,792,769 - - 2,792,769

NAVER-Suprema Youth Foundation No.5 
Investment Fund 

5,819,254 50.00% 2,909,627 - - 2,909,627

NAVER KIP Cheer up! Gamers Fund 9,743,782 50.00% 4,871,891 - - 4,871,891

NSPACE 2,649,716 37.74% 1,000,001 - - 1,000,001

Subtotal 139,959,093  47,325,118 1,069,534 (129,886) 48,264,766

Joint 
ventures

YTN PLUS 7,035,862 50.00% 3,517,931 - - 3,517,931

LINE Project1 - 50.00% -   - - -

Collab+LINE 2,744,869 50.00% 1,372,435 - - 1,372,435

Lantu Games 23,419,609 50.00% 11,709,803 - - 11,709,803

Subtotal 33,200,340  16,600,169 - - 16,600,169

Total ₩ 173,159,433  ₩ 63,925,287 ₩ 1,069,534 ₩ (129,886) ₩ 64,864,935

A summary of financial information and received dividend on the jointly controlled entities and associates for the years ended December 

31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

2015

Current 
Assets

Non-current 
assets

 Current 
liabilities

Non-current 
liabilities Equity

Associates BonAngels Pacemaker Fund ₩ 6,632,292 ₩ 15,595,149 ₩ 194,164 ₩ - ₩ 22,033,277

Future Creation NAVER Stonebridge Early Stage Start-up Fund 3,267,493 20,620,923 165,924 - 23,722,492

NAVER-SB Startup Investment Fund 6,014,480 19,886,903 174,779 - 25,726,604

Joint 
ventures

Lantu Games 23,419,609 - - - 23,419,609

(in thousands of Korean won)

2015

Revenue
Operating 

income Net income

Other com-
prehensive 

income 
(loss)

Total com-
prehensive 

income
Received 
dividend

Associates BonAngels Pacemaker Fund ₩ 1,935,451 ₩ 1,127,084 ₩ 1,127,084 ₩ - ₩ 1,127,084 ₩ -

Future Creation NAVER Stonebridge Early Stage Start-up Fund 2,981,385 2,327,192 2,327,192 - 2,327,192 600,000

Future Creation NAVER-SB Startup Investment Fund - (704,151) (674,118) - (674,118) -

Joint 
ventures

Lantu Games - - - - - -

(in thousands of Korean won)

2014

Current 
Assets

Non-current 
assets

 Current 
liabilities

Non-current 
liabilities Equity

Associates BonAngels Pacemaker Fund ₩ 4,677,517 ₩ 10,059,757 ₩ 193,592 ₩ - ₩ 14,543,682

Future Creation NAVER Stonebridge Early Stage Start-up Fund 2,807,004 9,251,053 160,007 - 11,898,050

Future Creation NAVER-SB Startup Investment Fund 2,115,150 10,957,346 171,774 - 12,900,722

(in thousands of Korean won)

2014

Revenue
Operating 

income Net income

Other com-
prehensive 

income 
(loss)

Total com-
prehensive 

income
Received 
dividend

Associates BonAngels Pacemaker Fund ₩ 89,917 ₩ (688,190) ₩ (688,190) ₩ - ₩ (688,190) ₩ -

Future Creation NAVER Stonebridge Early Stage Start-up Fund 26,821 (601,950) (601,950) - (601,950) -

Future Creation NAVER-SB Startup Investment Fund - (653,650) (599,277) - (599,277) -

(in thousands of Korean won)
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17.  Trade and Other Payables 

Trade and other payables as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

2015 2014

Current Non-current Current Non-current

Non-trade payables ₩ 373,241,458 ₩ 4,027,593 ₩ 314,624,821 ₩ 14,124

Accrued expenses 174,952,497 68 149,045,743 -

Deposits received 437,800 131,111 7,934,746 48,154

Total ₩ 548,631,755 ₩ 4,158,772 ₩ 471,605,310 ₩ 62,278

18.  Other Financial Liabilities

Other financial liabilities as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

2015 2014

Current Non-current Current Non-current

Advances from customers ₩ 166,564,179 ₩ - ₩ 103,183,355 ₩ -

Deferred revenues 82,462,211 529,515 46,903,106 581,597

Customer loyalty programs 6,303,777 - 464,343 -

 Others 76,158,434 529,515 46,438,763 581,597

Withholdings 96,713,298 72,925 52,771,982 69,034

Withholdings-VAT 43,703,672 - 35,267,035 -

Others 222,239 - - -

Total ₩ 389,665,599 ₩ 602,440 ₩ 238,125,478 ₩ 650,631

None of the investments in associates and joint ventures is marketable securities as of as of December 31, 2015.

2014

Net asset (a) Ownership (b)
Interest in net 

asset (axb) good will

Internal 
Transac-
tion etc. Book value

Associates Allat ₩ 14,022,249 20.00% ₩ 2,804,450 ₩ - ₩ - ₩ 2,804,450

NetMania 1,893,454 27.17% 514,527 - - 514,527

Synapsoft 9,481,006 26.52% 2,514,571 513,059 - 3,027,630

Cloud Application Factory 237,949 30.10% 71,620 - - 71,620

BonAngels Pacemaker Fund 14,543,682 22.73% 3,305,382 1,318 - 3,306,700

Korea Contents Mutual Aid Association 9,246,836 32.58% 3,012,653 - - 3,012,653

ARO In Tech 1,484,585 29.85% 443,160 74,227 - 517,387

LINE Bros. 184,119 40.00% 73,648 - - 73,648

Future Creation NAVER Stonebridge Early 
Stage Start-up Fund

11,898,050 40.00% 4,759,220 240,780 - 5,000,000

Future Creation NAVER-SB Startup 
Investment Fund

12,900,722 37.04% 4,778,045 221,955 - 5,000,000

Epic Voyage 87,693 30.00% 26,308 - - 26,308

LINE Music 6,768,375 40.00% 2,707,349 - - 2,707,349

Green Monster 1,801,224 35.00% 630,428 - - 630,428

NAVER KIP Cheer up! Gamers Fund 9,935,935 50.00% 4,967,968 - - 4,967,968

Subtotal 94,485,879 30,609,329 1,051,339 - 31,660,668

Joint 
ventures

YTN PLUS 6,382,749 50.00% 3,191,375 - - 3,191,375

LINE Project - 50.00% - - - -

Collab+LINE 2,203,632 50.00% 1,101,816 - - 1,101,816

Subtotal 8,586,381 4,293,191 - - 4,293,191

Total ₩ 103,072,260 ₩ 34,902,520 ₩ 1,051,339 - ₩ 35,953,859

(in thousands of Korean won)
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20. Provisions 

2015

Provision for 

litigation

Provision for 

personne1

Provision for 

mileage

Provision for social 

contribution2

Provision for 

restoration and others Total

Beginning balance ₩ 926,439 ₩ 1,014,631 ₩ 234,878 ₩ 80,000,000 ₩ 12,772,312 ₩ 94,948,260

Charged / (credited) to the 

statement of income

Additional contribution - - 16,000 - 5,880,254 5,896,254

Reversal of unused amount - (201,575) - - (1,119,540) (1,321,115)

Used - (400,776) (1,824) (34,273,441) (39,781) (34,715,822)

Others - - - - 515,652 515,652

Ending balance ₩ 926,439 ₩ 412,280 ₩ 249,054 ₩ 45,726,559 ₩ 18,008,897 ₩ 65,323,229

Current portion 926,439 412,280 249,054 45,726,559 1,391,179 48,705,511

Non-current portion - - - - 16,617,718 16,617,718

1   According to a ruling by the Supreme Court of Korea, the previous agreement with employees that specified ’Bonus Coins’ provided to employees would not be treated 

as part of ordinary wages for the purpose of calculating pension contributions and other statutory benefits became invalid. Accordingly, the Company has calculated a 

provision for additional compensation to be provided to employees covering previous periods within the statute of limitation.

2   During 2013, the Company agreed with the Fair Trade Commission to contribute to good causes, the exact nature of which to be agreed with the Fair Trade Commission in 

advance. The Company has recorded a provision for these committed expenditures.

(in thousands of Korean won)

(in thousands of Korean won)

2014

Provision for 

litigation

Provision for 

personnel

Provision for 

mileage

Provision for social 

contribution

Provision for 

restoration and others Total

Beginning balance ₩ 926,439 ₩ 1,524,592 ₩ - ₩ 100,000,000 ₩ 11,215,505 ₩ 113,666,536

Charged / (credited) to the 

statement of income

Additional contribution - 34,499 236,178 - 4,156,515 4,427,192

Reversal of unused amount - (526,137) - - (1,589,911) (2,116,048)

Used - - (1,300) (20,000,000) - (20,001,300)

Disposal of subsidiaries - (18,323) - - (1,009,797) (1,028,120)

Ending balance ₩ 926,439 ₩ 1,014,631 ₩ 234,878 ₩ 80,000,000 ₩ 12,772,312 ₩ 94,948,260

Current portion 926,439 1,014,631 234,878 - 1,276,903 3,452,851

Non-current portion - - - 80,000,000 11,495,409 91,495,409

Changes in provisions for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

19.  Borrowings and Debentures

Short-term borrowings as of December 31, 2015 and December 31, 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

Lender Annual interest rate (%) December 31, 2015 December 31, 2014

Short-term borrowings Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation 0.17 ~ 0.28
₩ 228,422,350

(JPY 23,500,000)
₩ 119,618,200

(JPY 13,000,000)

Foreign currency

Mizuho Corporate Bank. 0.18
179,821,850

(JPY 18,500,000)
78,211,900

(JPY 8,500,000)

Shinhan Bank Japan1 1.00
4,515,505

(JPY 464,533)
8,803,787

(JPY 956,788)

KEB Hana Bank - -
1,840,280

(JPY 200,000)

Korean won Industrial Bank of Korea - - 50,000

Total ₩ 412,759,705 ₩ 208,524,167

1 As of December 31, 2015, land of LINE, a subsidiary company, is provided as collateral for borrowing of Shinhan bank Japan for up to JPY 600 million (Note 14).

Long-term borrowings as of December 31, 2015 and December 31, 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

Lender Annual interest rate (%) December 31, 2015 December 31, 2014

Long-term borrowings Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation TIBOR  1 month + 0.4 ₩ -
₩ 138,021,000

(JPY 15,000,000)

Foreign currency Less: Current portion - -

Total ₩ - ₩ 138,021,000

Debentures as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

Lender Annual interest rate (%) December 31, 2015 December 31, 2014

Korean won 2nd public bond 3.37 ₩ 100,000,000 ₩ 100,000,000

Korean won 3rd public bond 2.22 150,000,000 -

Foreign currency
LINE 1st private bond 0.26

4,957,251
(JPY 510,000)

9,247,407
(JPY 1,005,000)

Less: Current portion (104,957,251) (4,554,693)

Total ₩ 150,000,000 ₩ 104,692,714
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21. Post-employment Benefits 

Details of net defined benefit liabilities recognized in the statements of financial position as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows: Plan assets as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, consist of: 

(in thousands of Korean won)
(in thousands of Korean won)

2015 2014

Present value of funded defined benefit liabilities 47,199,486 29,562,529

Present value of unfunded defined benefit liabilities 205,272,992 171,678,722

Total 252,472,478 201,241,251

Fair value of plan assets (18,792,029) (20,632,563)

Liability in the statement of financial position 233,680,449 180,608,688

2015 2014

Amount Ratio Amount Ratio

Time deposit etc. ₩ 18,792,029 100% ₩ 20,632,563 100%

The sensitivity of the defined benefit obligations as of December 31, 2014, to changes in the weighted principal assumptions is:

The above sensitivity analysis are based on a change in an assumption while holding all other assumptions constant. The sensitivity of the 

defined benefit liabilities to changes in principal actuarial assumptions is calculated using the projected unit credit method, the same method 

applied when calculating the defined benefit obligations recognized on the statement of financial position.

The methods and types of assumptions used in preparing the sensitivity analysis did not change compared to the previous period.

Expected contributions to plan assets for the year ending December 31, 2016, are zero and the weighted average duration of the defined 

benefit liabilities is between 6.81 and 15.31 years.

(in thousands of Korean won)

Effect on defined benefit obligation

Changes in principal assumption Increase in principal assumption Decrease in principal assumption

Discount rate 1% Increase/Decrease ₩ (19,102,298) ₩ 25,857,799

Salary growth rate 1% Increase/Decrease 23,796,498 (17,912,589)

The principal actuarial assumptions as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

2015 2014

Discount rate 2.60% 3.00%

Salary growth rate 5.00% ~ 14.40% 10.23%

Changes in the defined benefit liabilities for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

2015 2014

Beginning balance ₩ 201,241,251 ₩ 182,483,928

Current service cost and Interest expense1 52,848,311 50,419,409

Remeasurements:

Actuarial gains and losses arising from changes in demographic assumptions 8,260,860 -

Actuarial gains and losses arising from changes in financial assumptions (1,850,675) 1,094,781

Actuarial gains and losses arising from experience adjustments 6,997,682 (13,020,537)

Payments from plans

Benefit payments (14,924,036) (15,646,852)

Others (100,915) (4,089,478)

Ending balance 252,472,478 201,241,251

1 For the year ended December 31, 2015, current service cost and interest expense are \ 47,011 million and \ 5,837 million, respectively

Changes in the fair value of plan assets for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

2015 2014

Beginning balance ₩ 20,632,563 ₩ 22,691,188

Interest income 578,771 840,846

Remeasurements:

Return on plan assets (excluding amounts included in interest income) (362,604) (360,979)

Payments from plans

Benefit payments (2,056,701) (2,538,492)

Ending balance 18,792,029 20,632,563
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As of December 31, 2015, the Company has issued 32,962,679 common shares and retained 3,761,911 shares as treasury shares. The 

number of outstanding shares is 29,200,768. The Company’s capital stock and capital surplus as of December 31, 2015 amount to  

₩ 16,481,340 thousand and ₩ 132,920,605 thousand, respectively. There are no changes in the number of shares issued for the years ended 
December 31, 2015 and 2014. 

22. Issuance and Acquisition of Shares

Other components of equity as of December 31, 2015 and December 31, 2014, are as follows:

23. Other Components of Equity 

December 31, 2015 December 31, 2014

Treasury shares ₩ (1,057,269,678) ₩ (892,145,800)

Losses on disposal of treasury shares (39,640,899) (39,640,899)

Stock option - 38,784,559

Changes in value of available-for-sale financial assets 69,348,753 23,567,322

Changes in equity method investments 271,142 (45,807)

Net losses on foreign currency translation (39,052,412) (39,629,066)

Others (28,071,916) (28,063,029)

Total ₩ (1,094,415,010) ₩ (937,172,720)

(in thousands of Korean won)

2014

Unexercised at the 
beginning of the period

Exercised 
during the period

Expired 
during the period

Unexercised at the 
end of the period

granted by

2012.12.17 (1st) 14,000,000 - - 14,000,000 LINE

2013.12.16 (2nd) 3,430,500 - (53,500) 3,377,000 LINE

2014.02.01 (3rd) 1,825,000 - (72,500) 1,752,500 LINE

2014.08.01 (4th) 765,000 - (25,500) 739,500 LINE

2014.10.01 (5th) 352,500 - - 352,500 LINE

Total 20,373,000 - (151,500) 20,221,500

(in number of shares)

The Company calculated the compensation costs using black-scholes model and the assumptions and inputs used for calculation of the 

compensation costs are as follows:

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

Risk-free interest rate 0.30% 0.30% 0.20% 0.20% 0.20% 0.30%

Option maturity 6 years 6 years 6 years 6 years 6 years 6 years

Expected price volatility1 60.00% 67.00% 58.00% 53.00% 52.00% 56.20%

Expected dividend yield 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Weighted average share price at grant date JPY 233 JPY 1,011 JPY 1,161 JPY 3,280 JPY 3,297 JPY 4,225

Weighted average fair value of share options granted 

during the year

JPY 107 JPY 793 JPY 575 JPY 2,310 JPY 2,312 JPY 3,219

Exercise price JPY 344 JPY 344 JPY 1,320 JPY 1,320 JPY 1,320 JPY 1,320

As of December 31, 2015, LINE, a subsidiary of NAVER, entered into stock option agreements for the employees and directors of the 

Company upon the resolution of several shareholders’ meetings and the Board of Directors. All stock options granted per the agreement are 

equity-settled share-based payments.

24. Share-based Payment 

2015

Unexercised at the 
beginning of the period

granted 
during the period

Expired 
during the period

Unexercised at the 
end of the period

granted by

2012.12.17 (1st) 14,000,000 - - 14,000,000 LINE

2013.12.16 (2nd) 3,377,000 - (44,500) 3,332,500 LINE

2014.02.01 (3rd) 1,752,500 - (85,500) 1,667,000 LINE

2014.08.01 (4th) 739,500 - (42,500) 697,000 LINE

2014.10.01 (5th) 352,500 - (29,500) 323,000 LINE

2015.02.04 (6th) - 5,786,000 (121,000) 5,665,000 LINE

Total 20,221,500 5,786,000 (323,000) 25,684,500

(in number of shares)

The Company retains the treasury shares to stabilize the share price in the market, etc

[계속]
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25. Retained Earnings 

Retained earnings as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, consist of:

December 31, 2015 December 31, 2014

Legal reserves1 ₩ 8,240,670 ₩ 7,985,611

Discretionary reserves 13,909,235 11,860,000

Retained earnings before appropriation 3,047,219,978 2,563,745,988

Total ₩ 3,069,369,883 ₩ 2,583,591,599

1   The Commercial Code of the Republic of Korea requires the Parent Company to appropriate for each financial period, as a legal reserve, an amount equal to a minimum of 

10% of cash dividends paid until such reserve equals 50% of its issued capital stock. The reserve is not available for cash dividends payment, but may be transferred to 

capital stock or used to reduce accumulated deficit. When the accumulated legal reserves (the sum of capital reserves and earned profit reserves) are greater than 1.5 times 

the paid-in capital amount, the excess legal reserves may be distributed (in accordance with a resolution of the shareholders’ meeting).

(in thousands of Korean won)

26. Operating Expenses 

Operating expenses for years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

2015 2014

Salaries and wages ₩ 575,986,419 ₩ 476,447,343

Post-employment benefits 56,489,426 49,025,826

Share-based payments 105,016,671 29,486,713

Employee benefits 78,726,661 66,286,094

Travel 26,089,295 20,766,126

Entertainment 4,401,039 3,526,704

Depreciation 142,530,955 126,890,362

Amortization 13,452,553 11,974,944

Communication 104,098,776 101,741,310

Utility 23,377,232 18,398,259

Taxes and dues 9,713,065 10,599,385

Rental 30,550,138 20,655,221

Commission 922,570,970 762,874,190

Advertising 314,387,890 245,757,356

Insurance premium 9,612,098 7,245,915

Freight 5,313,126 3,290,331

Supplies 15,556,392 19,740,413

Training 13,425,996 10,119,898

Others 37,654,549 15,453,381

Total ₩ 2,488,953,251 ₩ 2,000,279,771

(in thousands of Korean won)

27. Other Income and Other Expenses 

Details of other income for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

2015 2014

Rental revenues ₩ 109,863 ₩ 128,022

Foreign currency exchange gain 34,668,126 9,055,568

Gains on disposal of property and equipment 1,388,875 2,380,424

Gains on disposal of investments in subsidiaries and associates 3,327,276 -

Others 24,859,808 5,722,795

Total ₩ 64,353,948 ₩ 17,286,809

(in thousands of Korean won)

Details of other expenses for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

2015 2014

Foreign currency exchange loss ₩ 30,024,026 ₩ 14,693,213

Donations 43,006,240 28,877,230

Impairment losses on investments in subsidiaries and associates 243,701 -

Impairment losses on intangible assets 45,774,131 6,393,843

Others 11,609,412 2,567,098

Total ₩ 130,657,510 ₩ 52,531,384

(in thousands of Korean won)
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28. Finance Income and Expenses 

Details of finance income for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

2015 2014

Interest income ₩ 28,199,735 ₩ 22,458,589

Dividends income 11,742,292 9,199,740

Foreign exchange gain 11,370,746 30,268,418

Gains on valuation of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 2,938,944 4,697,564

Gains on transactions of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 7,283,232 8,991,288

Gains on disposal of available-for-sale financial assets 5,935,375 2,315,184

Total ₩ 67,470,324 ₩ 77,930,783

(in thousands of Korean won)

The tax on the Company’s profit before tax differs from the theoretical amount that would arise using the weighted average tax rate applicable 

to profits of the consolidated entities as follows:

2015 2014

Profit before income tax ₩ 708,297,337 ₩ 658,843,590

Income tax expense calculated at statutory tax rate 189,051,783 215,697,878

Adjustments:

 Non-taxable income (17,894,734) (16,877,222)

 Non-deductible expenses 15,515,797 4,965,073

Tax credits (4,912,873) (1,915,989)

Changes in non-recoverable deferred tax asset (12,157,926) 24,057,379

Impact of change in Korean tax rate 8,746,602 6,259,986

Others 12,962,409 4,994,802

Income tax expense ₩ 191,311,058 ₩ 237,181,907

(in thousands of Korean won)

Income tax effects related to components of other comprehensive income (expenses) for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are 

as follows:

2015 2014

Before tax Tax effect After tax Before tax Tax effect After tax

Gain on valuation of available-for-sale securities ₩ 54,133,461 ₩ (8,036,677) ₩ 46,096,784 ₩ 30,123,707 ₩ (7,289,937) ₩ 22,833,770

Reclassification of available-for-sale financial assets (350,270) 34,917 (315,353) 97,282,073 (22,542,262) 74,739,811

Remeasurements of the net 

defined benefit liabilities
(13,770,471) 3,854,672 (9,915,799) 9,930,260 (2,403,122) 7,527,138

Gain or loss on overseas 

operations transaction
1,105,940 (267,638) 838,302 8,677,892 (2,100,050) 6,577,842

Capital Change in Equity Method1 316,948 - 316,948 95,988 - 95,988

Total ₩ 41,435,608 ₩ (4,414,726) ₩ 37,020,882 ₩ 146,109,920 ₩ (34,335,371) ₩ 111,774,549

1  The Company did not recognize deferred tax assets and liabilities for the capital change in equity method from the investments in associates as of December 31, 2015 

considering the Company has no plan for disposal of those investments.

(in thousands of Korean won)

29. Tax expense 

Income tax expense for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, consists of:

2015 2014

Current tax

Current tax on profits for the year ₩ 296,457,364 ₩ 226,011,383

Adjustments in respect of prior years (399,668) -

Deferred tax

Origination and reversal of temporary differences (104,746,638) 11,170,524

Income tax expense ₩ 191,311,058 ₩ 237,181,907 

(in thousands of Korean won)

Details of finance expenses for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

2015 2014

Interest expenses ₩ 5,743,347 ₩ 5,725,630

Foreign exchange loss 24,814,970 6,154,112

Losses on valuation of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 2,833,192 3,864,683

Losses on transactions of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 2,404,990 1,188,874

Losses on disposal of available-for-sale financial assets 238,770 186,383

Impairment loss of available-for-sale financial assets 17,169,135 123,879,483

Others 183,657 353,945

Total ₩ 53,388,061 ₩ 141,353,110

(in thousands of Korean won)

The income tax (charged) / credited directly to equity does not exist for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014.

As of December 31, 2015, deferred tax assets(liabilities) to be recovered within 12 months amounts to ₩ 158,196 million and deferred tax 

assets(liabilities) to be recovered after more than 12 months amounts to ₩ 58,977 million.
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(in thousands of Korean won)

2014

Temporary differences Deferred tax assets(liabilities)

Beginning 
balance

Increase
(Decrease)

Ending 
balance

Beginning 
balance

Increase
(Decrease)

Ending 
balance

Allowance for doubtful accounts ₩ 12,704,149 ₩ (3,949,029) ₩ 8,755,120 ₩ 3,074,404 ₩ (784,954) ₩ 2,289,450

Financial assets at fair value 

through profit or loss

87,636 (780,630) (692,994) (232,186) 64,482 (167,704)

Available-for-sale financial assets 140,143,625 (172,960,765) (32,817,140) 33,914,757 (45,756,283) (11,841,526)

Investments in subsidiaries and associates (5,508,608) 1,968,178 (3,540,430) (980,140) 99,278 (880,862)

Intangible assets 84,590,324 (68,846,607) 15,743,717 13,102,770 (9,760,239) 3,342,531

Accrued bonuses 69,609,125 27,631,400 97,240,525 16,845,408 6,775,446 23,620,854

Withholdings 20,033,292 25,639,880 45,673,172 4,848,057 11,409,655 16,257,712

Defined benefit liability 132,712,210 3,518,488 136,230,698 32,116,354 (513,660) 31,602,694

Provision for social contribution 100,000,000 (20,000,000) 80,000,000 24,200,000 (4,840,000) 19,360,000

Others 19,937,143 86,561,661 106,498,804 4,824,789 29,427,309 34,252,098

Subtotal 574,308,896 (121,217,424) 453,091,472 131,714,213 (13,878,966) 117,835,247

Tax credits - 124,799 124,799

Total ₩ 131,714,213 ₩ (13,754,167) ₩ 117,960,046

(in thousands of Korean won)

2015

Temporary differences Deferred tax assets(liabilities)

Beginning 
balance

Increase
(Decrease)

Ending 
balance

Beginning 
balance

Increase
(Decrease)

Ending 
balance

Allowance for doubtful accounts ₩ 8,755,120 ₩ 6,627,143 ₩ 15,382,263 ₩ 2,289,450 ₩ 173,956 ₩ 2,463,406

Financial assets at fair value 

through profit or loss
(692,994) 2,607,105 1,914,111 (167,704) 653,623 485,919

Available-for-sale financial assets (32,817,140) (32,655,078) (65,472,218) (11,841,526) (1,679,521) (13,521,047)

Investments in subsidiaries and associates (3,540,430) 136,853,097 133,312,667 (880,862) 34,185,841 33,304,979

Intangible assets 15,743,717 (457,455) 15,286,262 3,342,531 241,457 3,583,988

Accrued bonuses 97,240,525 21,285,697 118,526,222 23,620,854 3,658,229 27,279,083

Withholdings 45,673,172 41,409,182 87,082,354 16,257,712 12,534,594 28,792,306

Defined benefit liability 136,230,698 66,301,422 202,532,120 31,602,694 14,273,719 45,876,413

Provision for social contribution 80,000,000 (35,000,000) 45,000,000 19,360,000 (8,470,000) 10,890,000

Others 106,498,804 145,369,679 251,868,483 34,252,098 13,145,751 47,397,849

Subtotal 453,091,472 352,340,792 805,432,264 117,835,247 68,717,649 186,552,896

Tax credits 124,799 30,495,200 30,619,999

Total ₩ 117,960,046 ₩ 99,212,849 ₩ 217,172,895

The Company did not recognize deferred tax assets and liabilities for the temporary differences amounting to ₩ 38,114 million (2014: ₩ 

29,208 million) from the investments in subsidiaries and associates which are not subject to disposal, tax losses amounts of ₩ 85,108 million 

(2014: ₩ 252,941 million) and tax credits carryforward amounts of ₩ 2,046 million (2014: ₩ 2,206 million) which are not recoverable because 

of the uncertainty of future taxable income of the subsidiaries. The maturity of unused tax losses is 2023 for ₩ 17,824 million, 2024 for ₩ 

38,843 million and 2025 for ₩ 28,441 million and the maturity of unused tax credits is 2018 for ₩ 905 million and 2020 for ₩ 1,141 million.

Changes in accumulated temporary differences and deferred tax assets and liabilities for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are 

as follows: 

30. Earnings per Share

Basic earnings per share for operating profit from continuing operations for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

2015 2014

Net income attributable to common stocks ₩ 518,746,486 ₩ 424,356,043

Weighted average number of common stock outstanding 29,443,086 29,747,169

Total ₩ 17,619 ₩ 14,265

(In Korean won, except share information)
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31. Cash generated from Operations 

Details of cash generated from operations and changes in assets and liabilities due to operations for the years ended December 31, 2015 

and 2014, are as follows:

2015 2014

Profit for the year ₩ 516,986,279 ₩ 451,763,103

Adjustments:

Depreciation 142,530,955 131,743,385

 Amortization 13,452,553 12,342,057

Gains on disposal of available-for-sale financial assets (5,935,374) (2,315,184)

Losses on disposal of available-for-sale financial assets 238,770 186,383

Impairment loss of available-for-sale financial assets 17,169,135 123,879,483

Gains on disposal of investments in subsidiaries and associates (3,327,276) (42,143,854)

Impairment loss of investments in subsidiaries and associates 243,701 -

Interest income (28,199,735) (22,458,589)

Interest expenses 5,743,347 5,725,630

Dividends income (11,742,292) (9,199,740)

Post-employment benefits 56,489,426 49,578,563

Income tax expenses 191,311,058 237,181,907

 Others 134,520,427 26,903,097

Changes in net working capital:

 Increase in trade and other receivables (72,174,392) (107,068,831)

 Increase in other current assets (16,990,914) (13,412,825)

 Increase in trade and other payables 53,179,162 206,309,906

 Increase in other current liabilities 87,166,664 54,789,435

 Decrease in provisions (2,061,864) (18,957,251)

 Others 14,300,056 (38,239,516)

Total ₩ 1,092,899,686 ₩  1,046,607,159

(in thousands of Korean won)

(Number of shares)

Period
Number of common 

stock outstanding
Cumulative amount

Beginning balance 2014.1.1~2014.12.31 29,796,295 10,875,647,675

Treasury shares acquisition 2014.8.26~2014.12.31 (329,628) (17,931,047)

Total 10,857,716,628

Weighted average number of common stock outstanding : 10,857,716,628 ÷ 365 = 29,747,169 

The Company did not issue any dilutive securities for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014. Therefore, basic earnings per shares are 

identical to diluted earnings per share. 

Period
Number of common 

stock outstanding
Cumulative amount

Beginning balance 2015.1.1~2015.12.31 29,466,667 10,755,333,455

Treasury shares acquisition 2015.11.06~2015.12.31 (265,899) (8,606,890)

Total 10,746,726,565

2015 2014

Net income attributable to common stocks ₩ - ₩ 30,101,420

Weighted average number of common stock outstanding 29,443,086 29,747,169

Total ₩ - ₩ 1,012

(In Korean won, except share information)

(Number of shares)

Weighted average number of common stock outstanding for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are calculated as follows:

Weighted average number of common stock outstanding : 10,746,726,565 ÷ 365 = 29,443,086

Basic earnings per share for operating profit from discontinued operations for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows: 
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32. Commitments and Contingencies  

Significant transactions not affecting cash flows for the years ended December 31, 2015, are as follows:

Amount

Reclassification of construction in progress 6,579,597

Other payables for the treasury shares 5,723,980

Reclassification of current portion of Available-for-sale securities 10,729,117

Reclassification of current portion of long-term financial instruments 10,033,500

Offset of provision for social contribution and prepaid expenses 10,201,412

Reclassification of current portion of provision for social contribution 45,000,000

Reclassification of current portion of long-term borrowings and debentures 242,978,251

(in thousands of Korean won)

As of December 31, 2015, the Company has borrowing agreement with Kookmin bank, Shinhan bank, KEB Hana bank and Woori bank of up to 

₩ 170,000 million. And the Company has borrowing agreement with Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation, Shinhan Bank Japan, Mizuho 
Corporate Bank and KEB Hana bank of up to JPY 54,200 million.

As of December 31, 2015, the Company was provided with guarantees up to ₩ 520 million from Seoul Guarantee Insurance and up to ₩ 900 
million from Shinhan bank regarding the performance guarantee insurance.

As of December 31, 2015, the Company is a defendant in lawsuit cases filed with regard to patent, copyright and compensation for damage. 

The results of the cases are uncertain for the present and the management recognizes the provision in relation to the potential loss in case 

any of the lawsuit cases require the recognition of the provision.

The Company acquired Japanese government bonds and the acquisition cost of which are equivalent to the value of cyber money issued by 

the Company and used in internet sites. The acquisition of the bonds is required by Act on Settlement of Fund in Japan. They are recognized 

as held-to-maturity investments.

33. Related Party Transactions

Details of associates and joint ventures as of December 31, 2015, are as follows: 

Name of company

Associates Allat, NetMania, Synapsoft, Cloud Application Factory, BonAngels Pacemaker Fund, Korea Contents Mutual Aid Association, ARO In Tech, LINE Bros., 

Future Creation NAVER Stonebridge Early Stage Start-up Fund, Future Creation NAVER-SB Startup Investment Fund, Epic Voyage, LINE Music, Green 

Monster, AUBE, Digital Media Partners II, NAVER KIP Cheer up! Gamers Fund, NAVER-Suprema Youth Foundation No.5 Investment Fund, NSAPCE

Joint ventures YTN PLUS, LINE Project Cooperative, Collab+LINE, Lantu Games Limited

Transactions with related parties including operating revenues and expenses for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

(in thousands of Korean won)

2015

Name of company Operating revenues and others Operating expenses and others

Associates ARO In Tech ₩ - ₩ 478,303

Allat - 4,040,207

LINE Bros. 13 14,007

LINE Music 1,440,762 -

AUBE 2,119,819 2,556

Cloud Application Factory - 113,660

Synapsoft - 50,000

Joint ventures YTN PLUS - 481,773

Collab+LINE - 97,707

LANTU GAMES 1 -

(in thousands of Korean won)

2014

Name of company Operating revenues and others Operating expenses and others

Associates ARO In Tech ₩ - ₩ 462,250

Allat - 3,298,917

LINE Bros. - 184

Cloud Application Factory - 53,595

Synapsoft - 2,550,000

Joint ventures YTN PLUS 107,081 463,280
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Balances of receivables and payables arising from sales and purchases of goods and services as of December 31, 2015 and December 31, 

2014, are as follows:

The compensation paid or payable to key management (executive directors) for employee services for the years ended December 31, 2015 

and 2014, consists of:

No provisions are held against receivables from related parties.

Details of payment guarantees provided by the Company for the related parties as of December 31, 2015, are as follows:

December 31, 2015

Name of company

Receivables Payables

Trade receivables
Other 

receivables

Trade

 payables

Leasehold 

deposits and others

Associates ARO In Tech ₩ - ₩ - ₩ 75,516 ₩ -

Allat 2,045,357 - - -

LINE Bros. - 2,392 - -

LINE Music 309,113 83,804 76,564 66,957

AUBE 352,909 261 - -

Joint ventures YTN PLUS - - 44,330 -

2015 2014

Short-term employee benefits ₩ 4,080,000 ₩ 3,840,000

Post-employment benefits 785,040 1,056,144

Other long-term benefits 1,265,835 1,361,999

(in thousands of Korean won)

(in thousands of Korean won)

(in thousands of Korean won)

December 31, 2014

Name of company

Receivables Payables

Trade receivables
Other 

receivables

Trade 

payables

Leasehold 

deposits and others

Associates ARO In Tech ₩ - ₩ - ₩ 39,755 ₩ -

Allat 4,451,031 - - 12,650

LINE Bros. - 33,291 184 -

LINE Music - 44,599 3,533,338 -

Others - - 1,260,000 -

Joint ventures YTN PLUS - - 42,836 -

guarantor guarantee guaranteed by guarantee period Currency
guaranteed 

amount

NAVER Works Mobile Japan Citi Bank 2015.9.17 ~ 2016.9.16 JPY   21,000,000

Camp Mobile Taiwan Branch Citi Bank 2015.10.1 ~ 2016.9.30 TWD 350,000

Camp Mobile Japan Branch Citi Bank 2015.10.1 ~ 2016.9.30 JPY 500,000

Gogolook Citi Bank 2015.10.1 ~ 2016.9.30 TWD 350,000

NAVER Business Platform Asia Pacific Citi Bank 2015.10.14 ~ 2016.10.13 SGD 14,000

NAVER Business Platform Asia Pacific Citi Bank 2015.11.2 ~ 2017.11.18 SGD 20,000

LINE LINE Pay Japan Post Co., Ltd. 2014.10.27 ~ 2017.10.31 JPY 47,446,000

MIXRADIO Goodman Office Developments 1(UK) Limited 2015.10.01 ~ 2017.3.22 GBP 398,441
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34. Business Combination 

On March 16, 2015, the Company acquired an online music business from Microsoft through a business transfer agreement.

Accounting treatments of the business combination

The following table summarizes the consideration paid, and the book value of assets acquired, and liabilities assumed: 

36. Events After the Reporting Period 

The Company’s subsidiary, LINE Corp. decided to terminate the service of its subsidiary, MIXRADIO, on February 2016 and proceeds to 

liquidate the subsidiary by end of the first half of 2017. The liquidation plan would be finalized through the MIXRADIO’s shareholder’s meeting 

thereafter.  

On February 1, 2016, the Company acquired 10,000,000 common shares(Cash injection: ₩ 50,000 million) of its subsidiary, Camp Mobile, by 
way of offerings to the existing shareholders.

Amount

Consideration

Cash and cash equivalents ₩ 21,021,563

Recognized amounts of identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed

Property and equipment 359,469

Intangible assets 15,154,608

Non-trade and other payables (19,154,216)

Total identifiable assets (3,640,139)

Goodwill1 24,661,702

1   Goodwill was recognized as the acquisition is expected to enhance the capacity for development of mobile contents related to online music business. As of December 31, 

2015, the book value of the goodwill exceeds the recoverable amount and therefore the Company recognized the impairment losses for the whole amount of tangible and 

intangible assets including goodwill (Note 15).

(in thousands of Korean won)

35. Operating Segment Information 

Financial performance by each service provided for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

Financial performance by each region for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, are as follows:

2015 2014

Operating Revenue Ratio (%) Operating Revenue Ratio (%)

Advertisement ₩ 2,322,379,265 71.43 ₩ 2,019,065,571 73.19 

Contents 851,329,285 26.19 676,672,776 24.53 

Others 77,448,551 2.38 62,740,490 2.27 

Total ₩ 3,251,157,101 100.00 ₩ 2,758,478,837 100.00 

2015 2014

Operating Revenue Ratio (%) Operating Revenue Ratio (%)

Domestic ₩ 2,167,773,613 66.68 ₩ 1,911,556,591 69.30 

Japan 1,027,027,321 31.59 821,280,448 29.77 

Others 56,356,166 1.73 25,641,798 0.93 

Total ₩ 3,251,157,100 100.00 ₩ 2,758,478,837 100.00 

(in thousands of Korean won)

(in thousands of Korean won)

(1)  The Company consist of a single segment. Financial performances of the segment is periodically reported to chief 

operating decision-maker and there are no differences between the financial performances of the segment and 

consolidated statements of comprehensive income.
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AFFILIATES

NAVER Corp.’s current affiliated companies

As of December 31, 2015, there are a total of 

52 affiliated companies including NAVER Corp.

Subsidiary

Sub-subsidiary

NAVER NAVER Business Platform Corp. / 100.00%

System development and operation 

NAVER I&S  / 100.00%

Information system service 

LINE / 100.00%

Mobile service

NAVER China (former NHN China) / 100.00%

Software development and distribution 

Search Solutions / 100.00%

Software development and sale 

N-Visions / 100.00%

Performance and exhibition 

Brainpub / 100.00%

Mobile contents development and sale 

Camp Mobile / 100.00%

Mobile contents development and sale

Dongbu Together Global Bond Trust No.8 / 100.00%

Fund operation

Entry Education Research Institute 

(former Entry Korea) / 100.00%

Software development and distribution

Works Mobile / 100.00%

Cloud service

NAVER Business 
Platform Corp.

NAVER Business Platform Asia Pacific / 100.00%

IT Infrastructure operation in Singapore 

NAVER Business Platform America / 100.00%

IT Infrastructure operation in the US 

NAVER Business Platform Europe / 100.00%

IT Infrastructure operation in Europe 

NAVER I&S InComms  / 100.00%

e-Commerce, NAVER Customer Center  

Green Web Service  / 100.00%

Monitoring, contents and ads operation 

NHN Technology Service  / 100.00%

Infrastructure operation and security control

NITService / 100.00%

Infrastructure operation and security control 

CommPartners / 100.00%

Customer center and shopping service operation 

LINE Plus Corp. LINE Play  / 100.00%

Mobile service development 

LINE Euro-Americas / 100.00%

Mobile messenger marketing 

LINE Taiwan / 100.00%

Mobile service operation 

LINE Company (Thailand) / 99.95%

Mobile service operation 

LINE Digital Technology (Shanghai) / 100.00%

Mobile service operation 

LINE Vietnam / 95.00%

LINE service operation in Vietnam 

LINE Digital Technologies India / 100.00%

Mobile service 

LINE Line Business Partners / 100.00%

Keyword search linked advertising 

LINE Plus Corp. / 100.00%

Global mobile service

LINE Fukuoka / 100.00%

Service operation specialist

LINE BIZ+ / 100.00%

Mobile billing planning 

LINE Book Distribution / 52.00% 

Mobile contents development 

LINE Ventures / 100.00%

Fund operation

LINE C&I / 100.00%

Fund operation

LINE Game Global Gateway / 100.00%

Investment in game 

MIXRADIO(former, LINE (UK)) / 100.00%

Mobile contents development 

Bonsai Garage / 100.00%

Design 

LINE Friends / 100.00%

LINE character business 

LINE Life Global Gateway / 100.00%

Fund operation 

NAVER Game Investment Association / 100.00%

Investments 

Camp Mobile Iconnect / 100.00%

Mobile application marketing

Quicket / 51.01%

Mobile application marketing

Gogolook / 70.00%

Mobile application marketing 

Camp Mobile / 100.00%

Band and Launcher businesses in North America 

LINE BIZ+ LINE Pay / 100.00%

Mobile billing planning 

LINE BIZ+ / 100.00%

Mobile billing planning

LINE BIZ+ Taiwan / 100.00%

Mobile billing planning     

Works Mobile Works Mobile Japan / 100.00%

Cloud service 

LINE Pay Webpay Holdings / 100.00%

Mobile billing planning 

LINE Company 
(Thailand) 

LINE BIZ PLUS / 100.00%

Mobile billing planning 

Webpay Holdings Webpay / 100.00%

Mobile billing planning 

MIXRADIO
(former LINE (UK))

MixRadio Entertainment India / 100.00%

Mobile contents development 

AFFILIATES
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CORPORATE HISTORY / AWARDS & ACCOLADES

AWARDS & ACCOLADESCORPORATE HISTORY

CORPORATE HISTORY / AWARDS & ACCOLADES

1999. 06  Incorporated Navercom and launched  

   search portal “Naver”
 06  Launched children’s portal “Junior Naver”
 12  Launched game portal “Hangame”

2000. 07  Acquired Hangame Communications,   
   One-Cue, and Search Solutions
 09  Established Hangame Japan

2001. 09  Changed the corporate name to NHN 
   (Next Human Network)

2002. 10  Listed on KOSDAQ(Korean Securities 
   Dealers Automated Quotations)

2003. 10  Integrated Japanese subsidiaries and 
   named NHN Japan
 12    Acquired Future Valley, a company 

specialized in developing digital content 
transmission technology

2004. 04  Ranked No.1 on KOSDAQ in market 
   capitalization
 06    Signed a contract on ‘Ourgame’ service 

with Sea Rainbow Holdings Corporation in 
China

 11  Established NHN Games, a game 
   development studio

2005. 07  Launched online donation portal 
   ‘Happybean’
 07  Incorporated NHN USA 
 08  Established NHN Services, an internet 
   service management company

2006. 06  Acquired a search company ‘1noon’
 10  Acquired Datachorus, a data storage 
   management solution company

2007. 05  NHN USA started official services of the 
   game portal 'ijji.com'
 11  Established Naver Japan
 12  Established NHST (Next Human Search 
   Technology)

2008. 11  Transferred to KOSPI

2009. 01  Acquired ‘me2day’, a micro blog website
 02  Acquired ‘Wingbus’, a tour guide website
 05  Established the Happybean Foundation to 
   strengthen the online donation culture
 05  Spun NHN Corporation off and established 
   ‘NHN Business Platform (NBP)’

 07    ITOPF Corporation, a mobile coupon 
distribution solution company, 

   became an affiliate
 08  Changed Corporate Identity(CI) in 
   celebration of the 10th anniversary

2010. 01    Signed an “Agreement to Promote a 
Women-Friendly Corporate Culture” with 
the Ministry of Gender Equality

 04    Established NHN Investment, specializing 
in asset management and venture 
investment business

 04  NHN Japan acquired ‘livedoor.com’
 05  Established NHN Cultural Foundation
 07  Merged ‘Wingbus’, a tour guide website
 07    NHN Social Enterprise obtained the social 

company certification and changed the 
name to N-Visions

2011. 01  NBP started full-fledged autonomous 
   advertisement service
 01  Orange Crew, a smart device game 
   developer, became an affiliate
 04  NTS (NHN Technology Services) became 
   an affiliate
 09  KaN Communications, a joint venture with 
   KT Corp, became an affiliate

2012. 01    Merged three entities, NHN Japan, NAVER 
Japan, and Livedoor to become ‘NHN 
Japan’

 04    Established ‘The Sarang’ for hiring 
vulnerable social group, jointly with 
Webzen

 08  Established NHN Singapore Pte., Ltd.

2013. 03    Established ‘LINE Plus Corporation.’ to be 
responsible for global business of  
LINE service

 03  Established 'Camp Mobile’ to be 
   responsible for mobile business
 04    Changed the name of NHN Japan to  

LINE Corp. and spun off game business
 08    Spun off NHN Entertainment (formerly 

known as ‘Hangame’) and changed name 
to NAVER Corp.

 12    Camp Mobile acquired Gogolook, a 
Taiwanese Who's Call service provider.

2014. 07    Acquired ads and platform business of 
NAVER Business Platform to NAVER 

 07  Established LINE C&I to secure and 
   manage mobile contents

2015. 04  Established Works Mobile specializing in 
corporate collaboration service 

 06  Acquired Entry Korea, a SW education 
platform developer

2000. 02    Won the 1st grand prize in digital 
information technology (Hankyoreh Daily)

 05    Ranked No.1 Korean search engine (Korea 
Management Association Consulting)

 12    Won the grand prize in internet portal 
business (Chosun Ilbo)

2001. 06    Won ‘Internet Grand Prix’ award in 
entertainment field  
(New Business Management)

2002. 05    Ranked No.1 website game provider in 
Korea for 3 consecutive years (Korea 
Management Association Consulting)

 10    Awarded for excellence in privacy 
protection (Korea Association of 
Information and Telecommunication)

 12    Obtained the certification as an exemplary 
company in using genuine software  
(Korea Software Property-right Council)

 12    Won the Best Internet Company of the 
Year award (Korea Internet Corporations 
Association and Journalist Association of 
Korea)

2003. 03    Ranked 1st in search portal service sector 
of NCSI

 07    Won the grand prize of the Korean 
Technology Fast 500 Growth Company 
Award (Deloitte)

 08    Ranked No.1 internet portal of the Korea 
Service-Quality Index  
(Korean Standards Association)

 12    Naver’s “Knowledge Search” service was 
selected as one of the “Hits of the Year,” 
(Samsung Economic Research Institute 
and Joongang Ilbo)

 12    Won the Presidential Award for the 
contribution to the advancement of 
Korean software industry

2004. 08    Ranked No.1 internet portal of the Korea 
Service-Quality Index (Korean Standards 
Association)

 12    Won the grand prize of the ‘Web Award 
Korea 2004’ (Web Award Committee)

2005. 03  Won the 1st Namoo Prize of the ‘I-People 
   Award’ ( joins.com)
 06    Won the grand prize of Internet Grand Prix  

(New Business Management)
 06    Ranked No.1 internet portal in Korea’s 

Brand Star Portal Site field (Brand Stock)
 09    Ranked No.1 internet portal of the Korea 

Service-Quality Index for  
3 consecutive years  
(Korean Standards Association)

 10    Won the ‘CEO Who Brightens Korea’ award 
(Korea Economic Daily and Seoul National 
University Industry-Academy Cooperation 
Foundation)

 11  Won the grand prize of the Korean 
   IR Awards (Korea IR Association)
 12    Won the grand prize in the field of social 

contribution at the ‘IMI Management Awards’
 12    Won the best award in the ‘Internet Portal 

Company of the Year’ field (Kinternet)

2006. 06    Won the ‘Best KOSDAQ Company’ Award 
(KOSDAQ Listed Companies Association)

 06    Became the first internet company to be 
awarded the ‘Good Design’ mark  
(Korea Institute of Design Promotion)

 09    Ranked No.1 internet portal of the Korea 
Service-Quality Index for 4 consecutive years  
(Korean Standards Association)

 10    Hangame was ranked as No.1 game portal 
of the National Brand Competitiveness 
Index for 2 consecutive years  
(Korea Productivity Center)

2007. 04    Received the 7th Presidential Citation for 
excellent gender equality employment 
(Ministry of Labor)

 11    Won the Presidential Prize of the Korea’s 
Internet Awards (Ministry of Government 
Administration and Home Affairs)

 11  Won the grand prize of the Korean 
   IR Awards (Korea IR Association)
 12    Selected for the Technology Fast  

500 Asia Pacific for 5 consecutive years  
(Deloitte Consulting)

 12    Won the ‘Innovation Grand Prize’ of the 
Web Award Korea 2007  
(Web Award Committee)

 12    Selected as an excellent website for 
protecting teenagers

2008. 02    Entered top 60 companies in shareholder 
value performance index of the CMT 
industry (Oliver Wyman)

 02    Selected as ‘Korea’s Most Admired 
Companies 2008, All-Star 3’ (Korean 
Management Association Consulting)

 03    Ranked No.1 search portal service of the 
National Customer Satisfaction Index 
(NCSI) for 3 consecutive years  
(Korea Productivity Center)

 04    Entered the ‘Global 2000 Companies’ (Forbes)
 09    Entered the ‘Asia’s Excellent 50 

Companies’ (Businessweek)
 11    Won the Prime Minister Prize in design 

management field at the 2008 Korea 
Design Award  
(Ministry of Knowledge Economy and 
Korea Institute of Design Promotion)

 12    Ranked 5th in the ‘Most Profitable 
Companies in 2008’ (Businessweek)

2009. 04    Hangame was ranked 2nd in web board 
gaming field (Korea Productivity Center)

 04    Ranked No.1 search portal service of the 
National Customer Satisfaction Index 
(NCSI) for 4 consecutive years  
(Korea Productivity Center)

 06    Won the Best Venture Award among 
venture businesses with more than KRW 
100 billion in annual sales  
(Korea Venture Business Association)

 09    Selected as one of the ‘Excellent 
Asia-Pacific 50 Companies’ (Forbes)

 10    NAVER was ranked No.1 in Korea 
Service-Quality Index for 6 consecutive 
years (Korean Standards Association)

 11    NAVER was ranked No.1 in Korean 
Customer Satisfaction Index for  
7 consecutive years  
(Korea Management Association)

 11  NAVER was ranked 5th among worldwide 
   search portals (Comscore)

 12    Won the grand prize in mobile web & 
media/information service field  
(Web Award Korea)

 12    Won the C9 grand prize of the 2009 
Korea’s Game Award  
(Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism)

 12    Selected as one of the ‘Promising 
Asia-Pacific 50 Companies’ (Forbes)

 12    Ranked 3rd in the ‘Top 100 Brands of 
Korea in 2009’ (Brandstock)

 12    Won the grand prize of the ‘2009 Korea 
Sharing and Volunteer Awards’  
(Hankook Ilbo)

 12    Won the Minister Prize for the ‘Library 
Donations’ (Ministry of Culture, Sports and 
Tourism)

2010. 04        Ranked No.1 search portal service of the 
National Customer Satisfaction Index 
(NCSI) for 5 consecutive years  
(Korea Productivity Center) 

 06    NAVER’s campaign ‘Hangeul, beauty in 
every letter’ won the PR Lions Silver prize 
(Cannes Lions)

 08    Won 5 main awards in brand design field 
(Red dot Award)

 08    NAVER’s 9 contents including intro clips of 
Green Window and Dialogue in the Dark 
won main design prizes  
(iF Communication Award)

 08    Naver’s annual report won gold prize in 
internet service and publication/
production field, and bronze prize in 
design field  
(Annual Report Competition 2010 Awards)

 12    Selected as one of the top 10 tech 
companies representing Asia  
(Business Insider)

 12    Won 15 awards in mobile web & media/
information service field (Web Award Korea)

2011. 04    Ranked No.1 search portal service of the 
National Customer Satisfaction Index 
(NCSI) for 6 consecutive years  
(Korea Productivity Center) 

 07    Won the ‘Excellent Revenue-Generating 
Venture Business’ prize  
(Small & Medium Business Administration 
and Korea Venture Business Association)

 08    Naver’s annual report won gold prize in 
internet service and photograph field, silver 
in publication field, and bronze in design field 
(Annual Report Competition 2011 Awards)

 10    Green Factor won the excellent prize of 
the Korea Architecture Award 2011

 11    NAVER App Square and Photo Printing 
Package won the main awards in 
communication field (iF Design Award)

 12    Won the grand prize of the 2011 
Information Protection Award  
(Korea Communications Commission and 
Korea Internet & Security Agency)

2012. 04    Ranked No.1 search portal service of the 
National Customer Satisfaction Index 
(NCSI) for 7 consecutive years  
(Korea Productivity Center)

 06    NAVER App Square, NHN NEXT Identity 
and others won 4 main awards in brand 
design field (Red dot Award)

 07    NAVER Real Estate App, NHN Diary 
Package and other won 4 awards brand 
design field (IDEA 2012 Award)

 10    Won the Presidential Prize of the ‘2012 
Digital Territory Expo’ (Ministry of Land , 
Transport and Maritime Affairs)

 12    NHN NEXT Identity, LINE, and others won 
7 main awards in brand design field  
(iF Communication Award)

 12    NAVER Music won the best prize of the  
1st Korean TV App Award in daily life field  
(Korea Communications Commission)

 12    Won the best prize of the 21st Good 
Company Award in non-manufacturing 
industry field  
(Citizens’ Coalition for Economic Justice)

2013. 04    Ranked No.1 search portal service of the 
National Customer Satisfaction Index 
(NCSI) for 8 consecutive years  
(Korea Productivity Center)

2014. 02    Won the lifetime achievement award from 
Korean Bar Association

 02    Won design awards in four sectors (iF 
Award) (including design center GAK)

 04    Won the Minister Prize in employment 
sector (Ministry of Health and Welfare) 

 05    Received the Presidential Citation for 
excellent gender equality employment 

(Ministry of Employment and Labor)
 07    Won the brand design awards in six 

sectors (IDEA) (including Hangeul 
Campaign)

 08    NAVER SDF Data Square won design 
awards including the best of the best in 
five sectors (red dot Award).

 10    NAVER Green Factory obtained the LEED 
Platinum certification with the world's top record

 12    Won the educational donation award 
(Ministry of Education)

 12    Won the Best Contribution Award for 
supporting software industry (Ministry of 
Science, ICT and Future Planning)

2015. 01    LINE Friends won the best prestige 
awards LIMA and ALA in licensing.

 02    Won design awards in eight sectors of iF 
Award (including NAVER Library and TOSS)

 02    LINE won the best international startup 
prize at the Crunch Award.

 08    NAVER Subway Route Map won design 
awards in five sectors including the best 
of the best in social responsibility sector 
(red dot Award).

 08    LINE Selfie app B612 won design awards 
in two sectors including the best of the 
best in communication design sector (red 
dot Award).

 08    NAVER Service History Wall won the Gold 
Prize in digital design sector (IDEA).

 09    Won the Minister Prize at the 1st 
Enterprise-Farming Industry Co-
prosperity Competition (Ministry for Food, 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries)

 11    Won the Minister Prize in the public-
private sector of the 3rd Software 
Protection Award (Ministry of Science, ICT 
and Future Planning)
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INVESTOR INFORMATION

NAME OF COMPANY  NAVER Corporation (KOSPI 035420)

CEO  SANG-HUN KIM

DATE OF ESTABLISHMENT  June 2, 1999

CAPITAL  KRW 16,481,339,500

HEAD OFFICE   Naver Green Factory, 6, Buljeong-ro , Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, 

Korea (Postal code: 463-867)

HOMEPAgE  www.navercorp.com

MAJOR SERVICES
Internet Services 

Internet Services naver.com

Junior NAVER, children’s online portal jr.naver.com

Happybean, online donation portal happybean.naver.com

Matome, user-generated contents service in Japan matome.naver.jp

Livedoor, online comprehensive portal in Japan livedoor.com

Mobile Services 
Mobile NAVER m.naver.com

LINE, mobile messenger line.me/ko/

BAND, mobile community service band.us

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (As of December 31, 2015)

NAVER Corp.: 2,397 persons

STOCK INFORMATION (As of December 31, 2015)

Number of common shares outstanding: 32,962,679

Market capitalization: KRW 21.69 trillion

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR
[Samil PricewaterhouseCoopers]
Address: 92, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Korea

Homepage: http://www.pwc.com/kr

Tel: +82-2-3781-3131

Fax: +82-2-3781-3196

DISCLAIMER
This report does not contain a complete description of NAVER 

Corporation’s business performance. All investments involve an 

element of risk, and the performances described herein must not 

be taken as a guarantee of future results. Executives and employees 

of Naver Corporation and its affiliates are not liable for losses or 

damages arising from investments or business decisions made by a 

third party based on the information contained herein.

IR INFORMATION
The 2015 Annual Report and recent investment information on 

NAVER Corporation can be found in both Korean and English on 

NAVER Corporation’s website (www.navercorp.com).

CONTACTS
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the following.

[Naver IR/Asset Management Department]
Tel: +82-1588-3830

Fax: +82-31-784-1000

E-mail: dl_ir@navercorp.com




